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PREFACE 

The boundaries for this study of John Gay's poem 

about London are marked off in the Introduction. Here I 

shall mention the bonuses of literary pleasure and academ

ic companionship that came with the study. My gratitude 

goes first to Dr. Autrey Nell Wiley for suggesting Trivia 

as a subject and for sharing her special awareness of the 

issues surrounding eighteenth-century literary criticism. 

Because I arrived at the task of writing a thesis after 

twenty years of teaching English in high school, I needed 

new vantage points from which to see the literature that 

I had been occupied in sharing. By centering upon the 

neo-classical mode of Gay's poetry, I became aware of the 

insight scholars have gained into Augustan letters since 

the thirties, an insight which serves as a pivot in see

ing how English poetry of medieval and Renaissance times 

is rela~ed to all that has followed eighteenth-century 

writing. 

Chief among literary pleasures was the bonus of 

becoming acquainted with the Georgics of Virgil and realiz

ing through Dwight L. Durling's Georgie Tradition in Eng

lish Poetry the extent of their influence upon the descrip

tive poetry of pre-Romantic and Romantic writers. Simi-
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l arities , of detail and phrasi ng in t he wor ks of Cowper 

and Gr ay, of Gol dsmith, Burns, and Wordsworth, which had 

occurred to me intermittentl y as I taught, came clearl y 

into perspective when I saw t heir common source . Such 

experiences are satisfying . 

I am grateful to Dr . Ivan L. Schulze and t he li

brary at Texas Woman's University for privil ege s granted 

and for recent material s secured f or this study . Mi ss C. 

Maril yn Cannon of the l ibrary staff was especially gener

ous with her hel p. I should l i ke to thanl{ Dr. Constance 

L. Beach , Dr. Eleanor James, and Dr . Gl adys Maddocks for 

reading t he thesis at a busy season. Miss Mary D. Hardin, 

Latin teacher and colleague, and Mis s Catherine Ard of 

the Montgomery County Library at Conroe, Texas , helped 

solve some probl ems of research; and the Fondren Library 

at Southern Methodist University was l iberal in allowing 

me acces s t o stacks and reference rooms. 

Without the continuing encouragement of Donal d C. 

Rousseau and the surprisingl y cheerful cooperation of our 

son Carl , this thesi s woul d never have been attempted or 

completed. 

Dallas, Texas 

May, 1965 
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AUTHOR'S NOTE 

Throughout the text of this study I have fol

lowed the style illustrated in Kate L. Turabian's Manual 

for Writers of Term Pap ers, Theses, and Dissertations 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964) for under

scoring titles of literary work s with an unbroken line 

rather than breaking the underline between words of a 

title. I understand that the latter style is more gen

eral ly approved. J. G. R. 

xiii 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

On a day late in January, 1716, just as Queen 

Anne's England was turning Hanoverian, there was issued 

from a bookseller 's shop between the Temple Gate s--No. 16 

Fleet Stree t, "which is situate on the west side of the 

gateway leading down the Inner Temple Lane 111 --a poem in 

three books which was to catch something of the rough 

bustle of London's crowded walkways and preserve it for 

later r eaders in the sweet-sour irony common then among 

her cultivated citizens. The poem was Trivia; or, the 

Art of Walking the Streets of London. Its author was John 

Gay, already at twenty-nine a veteran of both success and 

failure among literary wits and at court. 

Gay and his friends took no chances with the suc

cess of this poem . In addition to the octavo copies Ber

nard Lintot would sell at one and sixpence , they s ecur ed 

subscriptions for large paper prints at a guinea and be

lieved the poem might be "worth.{ 1 50 to him." 2 They were 

1Quoted from Sir John Hawkins by George Walter 
Thornbury, Old and New London: A Narrative of Its History, 
Its People, and Its Places (6 vols.; London: Cassell Pet
ter & Galpin, 1873-78 ), I, 45. 

2 Alexander Pope to John Caryll, January 10 , 1716, 
quoted by William Henry Irving, John Gay: Favorite of the 
Wits (Durham , N. C.: Duke University Press , 1940), p . 126. 
This work will be referred to as Favorite of the Wits in 
subsequent footnotes. 

1 
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not disappointed. Trivia went through two London editions 

in 1716, a pirated edition before 1720, a third authorized 

edition in 1730, and an Irish printing in 1727--a total of 

five printings during Gay 's lifetime, according to William 

Henry Irving.3 The poem was also prominent in his collected 

works, Poems on Several Occasions, in 1720 and 1731. Gay's 

own contemporaries took well to his guided stroll through 

"the Town," which preceded his works that became most 

popular, The Beggar's Opera and the Fables, by some twelve 

years. The twentieth century, too, has read and studied 

Trivia, less perhaps than The Beggar's Opera but in pref

erence to the fables, which were household favorites in 

Europe throughout Gay's own century and at least through 

Thackeray's childhood.4 In 1899 J.P. Briscoe edited 

Trivia, and in 1922 an Imperial octavo edition, bound in 

white leather and meticulously printed to reproduce the 

original text, first edition, was issued by Daniel O'Con

nor with W. H. Williams as editor. In 1926, the careful 

scholar, G. C. Faber, provided a r eliable tool for stu

dents, The Poetical Works of John Gay. In 1928 , Irving 

built a substantial book around Trivia, which he entitled 

3Favorite of the Wits, pp. 127-28. The CBEL, how
ever , shows only three editions before 1740 with the date 
of the first bracketed and of the second bracketed with a 
question mark. G. C. Faber, editor of TRe Poetical Works 
of John Gay (London: Oxford University Press, 1926), p. 57 , 
shows four editions, and Irving gives the account above. 

4Thackeray remarked i n his series of lectures on 
English humorists that he hadn 't read the Fables since ear 
ly youth . The English Humorists ("Everyman's Library, No. 
610 11 ; London: J.M. Dent & Sons, 1912), p. 147. 
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John Gay 's London: Illustrated from the Poetry of the 

Time; and i n 1940 the same author devoted careful atten

t ion to the wor k in his biographi cal study, John Gay : 

Favorite of the Wits. Sven Armens, in one chapter of 

John Gay: Social Critic (1 954), added to Irving's anal

ysis of classical Latin models and s tructure apparent 

in Tri via hi s own apprehension of Gay's awareness of t he 

evils of the city and of human injustice as revealed in 

the poem. Students have been busy i n the present decade , 

too, building on the studies of Irving and Armens and, 

i n one dissertation, considering the contradictory nature 

of Gay's satire and humanitarian impulses as revealed in 

four of his works, Trivia being one of them.5 

Twentieth century critics, however much their 

city man's interest in street scenes has attracted them 

to Gay's piece on London, have not sauntered through 

Trivia's "spacious streets " and "winding alleys" s o s e 

cur ely that they can all agree on the poet's tone and 

purpose . In comparing their verdicts , one infer s a bas ic 

doubt, conscious or unconscious, about whether Gay was 

5chester Francis Burgess, "John Gay 's 'Happy Vein' : 
The Ambivalent Point of View" (unpublished Ph .D. disserta
tion, Notre Dame University, 1962 ) , microfilmed . Other 
microfilmed Ph.D. dissertations which I obtained when this 
thesis was ready for the typist and whi ch bear particular
ly upon the issues of this study include one by Keith May
bin Thompson, "Honest J ohn Gay, a Re - e stimate of the Man 
and His Work" (New York University, 1961), and another by 
Mary Elizabeth Cox , "Realism and Convention: A Study of 
the Poetry of Prior, Swift ,and Gay" (Ohio State Universi 
ty, 1960 ). 
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writing a burlesque or a sincere sketch of the city and 

guide to getting along in London traffic. W. H. Williams 

declares in the Introduction to the 1922 edition, "Gay 

wrote Trivia primarily as a burlesque on versified 

'Arts, 111 6 but he later concedes that what began as bur-

lesque developed into an original type poem concerned 

with the picturesque. George Wiley Sherburn in Albert C. 

Baugh's A Literary History of England calls Trivia "the 

most admired of the longer 'town eclogues' or burlesque 

Georgics such as Swift, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, and 

others were popularizing. 11 7 Irving agrees that the poem 

is structurally a burlesque: 

Trivia is without question the greatest poem on Lon
don life in English literature ..•. And, in addi
tion, it shows real architectonic ability in the 
persistent success with whiQh the framework of clas
sical burlesque is handled.b 

But Richmond B. Bond, whose Eighteenth Century Burlesque 

Poetry: 1700-1750 does much to distinguish the various 

species of burlesque, decided not to include Trivia in his 

register of burlesque poems. In a footnote, he reveals 

that this decision cost him something of an argument with 

himself. After observing, "Didactic poems in the eighteenth 

6John Gay, Trivia: or, the Art of Walking the 
Streets of London, ed. W. H. Williams (London: Daniel 
O'Connor, 1922), p. xiii. In subsequent footnotes I shall 
refer to this edition as Trivia (1922). 

7(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1948 ), 
p . 91 9 . 

8Favorite of the Wits, p. 127. 
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century waxed healthy and dull, and the excessive length 

..• compelled the satirist to adopt the type [burlesquaj 

merely to carry along his observations ... without much 

real burlesque," he affixes this note: 

Philips' C~der, 1708, Gay's Trivia, 1716, Somerville's 
Chace, 173 , and J ohn Armstrong's (Economy of Love, 
1736, are not properly called burlesques. Despite 
the invocation in Trivia, the character of many of the 
similes, the episode of the patten, and the conclusion, 
Gay departed from whatever mock-heroic or mock-didac
tic intention he had and became more interested in 
writing a poem on London and the art of walking its 
streets . 9 

In A Critical History of English Poetry, H.J. C. Grier

son and J. C. Smith seem to agree that burlesque is not 

basic to the piece. "Trivia," they say, "describes the 

streets of London with ~he minute detail, the realistic 

effect, .•. while giving to the whole a suggestion of 

t he mock-heroic by the recurring interjection of epic sim

iles .1110 David Daiches, who likes to see reasons for 

writers' tendencies, explains the puzzle as a schizophre

nia common among the Augustan writers. Their tendency 

toward mock-heroic pieces was "a means of getting around 

their own rules, escaping from elevation, 1111 and writing 

as they pleased . About Trivia itself Daiches writes that 

the poem "is interspersed with stories of classical gods 

9(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1932), p. 168, n . 1. 

10(New York: Oxford University Press, 1946), ~ 225. 

11 A Critical History of English Literature (2 vols.; 
New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1960), II, 647 . 
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and goddesses ... ; but the most appealing parts ••• 

are the straightforward descriptions of London sights, 

sounds, and smells." 12 

This sampling of critical opinion suggests that 

two separate facets of Trivia appear to every reader and 

that the combination presents an enigma. Certainly Gay 

wrote in the neo-classical idiom, foreign to today's 

readers; just as certainly he presented details of com

mon city life. Did those details seem like caricatures 

to his contemporaries while they might strike us as 

faithful realism? What tone sounded in the ears of 

Trivia' s subscribers·, who knew Gay and enjoyed his con

versation? Did the general readers who paid their;S1, 

6d. at Lintot's shop or in Moorfield or Paternoster Row 

stalls think they were reading burlesque or description 

or instruction or all of these? Gay himself volunteered 

no answer to the question. His only comment appears in a 

letter to Thomas Parnell--"In the summer I wrote a poem, 

and in the winter I have published it .. 

The aim of this study, then, is to search for 

Gay's tone and purpose in Trivia. I shall begin by look

ing at the society of his time, his own personal inclina

tions as a writer, and his experI:ence_s ;.l)_e:f-.a.r~e and during 

12Ibid., p. 649. 

13The Corres ondence of Alexander Poe, ed. ~orge 
Wiley Sherburn ( vols.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1956), 
I , 331 . 
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the time that he wrote the poem. Approaching from anoth

er direction, I shall venture into the structure of Triv

ia to see what Gay as a neo-classical writer was building, 

and finally I shall examine the poem itself for clues to 

the tone that Gay intended to project for his readers. 



CHAPTER II 

THE APPRENTICE POET 

John Gay in 1716 was a young man thoroughly and 

enthusiastically involved in London life, especially in 

the concerns of the cultivated social and literary set of 

"the Town," who enjoyed unusual power and prestige during 

Queen Anne's reign . Except for a few months spent in his 

native Devonshire, he had been a part of London since he 

was seventeen . Five of those years he had served as an 

apprentice to a silk mercer whose shop on the Strand was 

not far from the lace shop of Gay's cousin, Hester Pin

ney.1 After the apprenticeship was broken in 1707 and 

Gay had spent some months with a maternal uncle at Barn

staple, where as the second son in a quartet of orphans 

he had been reared and educated, he joined a Barnstaple 

schoolmate, Aaron Hill, to try his fortunes once again in 

London, this time among the gentleman journalists who were 

filling bookstalls and coffee - houses with their poems and 

pamphlets and periodicals--like The British Apollo, a 

question-and-answer leaflet which Hill launched. Gay 

s erved for a while as secretary to Hill, who had money 

and position and a mind "full of fresh projects, among 

which in 1708 were starting The British Apollo, writing 

1° Irving, Favorite of the Wits, p . 24. 

8 
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and producing hi s first play, and publishing his magnifi-

cent folio of travels in the Ottoman Empire. 11 2 Hill did 

not stay with the Apol lo long; Irving finds evidence indi 

cating that he had sold his interest to the more plodding 

and plebeian associate, Marshall Smith, by January, 1710. 

And al though a pamphlet that Irving discovered ,1.links Hill 

and Gay in a business scheme as late as 1712, their inti

macy appears not to have been lasting either. When a p

proached after Gay's death by Richard Savage, a biographer, 

for facts about Gay, Hill referred Savage to Alexander 

Pope for information about Gay's later years and to Eus 

tace Budgell for facts from "the beginning of Gay's life, 11 

meaning, it would seem, the early journalistic years in 

London. The connection with Budgell, that "attractive, 

if somewhat headstrong " young cousin and protege of Jo

seph Addison, suggests that Gay had found good comrades 

among the law students at the Inns of Court. Irving the

orizes quite plausibly that Gay met Budgell through Wil

liam Fortescue, another Barnstaple schoolmate, whose 

friendship with Gay remained warm and active throughout 

the poet's life: 

Fortescue 's widowed mother, formerly Agnes Dennis, 
a cousin of Gay's, had early married the Reverend 
Gilbert Budgell, D.D., of St. Thomas, near Exeter, 
himself a widower and the father of Eustace. Under 
these circumstances it was inevitable that son and 
stepson should meet frequently, and, since they both 
arrived in town at approximately the same time, both 

2Ibid. , p. 28. 
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strangers and both members of the Inns of Court, 
one may assume with some confidB.nce at least a 
limited amount of social give-and-take between 
them. Gay would come tu see his old school-friend, 
Fortescue, and there he would meet Budgell. With 
Budgell as a friend he would certainly have oppor
tunities to become acquainted with Addison.3 

Fortescue had met Gay's friends on the Apollo in his fre

quent visits to the town. In 1710, he settled as a law 

student in the Middle Temple, while Budgell was a barris

ter of the Inner Temple. 4 Through another Inner Temple 

friend, Maurice Johnson, Gay must have made the contact 

which brought him his first position with nobility, that 

of secretary to the elderly Duchess of Monmouth . John

son's father was steward of the Monmouth estates near 

Spalding, Lincolnshire, and in later years Johnson placed 

in the archives of a Spalding literary society a memo 

randum of his introduc tion into the circle of Buttonians 

by the celebrated John Gay.5 Apparently he returned the 

favor by int~oducing Gay to the Duchess, who employed the 

poet from 1712 until his resignation in June, 1714, of 

which, more later. 

From being an apprentice in the Strand in 1702 and 

an anonymous journalist in 1708, Gay rose to association 

with the greatest wits of the quarter of a century when 

English literature and politics were mo st closely and 

3Ibid ., p. 36 . 

4Henry Austin Dobson in DNB s . v. "Budgell, EustaCE ." 

5Irving, Favorite of the Wits, p. 69. 
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dramatically linked. His own political leanings were 

never clear. Donald Bond theorizes that he was in 1711 

willing to be wooed by either party.6 Who should govern 

England seems not to have been important to him; but so

cial and literary success was. Something of his feeling 

for being a gentleman writer may be reflected in the com

ment that he made on The British Apollo in The Present 

State of Wit (1711). Relegating the sheet to Grub Street 

while holding himself among the intellectual elite, he 

said in a postscript to his "friend in the Country" that 

the Apollo had "of late retreated out of this end of the 

Town and into the City; where I am inform'd however, that 

it still recommends its self by deciding Wagers at Cards, 

and giving good Advice to Shopkeepers and their appren

tices."7 The Tuwn, it would seem, was the West End--the 

Inns of Court, the Strand, Picadilly, St. James 's, West 

minster , Chelsea; the City was London east of Fleet Ditch, 

where the smells and the noise recommended the "grateful" 

air of Pell-Mell. And the heart of London to young John 

Gay must have been the segment of Fleet Street between 

the Middle and the Inner Temple gates, where his Trivia 

would later be published. Here just inside Temple Bar, 

where royalty traditionally halted to gain permission to 

6 . John Gay, The Present State of Wit, 1711, with 
introduction by Donald F. Bond ("Series One: Essays on 
Wit, No. 3"; Ami Arbor, Mich.: Augustan Reprint Society, 
1 947) , pp. 1 -2. 

7Ibid., p. 7. 
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enter the free city of London, where the crown and govern

ing class met the thriving mercantile ,interests, literally 

and symbolically, within the great Law district--just here 

was where Gay walked to meet his friends to go to dinner, 

to t he play, to the coffee-house for talk of the latest 

doings of the Wits. 

Gay published The Present State of Wit anonymously. 

His name in May 1711 carried no weight as a "Wit"; but his 

pamphlet revealed a judgment and an enthusiasm that cer

tainly must represent accurately the opinion of cultivated 

society when the Tatler had yielded to political dangers 

and the Spectator had made its debut. By this time Swift, 

who had pulled away from his Whig friends into the vortex 

of the Tory power whirling around Robert Harley, was hard 

at work on the Examiner. To his authorship Gay gave some 

good notice in his pamphlet, but he gave his warmest praise 

to the Tatler and Spectator. Steele, he declared, had 

truly made vice and folly less fashionable, and, what was 

more, had encouraged "Learning" : "He has indeed rescued 

it out of the hands of Pedants and Fools, and discovered 

the true method of making it amiable and lovely to all 

mankind."8 

This affection for learning and hatred of pedantry, 

far from being peculiar to Gay, was one distinguishing 

mark of the writers of Queen Anne's reign. Perhaps just 

8Ibid., p. 4-. 
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at this point we should leave John Gay, still an anony

mous but aspiring wit, and take time to consider the so

cial setting that produced the unique stratum of English 

literature, the Augustan, with its passion for "correct 

ness" and common sense and classical models. 

Sir Leslie Stephen, in preparing lectures on this 

period, found clues to the literary fashions first in the 

education of the time , then in the gradual changes taking 

place in the reading audience, in the habits of the Wits, 

and in the influence of John Locke. In the changed atti

tudes which Locke's philosophy was molding, Stephen saw 

this pattern: 

Politically [they] meant toleration; intellectually 
.•. rationalism; and, in literature ... the 
hatred of pedantry and the acceptance of such liter
ary forms as are thoroughly congenial ... to the 
common sense of the new audience.9 

The men of letters who addressed this downright audience 

had been educated almo st exclusively through drill in 

Greek and Latin; their acceptance of classical models may 

be viewed as automatic, and their ability to quote off

hand and accurately need not be wondered at. Literary 

society, moreover, was limited strictly to London with, 

perhaps, pinpoints of light generated in Dublin and Ed 

inburgh. A writer could assume that his poem would be 

r ead only in the Town and be judged or ignored in the 

9En lish Literature and Societ in 
eenth Century (Edinburgh: Riverside Press, 
p. 51 . 
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various clubs and coffee-houses . "In 1708 there were 

three thousand coffee-houses; and each coffee-house had 

its habitual circle . " 10 Stephen describes the Kit-cat 

Club, a few doors north of Fleet Street in Shoe Lane, "of 

which Tonson the bookseller was secretary; to which be

longed noble dukes and all the Whig aristocracy , besides 

Congreve, Vanbrugh, Addison, Garth, and Steele . 11 11 He 

sees a clear distincti on between them and the new jour

nalistic group--the Defoes and Marshall Smiths--who were 

tagged "Grub Street" and who "might be pilloried, or 

flogged, or lose their ears without causing a touch of 

compassion from men like Swift, who would have disdained 

to call themselves brother authors . 11 12 Liking the feel 

of belonging to an inner circle , the Wits played anony

mous literary jokes, spread false news in fun, and gener 

ally delighted in puns and parodies and burlesque which 

only educated gentlemen could relish . Swift especially 

seemed to generate play of this sort; whether as a young 

cleric at Dublin Castle or as a courtier within Harley-

St . John cabinet sessions, he often brightened his day with 

a "bite ." 13 The social talent of Gay, as we shall see, 

fit well with this mood . Between 1708 and 171 4 , the mood 

was at its height for Swift and Pope and their friends. 

1 Oibid . , p . 37. 

11 Ibid . , p . 38 . 

12Ib. 
id . ' p . 69. 

13stephen Gwynn, The Life and Friendships of Dean 
Swift (New York: Henry Holt & Co . , 1933 ), P · 72 . 
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Here, then, we have the general indication of the com
position of the literary organ. It is made up of men 
of the world--"Wits" is the i r favorite self-designa
tion, scholars and gentlemen with rather more of the 
gentlemen than the scholars--living in the capital, 
which forms a kind of island of illumination amid the 
surrounding darkness of the agricultural country ..• 
. The class to which they belong is socially and po
litically dominant--the advance guard of national 
progress •.. ; it is setting an example of ordered 
liberty to the whole civilized world ..•. And with 
certain reserves, it will be taken at it s own valua
tion by fo reigners who are still in darkness and de 
plorably given to slavery, to say nothing of wooden 
shoe s and the consumption of frogs.1~ 

That conception--was it teasing or flatly supercilious?-

of the French as eater s of snails and frogs and downtrodden, 

sabot-shod slaves was to find expression in the lines of 

Trivia along with other popularly held notions of Belgium, 

Russia, and Italy. J ohn Gay belonged whole-heartedly and 

gaily to his own time and his own Town. 

On May 3, 1711, The Present State of Wit appeared 

in modest anonymity. On May 15 an Essay on Criticism was 

published with fanfare by the brilliant young poet Al exan

der Pope, whose pastorals Jacob Tonson had asked for when 

Pope was only n i neteen and had issued when Pope was twen

ty-two . In July of 1711 Pope mentioned Gay twice in l et 

t ers to Henry Cromwell; in October Cromwell spoke of "a 

pretty Poem to Lintot" that Gay had written, and in Decem

ber Pope wrote to Cromwell to give his thanks to Mr. Gay 

"for the favor of his Poem, & in particular, for his kind 

mention of me ."15 The young men had been introduced by 

14stephen , pp. 53 - 55 . 

1 5Pope , Correspondence, I, 1 25, 130, 134 , and 138. 
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Cromwell, a good-natured but apparently laughable 11 habitu13 

of Will 1 s, 1116 whom Steele had more than once caricatured 

in the Tatler. Their friendship was destined to be warm, 

mutuall y stimulating, and imperishable within a society 

notorious for wrenched and ruptured attachments among the 

famous and the talented. Just as the friendship was be

ginning, Pope, who had been nourished since he was four

teen on the admiration of the most distinguished writers 

in London, suffered his first real personal scalding from 

critic John Dennis. He had offended Dennis in the Essay 

on Criticism by caricaturing him as a dull and choleric 

pedant and making sure the Wits recognized the portrait 

by use of the critic 1 s favorite word of praise, "tremen

dous . 11 Denni s had retaliated nastily on June 20 with 

Reflections, Critical and Satirical, upon a Late Rhapso-

dy called an Essay upon Criticism, wherein among other 

slurs was the comment that "there is nothing so stupid and 

impotent as a hunch-backed Toad. 111 7 Bonamy Dobr§e describes 

Pope, with his "little tender and crazy carcase," as keen

ly hurt by the blow but determined to hide it. 18 He spent 

the summer entirely at Binfield, where friends were quick 

to cheer him up and help heal the hurt: John Caryll of 

Binfield, Cromwell, Martha Blount, and Wycherley, who 

16rrving, Favorite of the Wits, P· 37. 

17The Critical Works of John Dennis, ed. Edward 
N. Hooker (2 vols.; Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1939), 
I, 4-15. 18 

Alexander Pope (London: Hunt, Barnard, & Co., 
Ltd., 1952), p. 27. 
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might himself have been hurt by the Essay. By the follow-

ing spring Gay had offered his consolation in a counter

attack upon the thoroughly bombarded Dennis. Still writ~ 

ing anonymously, he dedicated his published but unperformed 

"tragi-comical farce," The Mohocks, to "Mr D***": 

Sir, 
There are several Reasons which induce me to lay 

this Work at Your Feet: The Subject of it is Horrid 
and Tremendous, and the whole Piece written according 
to the exactest Rules of Dramatick Poetry, as I have 
with great care collected them from several of your 
elaborate Dissertations. 19 

The "horrid and tremendous" subject of the play was a se

vere outbreak of juvenile or, perhaps, not-so-juvenile 

del inquency by a gang of rakes who called themselves Mo

hocks after the Mohawk chiefs whose visit had stirred the 

town in 1710. As a city menace, their sort was hardly 

new. Lords of Misrule led young Templars on spring raids 

of Fleet Street in the time of Charles I; 20 11 Scowrers 11 

appeared in a play by Shadwell in 1691; 21 and "Nickers," 

Who broke windows with pennies in sheer drunken unconcern, 

seem from Gay's mention in Trivia to have been a perenni

al phenomenon. But the Mohocks had reached their height 

19John Gay The Poetical Works of John Ga~, ed. 
G. C. Faber (Londo~: Oxford University Press, 192 ), p. 
311. Thenceforth I shall designate this book as Gay, 
E._oetical Works. 

20Thornbury, I, 33. 

21 william Henry Irving, John Gay's London: Illus
i__rated from the Poetry of the Time (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Ha:vard University Press, 1928), p. 247. I shall refer to 
this work as Gay's London in subsequent footnotes. 
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in 1711-1 2, had caused considerable comment in the Spec

tator and ot her journal s, and had even been explained by 

Tory writers as t he instruments of subversive action by 

the Whigs. Gay 1 s play, certainly a slight piece, l aughed 

a t the terror t he roisterers inspired in a cowardly set 

of watchmen, whose poles were useless agai nst the swords 

and prestige of t he Mohocks . I n his dedication, he 

teased Dennis as adroitly as the Moho ck s pricked respect

able but less agile citizens wi th t heir swords: 

The Act ion is plain and simple, the Time not 
above an hour and t hree quarters, and the Scene shift
ed but twice in t he whole Drama : I am apt to flatter 
my sel f t hat those two Transitions are extremely nat
ural and easie; being only out of t he Tavern int o t he 
~atch-house, and , vice versa, out of t he Watch - house 
into the Tavern •..• 

I am not a t all concern'd at this Tragedy's being 
rejected by the Players, when I consider how many of 
your i mmortal Compo sitions have met with no better 
Reception. 

I am proud t o answer the malicious Wor l d in thi s 
Case, w:itth that memorable Saying which was formerly 
apply 1 d to Scaliger, I had rather be in the Wrong 
fil1h t he ingenious Mr. J2***, than in the Right with 
an;y bod;y else. . 

I am, Sir, wi th great Respect and Gratitude, 

London, April 122 

Your most oblig ' d, 
mo st obedient, 

mo st humble, 
and most devoted Servant, 

W. B. 

After playing the joke upon Pope' s enemy in April , 

Gay publi shed two poems in May in a Lintot mi scellany 

Which Pope had helped t o assemble;23 one was a translation 

22Gay, Poet ica l Works, p . 311 • 

23Pope, Correspondence, I , 141 • 
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from Ovid's Metamorphoses, and the other was the "pretty 

Poem to Lintot" that Cromwell had mentioned to Pope. In 

the couplets to Lintot, the publisher was advised how to 

put a successful miscellany together and Pope was warmly 

praised. As in The Present State of Wit, Gay commented 

on the merits of writers--contemporary ones. He had used 

prose for the essayists; he now wrote in verse of the po

ets--Congreve, Prior, Addison, and Garth, whose Dispen-

. ., sary must have been a favorite with Gay, to judge from 

two allusions to it in Trivia. Gay's poems in the col

lection were unsigned, but they were in good company : 

the first version of The Rape of the Lock appeared in the 

volume. Fortune was beginning to favor Lintot in his pub

lishing activity at "The Cross-keys between the two Tem

ple Gates in Fleet-Street." To him Gay offered advice 

which revealed the printer's ambition: 

Wouldst thou for miscellanies raise thy famei4 
And bravely rival Jacob's mighty name, ... 

Irving writes that Lintot "was at this time rising from 

humble beginnings to be a serious rival of Jacob Tonson 

as a purveyor of serious poetry1125 and adds that the new 

literary clique of Nicholas Rowe, Thomas Parnell, Pope, 

and Gay chose Lintot as their favored publisher. 

The new clique, whether together or with other 

24Gay, Poetical Works, p. 172 . 

25Favorite of the Wits, p. 38. 
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friends, were doubtless often at Button's coffee-house in 

1712. The orginal Spectator was still appearing, andFope 's 

relations with Addison and Steele were entirely cordial 

throughout the year. 26 As for Gay, with Budgell still in 

town and his own literary hopes rising, he would have 

joined the talk at Button's, two doors from Covent Garden, 

with his attention attuned also to theatrical opportunities. 

The Mohocks had failed to reach the stage, but in the fol

lowing spring Gay's Wife of Bath waited out the long run 

of Cato to make its three-night appearance. Still connect

ed with Aaron Hill's enterprises in 1712, Gay found time 

for a summer holiday with Fortescue in Devonshire. 27 The 

first l etter of Pope's correspondence addressed to Gay, 

November 13 , 1712, mentioned the trip to Devonshire and 

seemed to bid for a firmer friendship. Pope spoke of a 

coolness he had noticed in Henry Cromwell, which made him 

wonder whether he had displeased the older friend. 

But this I know nothing of, perhaps he may have 
open'd to you: And if I know you right, you_a:e of 
a Temper to cement Friendships, and not to divide 
them. I really much love Mr. Cromwell, and ~ave a 
true affe ction for your self, .••. ~ ~esire_you 
will not, either out of Modesty, or a vicious Dis
trust of another's value for you (those two Eternal 
Foes to Merit) imagine that your Letters and Conver
sation are not always welcome to me.28 

In a second letter to Gay, written on Christmas Eve , Pope 

26 
Pope, Correspondence, I, 141. 

27rrving, Favorite of the Wits, P· 71. 
28 

Pope, Corre spondence, I, 153 . 
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congratulated Gay on his "good Success" :df being made do

mestic steward to the Duchess of Monmouth and added, 11 I 

hope as much of your Time as your attendance on the Dutch

ess will allow you to spare to any friend, will not be 

thought lost upon one who is as much so as any man. 11 29 

He closed the letter with the wish that Gay would not ne

glect the nine Muses and rounded off his wit with an allu

sion to Chaucer.30 The Chaucer allusion is indicative of 

the interests, in both reading and creating, that the 

poets shared. As I compared the writings of Pope and Gay 

from 1712 through August of 17;14, one circumstance became 

particularly obvious: Whatever one poet worked upon or 

published, a companion piece or a poem showing a clear 

reiation to that publication was sure to appear from the 

other. 

The interest in Chaucer's works was frequently 

evident. The only piece of published matter which Pope 

had to his credit befor~ 1711 besides his pastorals was 

a translation of the Lawyer I s Tale, "May and Jama ry, 11 

and early in 1713 he published a Temple of Fame suggested 

by Chaucer's work. Gay produced, then published during 

29Ibid. , p. 169. 

30Pope wrote, "He who is forc'd t~ live ~holly up
on ~hose Ladies [the Muses~ favours, is indeed in as pre
carious a condition as any He who does what Chaucer says 
for Sustenance·'' Sherburn footnotes the passage, P· 169, 
n. 3, t hus: "Professor B. J. Whiting suggests the refer
ence is to the last couplet of the unfinished Cook's Tale 
( Canterbury Tales, i (A) , 4421 -2). 11 
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May, 1713, a comedy called The Wife of Bath. "An Answer 

to the Sompner's Prologue of Chaucer," a tale in imitation 

of Chaucer, first appeared with Gay's collected work s in 

1720, but it might have been written at any time before 

then, possibly in 1712 or 1713. Irving was aware of Gay' s 

interest in Chaucer : 

Let us examine Gay's "schemes" and their execution 
in this year 1713. Most fruitful in its suggestions 
for Gay was his reading of Vergil and of Chaucer, 
Vergil for the form and mellifluousness of his verses, 
Chaucer for the encouragement he gave to Gay's sly 
humor.31 

A more definite indication that the creative moods 

of the new friends were related is the publication of RlIT

al Sports by Gay on . January 13, 1713, and Windsor Forest 

by Pope in March 1713. Written in heroic couplets with 

pastoral qualities, the poems are entirely free from 

satire. Both have been praised for their clear and con

centrated descriptions of external nature and blamed for 

their "poetic diction." . Pope had worked on Windsor For

~ through much of the preceding year;32 and Gay ad

dressed Rural Sports , the first poem to be published under 

his own name, "To Mr. Pope": 

You, who the Sweets of Rural Life have known, 
Despise th' ungrateful Hurry of the Town; 
'Midst Windsor Groves your easie Hours employ 
And, undisturb'd, your self and Muse enjoy. . . . . . . . 
But I, who ne'er was bless'd from Fortune's Hand, 
Nor brighten'd Plough-shares in Paternal Land, 

31Favorite of the Wits , p. 73. 

32Pope, Correspondence, I , . 141 . 



Have long been in the noisie Town immur'd, 
Respir'd it's Smoak , and all it's Toils endur'd, 
Have courted Bus'ness with successless Pain, 
And in Attendance wasted Years in vain; 
Where News and Politick s amuse Man_~ind, 
And Schemes of State involve th' uneasy Mind; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Resolv'd at last no more Fatigues to bear, 
At once I both forsook the Town and Care; 
At a kind Friend's a calm Asylum chose, 
And bless'd my harass'd Mind with sweet Repose, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

22 

My Muse shall rove through flow'ry Meads and Plains, 
And Rural Sports adorn these homely Strains, 
And the same road ambitiously pursue, 
Frequented by the Mantuan Swain and You.33 

The conclusion immediately suggested by the "Windsor 

Groves" reference is that Gay had read Windsor Forest or 

a t least knew that Pope was writing it. Even though the 

phrase could mean merely that the Pope home was located 

near the forest, knowledge of Pope's r eluctance to have a 

piece published until it had been fully polished and ma

tured favors the idea that Gay was referring to the poem, 

soon to be published by his better known friend. Along 

with the inscription to P9pe, the lines seem a carefully 

calculated bit of advertising. The passage quoted above 

comes from the original version of the poem, which Gay 

revised so completely for Poems on Several Occasions 

(1720) that Faber printed the 1713 text in an appendix. 

In the improved version the first forty lines, encompassed 

above, became thirty; scores of capital letters disappeared; 

rhythm was tightened or eased as needed for smoother ef

fects; and such personal reference s as these disappeared : 

j3Gay , Poetical Works , pp. 655-56 . 
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11Have courted Bus 1 ness 11 and 11At a kind Friend's. 11 Students 

can thank Faber for including the early version, if only 

for the suggestion that Gay-wru~ethe poem during his summer 

holiday with Fortescue . Writing poems during his country 

holidays seems to have been a persistent practice with Gay, 

as we shall see . 

The burlesque which Gay wrote in the summer of 

171 3 at Moor Park, while vacationing with the Duchess of 

Monmouth's household, provides the next parallel with 

Pope's verse. Published December 8, The Fan, which relat

ed how Venus had Cupid invent the flirtatious 11machine, 11 

took its cue from Pope 's Rape of the Lock. All the 

articles of feminine dress and frivolity were detailed 

as in Pope's piece, a lovely heroine was in confl i ct with 

a fashionable beau, and there was a framework of super

natural narrative . 34 Although the original Lock contained 

no supernatural element , Pope had already considered ex

panding his burlesque and had asked Addison's opinion of 

t he project. Unlike the Lock The Fan centered mainly on __ , 
how an invention, secured by mythological agents, won the 

favor of the human heroine . Twentieth century critics 

are unanimous in their appraisal of each poem: Pope's, 

a masterpiece; Gay's, a negligible effort . In view of the 

verdict, it is arresting to discover that The Fan was 

34 
Bond , pp. 160-61. 
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highly popular in its own century35 and that "Pope was 

probably indebted for a few phrases'' in the five-canto ver

sion of the Lock to Gay's description in The Fan of some 

of the details of a lady's toilette.36 In Pope's judg

ment , did Gay's duties as secretary to a duchess qualify 

him as a more reliable observer? Pope's letters failed to 

imply answers to that question, but they did cast out some 

hints about The Fan: Pope was surprised to hear from Gay 

in August that The Fan was "mounted so soon" and urged him 

to "varnish and glaze it" at his leisure.37 When he re

ceived a copy in the fall for his appraisal, he was "too 

deeply engaged in poetry" to read it and promised close 

attention to the manuscript when he went to Binfield in 

November. The matter that engaged Pope so deeply was his 

decision to translate Homer, an undertaking which was to 

affect Gay's activities during the time that he wrote 

Trivia; and the task Pope completed during his stay at 

Binfield was the revision of The Rape of the Lock.38 

Another hint from Pope's correspondence brings us 

35In addition to the two 1714 editions listed by 
Faber and by CBEL, Irving discovered "a Dublin edition in 
1727, another London edition in 1757," two French and one 
German translation, and a place among Poems for Young La
dies , selected by Dr. Goldsmith in 1785 (Favorite of the 
Wits, p . 76). 

36Bond, p. 160. 
37 

Pope , Correspondence, I, 188. 

38Ibid ., p. 194 , n. 3 . 
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to a final example of parallels between the writings of 

Pope and those of Gay. In a letter to Swift in December, 

1713, Pope mentioned Gay as "one who writes Pastorals dur

ing Divine Service. 11 39 The pastorals were for The Shep

herd's Week , the rollicking burlesque Gay published the 

following April, almost a year after Pope had planted the 

land mine in Guardian, No. 4o, which set off the pastoral 

war and opened the rift that separated Pope and Gay from 

the Buttonians. The events of the pastoral war are well 

known. Essays in the Tatler and Spectator and articles 

by minor Whig writers continued, long after the publica

tion of Ambrose Philips' and Pope's pastorals in Tonson's 

1709 miscellany, to single out Philips' eclogues for 

special praise. Early in 1713 a series of five essays 

in the Guardian, probably by Thomas Tickell, advanced 

certain principles and standards for judging the pastoral 

genre and praised Philips' effort to creat e an English 

setting, as Spenser had done. On April 27, Pope a dded to 

the series an essay in which 11 ironically accepting t h ese 

principles and judgments, he implied ... that Philips' 

simplicity was tasteless and inane. 1140 The Shepherd's 

Week, by putting the principles starkly into practice, pro

vided six samples of what r eal English swains and Spen

serian language could do for the genre . The r e sult was 

39rbid., p. 200. 
40 . 

Hoyt Trowbridge, "Pope, Gay, and The Shepherd's 
Week," Modern Language Quarterly, V (Mar ch 1944), 82. 
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surprising; the burlesque was clear and recognizable, but 

critics today find the realism charming rather than inane 

and suggest that Gay thoroughly enjoyed "the freedom of 

presenting realistic detail. n41 Such a judgment conm cts 

this work by Gay closely with Trivia; the problem of tone 

in both poems involves the question of whether burlesque 

or realism predominated. That discussion, however, must 

wait for a later chapter. 

Here we may take notice of an argument concerned 

with The Shepherd's Week alone. Modern critics have 

doubted that Gay intended a specific attack on Philips. 

Irving suggests that when Pope became freshly angry with 

Philips for delaying to turn in subscriptions which he had 

gathered for Pope's Homer, Gay may have pointed up details 

of the burlesque pastorals he had already begun in order 

to lampoon Philips' poems. Irving begins by conceding, 

These two ideas, ridicule of Philips and burlesque 
of the Bucolics, were probably in Gay's mind as he 
began to write. It is hard at this distance to de 
cide which predominated. ~ am inclined to think the 
latter motive started him. 2 

He proceeds to consider Pope's friendliness during the 

fall of 1713 with Addison's circle, the hint that Gay had 

been writing The Shepherd's Week before December, and the 

open warfare that broke out in February between the Whigs 

and Pope's clique. He concludes, "it is fairly certain 

that in the beginning The Shepherd's Week was burlesque 

41D . h a1c es, II, 651. 42F ·t f th w·t 82 avor1 e o e 1 s, p. • 
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of Vergil rather than ridicule of Philips. 1143 Holding 

the opposite view, Hoyt Trowbridge shows from biographi 

cal evidence that Gay was aiming a blow at Philips and 

from internal evidence that The Shepherd! s .~ Week used 

Pope's essay in No. 40 of the Guardian as its framework. 

The internal evidence which he gives is persuasive, for 

he shows that Gay illustrated all six ironic principles 

which Pope had advanced and even used for his burlesque 

the i dentical passages Pope had quoted from Philips.44 

I am inclined to agree that Gay was aiming his burlesque 

at Philips. His habitual interest in the literary con

cerns of his own time favor that view ; and from the time 

he met Pope he never failed to support him, in print and 

with humor, in his various battles. But I do not there

fore conclude that Pope's ideas or techniques dominated 

Gay's literary productions. The close connection we have 

been considering between their poems suggests a literary 

comradeship and climate of mutual enthusiasm, not a teach

er -pupil relationship. Pope may have demonstrated for 

Gay the finer points of control in the heroic couplet, 

but the spirit, the focus, and the final effect of their 

poems were always distinct. 

This might be the place to assert that since 1930 

literary historians have increasingly recognized Gay as a 

43 b.d 83 ... I 1 ., p. . 
44 

(March 
"Pope, Gay, and The Shepherd's Week," MLQ , V 

1944), 79-88. 
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more competent poet and a more admirable figure than for

mer critics had granted him to be . My position is one of 

whole-hearted agreement with the present scholars in both 

estimates . With regard to the influence of Pope, Baugh's 

Literary History of England has this to say: 

Contemporaries at time s gave Pope partial credit 
for some of Gay's successes; but the twentieth cen
tury has more justly recognized Gay as a genius in 
his own right, whose r eputation suffered unduly in 
being shadowed by Pope's supposed aid. 5 



CHAPTER III 

THE MARK OF SCRIBLERUS 

By the time The Shepherd's Week came out, Gay was 

established as a member of the Scriblerus Club, a quintet 

of wits who were thoroughly enjoying themselves and each 

other as they met to think up ways to deride pomposity and 

pedantry. The club met every Satuday during the spring 

of 1714, most often in the chamber which Dr. Arbuthnot oc

cupied at St. James's Palace. Pope was most often resid

ing with the painter, Charles J ervas, at Cleveland Court, 

St. James's in 1713 and 1714; Congreve lived in Surrey 

Street, Strand, and Swift, Gay, and Atterbury were all 

situated west of St. James's in Chelsea 1--Gay at Monmouth 

House at the head of Lawrence Street. The break-up of the 

Tory Ministry and the d_eath of Queen Anne on August 1, 

1714, put an end to the meetings, and their joint liter

ary aim was never fully realized; but the high spirits and 

the astringent ideas generated in their circle cemented 

future friendships and shaped future masterpieces. Cer

tainly the contacts stimulated Gay. Three of his most 

successful piece s--The Shepherd 's Week, The What d'ye Call 

It., and Trivia--show the influence of the men who were 

1Frank Swinnerton, The Bookman's London (Garden 
City, N. Y.: Doubleday and Comp~ny, Inc., 1952), P· 85. 

29 
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"sworn to attack and to defeat 'dulness,' that is, bad 

writing in any form. 11 2 

Biographers and historians of the period vary in 

their accounts of the membership, leaving the impression 

that it may have been flexible. Dobree lists Prior,3 and 

Irving includes Congreve and Atterbury and even Addison, 

"who with Budgell may have had a guest's card for the 

club. 11 4- Certain biographers and editors of Swift and Pope, 

however, give the complete membership as Parnell, Arbuth

not, Pope, Swift, and Gay, with Robert Harley and Henry 

St. John--Oxford and Bolingbroke , the Lords Treasurer and 

Secretary of the r~alm--merely "allowed the privilege of 

attending. 11 5 The project they settled upon was to com

pile the memoirs of Martinus Scriblerus, a mythical block

head of vast literary and scientific pretensions. Years 

later (174-1) Pope published a Memoirs of Martin Scribler

us with some help from Swift, but the only real marks 

Scriblerus left upon literature appear in such products 

as The Dunciad, Gulliver's Travel s, and, critics agree, 

Pope 's Peri Bathous, or, the Art of Sinking in Poetry 

and Gay's "tragi-comi-pastoral farce," The What d'ye Call 

2Dobree, p. 4-6. 

3Ibid., p. 4-7. 
4-Gay's London, p. 9 . 

5Gwynn, p. 197. See also Pope, Correspondence , I , 
216, and The Corre s ondence of J onathan Swift D.D., ed ., 
F. Elrington Ball ( vols.; G. Bell and Sons , 1911 , II , 
14-5 , n. 2 . Furt h er r efer ences t o Swift's correspondence 
will be to Ball's edition unless otherwise indicated. 
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It. The literary remains of the meetings were a few verses, 

either invitations to Harley or acceptances from him, which 

may be found preserved in Pope's correspondence . 6 

Swift was undoubtedly the moving force for the 

group, and to Gay, eighteen years younger and an outsider 

to politics, he must have been an impressive figure . Later, 

during Swift ' s visit to England in 1726 and through letters, 

they became close friends . In 1714, Swift was too fully 

occupied with his struggle to hold off the quarrel between 

Harley and St . John that ended the Tory ministry to give 

Gay much more than casual friendly attention . Two pictures 

that Stephen Gwynn gives of Swift during this year illum

inate the force of his personality. Always active at 

Cabinet sessions of the Tory ministry, he was often the 

only untitled person present; yet he assumed, ironically, 

a haughty , imperious manner, demanding that dukes and 

earls be presented to him rather than the reverse.7 An 

equally enlightening glimpse of the Dean at a Court levee 

pictures him as the busiest man in the room, hearing and 

d d h . 8 H ' answering the petitioners who u rowde aroun im . is 

influence with both Oxford and Bolingbroke was a well rec

ognized fact during the Tory ascendancy, , and his inability 

to gain preferment for himself is as well known to history . 

Gwynn writes of the favors that he obtained for others: 

6I 
' 216-17, 228, 230 . 

7Gwynn, p. 144. 

8Ibid . , p. 192 . 
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First and last, [Swift] never neglected an opportunity 
to serve a friend. It is true he seldom omitted to 
strike an enemy when he could; yet this was generally 
with the pen; his marks of friend:shl.p were more substan
tial. '9 

:Gay, as it turned out, was one of his beneficiaries. Swift, 

with the help, perhaps, of Arbuthnot and Erasmus Lewis, 10 

secured the poet a place as secretary to Lord Clarendon on 

his mission to the Hanover court in June. Depending, no 

doubt, on his Scriblerian contacts with the Lord Treasurer, 

Gay sent a verse petition to Harley for money to provide 

himself with a proper wardrobe. After nudging the minis

ter's memory, Gay obtained his request and no doubt im

pressed courtiers and maids-in-waiting at the Hague and at 

Herrenhausen with his elegant attire . Unfortunately for 

the usefulness of Gay11 s new clothes, European fashions 

were to change so drastically in the autumn of 1714 that 

costume historians close a period of more than fifty 

years with the death of Queen Anne . 11 More than ministriEB 

9rbid . , p. 50 . 
10 . 

Irving, Favorite of the Wits, p. 103 . 

11 Henny Harald Hansen in Costumes and Styles (New 
York : E. P. Dutton & Co ., 1956), pp. 66-67 and 135, dates 
Baroque fashion as prevailing 1620-1715 with French Re 
gency coming in as "a transitional style between Baroque 
and Rococo" and lasting from 1715 through 1730 . 

There is reason to muse over Gay's predicament 
with regard to the wardrobe he obtained for the Hanover 
mission . Considering his lack of position or prefe rment 
when he returned in September, we wonder whether these 
clothes had to serve the poet for several seasons, possi
bly until Trivia was published in 1716 or even until his 
Poems on Several Occasions (1720) made him wealthy enough 
to be a heavy loser in the South Sea Bubble (1721). The 
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and royal successions were due to change that year. 

At the end of May, Swift had suddenly left London 

for a friend's home at Letcombe, Berkshire, in certainty 

that the government would fall. When Lord Oxford was dis

missed that summer, he demonstrated his personal loyalty 

by promptly accepting the disgraced minister's invitation 

to visit him at his country estate. Before these events, 

while Swift was at Letcombe, Gay found out where he was :. 

and wrote to him: "The many favours I have received from 

you pur:el.y out of your love for doing good, assures me 

you will not forget me in my absence. 11 1 2 Swift replied 

with blunt irony: "I wonder that you have the impudence 

to know where I am." The Dean had taken care that the 

Town would not know his whereabouts and had left the 

Scriblerians entirely in the dark as to his withdrawal. 

A note from "Scriblerus" to Lord Oxford on June 12 in 

Parnell's handwriting almost carried the i mplication that, 

as in the old nursery rhyme, 11 then there were none": 

The Dean to the plain, 
& Gay to the Main 

& Pope to the Mountains retire: 

burle sque preoccupation of the walking poet in Trivia 
with ''how to walk clean," gains point if we reflect that 
Gay may have had genuine reasons to be particular about 
his own clothes. Burgess comments on the concern expressed 
in Trivia over peril to clothes ("John Gay's 'Happy Vein,'" 
p. 86, n. 5), amused by the fact that Gay "was something 
of a dandy .•. thus, he was more than normally conscious 
of the dangers which threatened the well-dressed man-about
town in moving around London." 

12Gwynn, p. 209. 



The Dean for his health, 
& Gay for his wealth, 

& Pope that the Muse may inspire. 13 

Pope's letter to Swift on June 18 betrayed his seriou s 

concern for the Dean all the more sharply by the light 

tone he adopted. He told what everyone was saying about 

the Dean's absence, how Arbuthnot, for example, "ima gines 

your only design is to attend at full l e,i .sure to t.he life 

and adventures of Scriblerus." Finally, he dropped the 

brittle na nner: 

I can't name Mr. Gay, wi thout all the acknowledgements 
which I shall ever owe you, on his account. If I writ 
this in verse, I would tell you, you are like the sun, 
and while men i magine you to be retir'd or absent, are 
hourly exerting your indulgence, and bringing things 
to maturity for their advantage. Of all the world 
you are the man (with out fl,4tery) who serve your frimds 
with the l east ostent ation . 

Pope himself had left t own earlier than Swift, on April 21, 

and had taken Parnell along to help him with his studies 

of Homer. The pair spent a very busy month at Binfield ; 

but before May 25 Parnell returned to town to see whether 

he had been chosen, as he hoped, to be chaplain for Lord 

Clarendon's mission. Pope followed him and was attending 

a Scriblerus meeting by June 5 . Parnell had not been chosen ; 

13Pope , Correspondence, I, 230. 

14Ibid., pp. 231-32 . Evidence appears in Swift 's 
correspondence with Arbuthnot and Charles Ford at the time 
of Gay ' s departure that he did indeed exert himself for 
Gay. To Arbuthnot he wrote on June 16, 1714, "I thank you 
for your kindness to poor Gay. Was the money [for a ward
robe] paid, or put off till the day after he went?" t o wbich 
Arbuthnot replied, June 26, "Gay had a hundred pounds in due 
time , [and] went away a happy man" (Swift, Correspondence , 
I I, 152 -;· 158 ). 
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however, I mention the Binfield interlude here only to in

troduce a letter that Parnell and Pope wrote to Gay on 

May 4 from Binfield because it makes me believe strongly 

that Gay began writing Trivia while the Scriblerus Club 

was still meeting. Parnell wrote: 

Dear Gay,--Since by your ~etter we find you can be 
content to breath in smoak, to walk in crouds, and 
divert your self with noise, nay and to make fine 
Pictures of this way of life, we should give you yp 
as one abandoned to a wrong choice of pleasures. 1 ) 

Now what Parnell meant by this sentence--that is, 

what comment of Gay's he was answering--has turned out to 

be a nice question for scholars. My first idea upon read

ing the sentence in Pope's correspondence was that Gay had 

written to Pope and Parnell at some time between April 21, 

when they left town, and May 4, when they wrote the joint 

letter Just quoted; and that in his letter he had mentioned 

a plan to write a poem concerned with walking in crowds 

in the smoky, noisy streets of London; in short, that he 

had a scheme f or Trivia. Perhaps he had already begun 

"to make fine Pictures of this way of life ." In the Re

view of English Studies (November 1959) 16 C. J . Rawson 

published for the first time an undated letter from Gay 

to Parnell which may be either the letter that Pope and 

Parnell were answering on May 4, or Gay's answer to their 

letter of May 4. The letter contains no mention of ideas 

15Pope, Correspondence, I, 222 . 

1611 some Unpublished Letters of Pope and Gay; and 
Some MS. Sources of Goldsmith's Life of Thomas Parnell," 
X (N. S.), 371-87 . 
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for Trivia , or indeed for any piece of writing Gay himself 

was engaged in. Rawson finds it especially significant in 

that it {Wntains what he believes to be the earliest refer

ence to "Mr. Barnivelt, 11 the fictitious author of Pope's 

Key to the Lock, and therefore indicates that that work 

was well in hand by May 171 4. From his reading of the let

ter, Rawson favors the theory that Gay's letter preceded 

Parnell and Pope's letter of May 4, but he grants that Gay 

might have been answering the joint letter. 17 

A consideration of the two possibilities requires 

a look at the full text of both letters. The letter fjom 

Gay, which Rawson designates MS. 1 among nine Congleton 

family transcripts, opens with three octosyllabic couplets 

by Gay that describe the pleasant side of life at Court 

and bear little relation to Trivia . i n imagery or verse 

form and none in theme or attitude: 

Ye Chariots rolling through the Street 
Ye Operas with voices Sweet 
Ye Ladies dre ss'd in rich array 
That walk the Park or grace the Play 

17rn weighing the possibilities, Rawson writes, " 
"Our letter must belong to the period 21 April-late May, 
when Pope and Parnell were together at Binfield .... On 
4 May Pope and Parnell wrote jointly to Gay a letter which 
may well be a reply to this one: Parnell refers to Gay's 
'fine Pictures' of Town life and urges ·c·pray leave to tempt 
u s with your description of the Court '; Pope, referring 
perhaps to the 'sore throat' mentioned by Gay, urges him 
to come to Binfield •to amend your health! ' ... It is 
possible, on the other hand, that Gay's letter is a reply 
to the joint letter, insisting afresh that Pope and Parnell 
should return to London rather than receive him at Bin
field" (p. 375). 



Ye Balls, Assemblees Tea & Ombre 
And other Pleasures without Nombre 

Oh Dear Doctor Parnelle, whats all your Tree~, 
your Meadows, yr Streams & Plains to a walk in S 
James's Park, I hope you wont be as profane as to 
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make any comparison of the sight of a Cow & a Calf to 
a Beau & a Belle? do you imagine a Place beneath a 
shady Back of equal value to a Place at Court? no, no, 
good Doctor, our good & pious Friend Pope stands now 
at yr Elbow ready to confute all these praises of the 
Country, he knows you can speak as well in the praise 
of great Men as of great Trees, & that you would as 
soon go to a Minister of States Levee, as look on a 
Haycock, or walk in a Dale. Mr Pope knows I dont care 
for the trouble of writing, I mean transcribing, & 
therefore you must not take a blot now & then for want 
of due respect, besides, I have still the excuse of 
a sore throat & a Hoarse, Mr Barnevelt was here, this 
evening, & entered into a learned Conferrence with me 
concerning Homer, he tells me he very much suspects, 
the accounts we have of that Poet & doubts whether 
t here were ever such a Person in being; h~ made tti~~ame 
Remark upon Virgil, & Horace & the rest of the Poeti
cal tribe, so that Hardoine hath now found a person 
to fall in with his op~~fiions , he complains of Dr 
Clarke's Book of the Trinity, very much laments the 
corruption of Politicks, & bewails the absence of Mr 
Pope. The Dean & I met as usual at Dr Arbuthnot's 
& the Earle was angry that we did not make him the 
usual Compliment, Martin still is under the Doctor's 
hands, & flourishes, I will be sure to take care of 
those things you mention,/ I am,/ yours most Sincerely 

you have no Letters18 

Parnell wrote the first part of the joint letter from 

Binfield: 
4 May 1714 

Dear Gay,--Since by your letter we find you can be 
content to breath in smoak, to walk in crouds, and di 
vert your self with noise, nay and to make fine Pic
tures of this way of life, we shou'd give you up as 
one abandoned to a wrong choice of pleasures. We have 
however so much compassion on you as to think of in
viting you to us, where your taste for books, friend
ship, and ease, may be indulg'd. But if you do not 

18 Rawson, RES, X, N. S. (Nov. 1959 ), 373 -74 . 
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come, pray leave to tempt us with your description of 
the Court; for indeed humanity is frail, and we can
not but remember some particular honours which we have 
enjoy'd in conversation; bate us this one point and we 
stand you still untir'd with one another, and fresh 
to the pleasures of the country. If you wou'd have 
any news from us, know that we are well at present: 
This I am sure wou'd have been allow'd by you as news 
from either of us a fortnight ago. In return to this, 
send us every thing you imagine diverting, and pray 
forget not my commissions. Give my respects to the 
Dean, Dr. Arbuthnot, Mr. Ford, and the Provost. Dear 
Gay, adieu. / Your affectionate Friend/ and humble 
Servant. / Tho. Parnell. 

The Mr. Harcourt mentioned below by Pope was, according to 

Sherburn's footnote (I, 223, n. 2), the Hon. Simon Harcourt , 

son of the Lord Chancellor, and was at that time engaged 

in getting subscriptions for Pope's Homer: 

4 May 1714 

Dear Mr. Gay,--Above all other News, send us the 
best, that of your good Health, if you enjoy it; which 
Mr. Harcourt made us very much fear. If you have any 
design either to amend your health, or your life, I 
know no better Expedient than to come hither, where 
you should not want r oom , tho' I lay myself in a Tru
cklebed under the Doctor . You mi ght here converse 
with the old Greek s, be initiated into all their Cus
toms, and learn their Prayers by heart as we have done: 
The Dr. last Sunday, intending to say an Our Father, 
was got half way in Chryses Prayer to Apollo . The 
ill effects of Contention and Squabling so lively 
describ'd in the first Iliad, make Dr. Parnelle and 
myself continue in the most exemplary Union in every 
thing. We de serve to be worship'd by all the poor, 
divided, factious Poets of this world. 

As we rise in our speculations daily, we are grown 
so grave, that we have not condescended to laugh at 
any of the idle t hings about us this week : I have 
contracted a severity of aspect from deep meditation 
on high subjects, equal to the formidable Front of 
black-brow'd Jupiter, and become an awful Nod as well , 
when I assent to some grave and weighty Proposition 
of the Doctor, or enforce a Criticism of my own. In 
a word ? Y g himself has not acquired mor e Tragic 
Maj esty in his aspect by r eading his own verses than 
I by Homer ' s . 
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In this state, I cannot consent to your publica
tion of that ludicrous trifling Burlesque you write 
about. Dr. Parnelle also joins in my opinion, that 
it w~ll by no means be well to print it . 

Pray give (with the utmost fidelity and esteem) 
my hearty service to the Dean, Dr. Arbuthnot, Mr. Ford , 
and to Mr . Fortescue. Let them also know at Button's 
that I am mindful of them. I am, divine Bucoliast! 
/ Thy loving Countryman.19 

Which of these letters came first? I believe that 

the joint letter from Binfield did and that Gay's letter 

answ:ered it. This theory encounters certain difficulties 

--the fact, for example, that Gay's letter seems to be ad

dressed to Parnell alone and that he does not explicitly 

refuse the joint invitation to Binfield. But the opposite 

theory presents a greater number of unanswered questions. 

If Pope and Parnell were answering MS . 1, why did neither 

of them respond to Gay's teasing suggestion, through Mr. 

Barnivelt, that Homer, to whom they were devoting such 

strenuous labor, never existed? The Barnivelt passage 

fits better as a rejoinder to Pope's description of how 

studying Homer was affecting Parnell and him . Again, what 

did Pope mean when he wrote, "I cannot consent to your 

publication of that ludicrous trifling Burlesque you write 

about 11 ?20 Any letter from Gay that immediately preceded 

1~ '·Pope, Correspondence, I, 222-23. Sherburn com-
ments on the italicized subscription here, saying that it 
"is borrowed from the end of the Proeme to Gay's Shepherd's 
Week," which had been published April 15, 1714-, less than 
three weeks before this letter was written. 

20Irving suggests an answer to this que stion (Fav
orite of the Wits, pp. 108-109). Il] scussing the speed with 
which Gay produced The What d'ye Call it during the follo-w
ing January and February (1714/15), he writes: "During the 
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this one must certainly have mentioned a "Burlesque" that 

Gay intended to publish, and MS. 1 contains no such ref

erence. Why, if Pope and Parnell had already received 

MS. 1, should Pope's opening comment on Gay's health give 

Mr. Harcourt as their source of information that Gay 

might be ill? Gay wrote, "I still have the excuse of a 

sore throat and a Hoarse (voice~ " as if he were recov

ering from a more serious siege of illness. The word 

"still" suggests a continuation of the subject of Gay's 

health. 

Certain other features of Gay's letter fit well 

as direct answers to Parnell's part of the May 4 communi

cation. "I will be sure to take care of those things you 

mention," is a plausible reply to Parnell's "pray forg e t 

not my commissions." The purely Scriblerian foolery of 

Mr. Barnivelt's visit could be Gay's answer to Parnell's 

request, "In return to this, send us every thing you 

imagine diverting." The verses which open Gay's letter 

might also reflect his intention to be diverting and to 

spring of 1714 ..• while the Scriblerus Club was ... 
pitchforking absurdities high in the air for laughter, 
Gay was working on a burlesque which on Pope's advice he 
did not at that time publish. Pope writes on May 4 to re
port progress on Homer .... As he writes, Pope is think
ing of the task he himself is most concerned with at the 
moment .... He knows how easily high seriousness may de
generate into bombast. Young and the absurdity of some of 
his passion-tattered verses drift across his mind, and then 
Gay's burlesque. Now if that burlesque he writes about 
were The What d'ye Call It with its ridicule not only of 
Young, but of Addison and Philips, there was very good 
reason at that time, when Pope wanted gene:ral. support of 
his own great project, to deprecate publication." 
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substitute a tempting description of the Court for a pic

ture of the noisy, jostling, crowded streets, which I 

still believe he sketched in an earlier letter--a picture 

which had prompted Parnell to begin, 11 Since by your letter 

we find you can be content to breath in smoak, etc. 11 More

over, the couplets on society life in London can be seen 

as Gay's pleasant refusal of his friends' invitation. 

After 11 compassionately 11 inviting Gay to join them, Parnell 

had written, 11 But if you do not come, pray leave to tempt 

us with your description of the Court 11 --(rather than with 

your pictures of less pleasant aspects of city life, which 

we hope you don't prefer to our company). Bv beginning 

his letter to both friends with such a description, Gay 

let them know that indeed he was not coming. Then he ad

dressed all his banter on trees and meadows to Parnell 

alone because it was the Doctor who began the town-and

country debate in his part of the May 4 letter. From this 

viewpoint, MS. 1 emerges as a complete answer, written 

with the entertaining joint letter directly before him. 

Gay refused their invitation gracefully , answered Pope's 

question about his health, returned Parnell's raillery 

on the pleasures of the country, sent him something 11di

verting,11 and responded to Pope's account of the weighty 

importance of their studies in his best 11 pedantic" man

ner. He also replied to a specific business request of 

Parnell's and accepted without comment Pope 's ban on pub

lishing the burlesque that he ha~ written about . 
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The remark in Gay's letter most likely to lead to 

a definite dating of MS. 1--"The Dean & I met as usual at 
r D Arbuthnot's & the Earle was angry that we did not make 

him the usual Compliment 11 --has so far led me nowhere . The 

only Saturday Gay could mean if his letter preceded that 

of Pope and Parnell was April 24; if MS. 1 was answering 

Pope and Parnell, the Saturday could have been May 1, May 

8, or May 15. Neither Pope's nor Swift's correspondence 

indicates whether or not meetings were held on those Sat

udays, nor have I been able to find a verse invitation to 

Lord 1}Jffo.:rd for any of those dates. Such invitations re

sume in Pope's correspondence on June 5, when he himself 

was again in town. 

In the absence of proof that Gay wrote MS . 1 be

fore May 4 rather than afterward, it is still possible to 

suppose that shortly after his friend s left London for 

Binfield, bent upon ambitious literary plans of their own,21 

Gay sent them an account of his own projects for poetry 

that would creditably follow the hilariously successful 

21 of the five Scriblerians , Pope was launched upon 
the project of rescuing Homer from pedantic translators 
with the help of Parnell's Greek scholarship; Swift at this 
time was ardently aspiring to write a history of the reign 
of Queen Anne and had applied for the place of Historiog
rapher vacated by Thomas Rymer, according to D. Nichol 
Smith in the Introduction to his edition of The Letters of 
Jonathan Swift to Charles Ford (Oxford : Clarendon Pre ss, 
193 5), pp. xxxi-xxxiv; Arbuthnot was conjuring up extrava
gant scientific schemes for Scriblerus, like constructing 
East and We st Poles for Earth in order to measure 1ongi
tude (Swift, Correspondence, II, 186) . Would Gay alone be 
idle? 
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pastorals of The Shepherd 's Week. Left more nearly to his 

own society in town, he might have had leisure to consider 

putting his new burlesque, which both Pope and Parnell 

knew about, into shape for a publisher. Or, turning through 

his well-worn Tatlers once more, he might have come across 

two short poems by Swift, a man whom he now knew person

ally, in which there appeared descriptions of a London 

morning (April, 1709) and a city thundershower (October, 

1710). The pictures were lively and commonplace, not 

pretty, and to Gay they could have been electricall y fam 

iliar, quickly suggesting others stored up by his London 

experience. His account to Parnell and Pope of what theme 

he had chosen for a new 11 town11 poem might easily have 

prompted the response that "by your letter we find you 

can be content ... to divert yourself with noise." 

Without touching here upon the aspects of burlesque 

which link Trivia to Gay's other writings of the Scriblerus 

period, I must mention one final biographical hint, this 

one within the poem itself, which strengthens my belief 

that Gay was actually writing Trivia during April and May 

1714. The only real person Gay brings actively into the 

poem is Fortescue; and Fortescue, we see by Pope's letter 

of May 4, was in town at that time--the only one of Gay ' s 

long -time friends who was there . 

Come, F***, sincere, experiB.nc!..d friend, 
Thy briefs , thy deeds, and ev ' n thy fees suspend; 
Come l e t us leave the Temple ' s silent walls, 
Me bus'ness to my distant lodging calls : 
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Through the long St~and together let us stray: 
With thee conversing, I forget the way.22 

Gay in his mind's eye was on his way west from the Temple 

along the Strand toward Greater Lawrence Street in Chel 

sea, where he was still secretary to the Duchess of Mon

mouth. He did not, apparently, apply for h is position 

with the Hanover mission until after Swift left town for 

Letcombe on June 1; on June 8, Gay wrote to tell Swift of 

his appointment and in the course of the letter remarked, 

t1I am quite off from the Duchess of Monmouth.t1 He would 

not again have occasion for 11 bus'ness t1 to call him to his 

lodging until 1722, whsn as Commissioner of Lotteries he 

was assigned a room at Whitehall. 

Whether or not Gay began planning or writing Tri v 

ia in April 1714-, by the end of December of that year he 

had completed a draft of Book I. On December 30 , 171 4-, 

he directed a letter to be left for Charl es Ford t1at Sir 

Richard Chantillon's Banker in Parist123 and began by 

22Trivia III.4-75- 80 . 

23This letter has been published by Faber in The 
Poetical Works of John Gay ( p . 666) and by David Nichol 
Smith in The Letters of Jonathan Swift to Charles Ford (Ox
ford : Clarendon Press, 1935), pp. 223 -24, and both editors 
affirm that the letter is in the R. B. Adam's collection 
in Buffal o, New York. There is a mystery concerning Ford's 
presence in Paris during December 1714-. Although Gay ' s 
letter is clearly dated and directed to Ford in Paris, 
Smith writes in the introduction to his work cited above 
(pp. xv-xvi) that Ford's whereabouts from September 171 4-
until April 171 5 was unknown: t1Thereafter [after Ford's 
removal from editorship of the Gazette ca . Sept. 22, 1714} 
for six months we lose sight of him , but we should expect 
him to have re,ma.ined in London wi th his old political 
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quoting lines 83-104 of Trivia, Book I, which refer dis

paragingly to the streets of Paris and of other European 

cities. At the close of line 104 he affixed the a bbrevi

ation "&c." and commented , "That &c. signifies near 300 

Lines. so much for Poetry." Book I as published con

tained 282 lines. By the time he wrote to Ford in Paris, 

Gay must have completed that book. My supposi tion is 

borne out in another letter from Gay to Parnell first 

published by Rawson in 1959 and labeled MS. 3 among the 

Cortgleton family transcripts. Unlike MS. 1, which I have 

discussed above, this copy was dated, signed, and directed 

to Parnell in Ireland on January 29 , 171 4/1 5. "I have 

writ one book of the walking the streets, 1124 Gay told Pa r

nell without quoting from the poem as h e had t o For d . 

Comparison cif the lines in the letter to Ford with t he 

same line s as reproduced by Daniel O'Connor in 1922 from 

t he f i r st edit ion of Trivia shows only minor changes in 

spelling, punctuation, and capitalization and t he addi tion 

of italics for proper nouns. Some r ewor ding t ight ened 

leaders . As Gazeteer he had been in closer touch with Bo
lingbroke than with any other member of t he government , and 
when we next hear of h im he is with Bol i ngbr oke in France . 
Bolingbroke had fled at the end of March 171 5, and For d is 
known to have been in France bef or e t he end Of April ; i n 
J une Swift wrote to a f riend t hat ' Charles Ford i s with 
Lord Bolingbroke in Dauphine within a league of Lyons ' 
(Corres~ondence , II , 285)." Gay says in his l e t ter to 
Ford: 11 r. Domville t ol d me how t o direc t t o you a day or 
two since as I accidentally met h i m i n t he Par k ." 

24 Rawson, RES, X, N. S., 375 . 
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meaning for the published version. For example, line 87, 

"Nor will I sing of Belgia's frozen Clime," became "Nor 

do I rove in Belgia's frozen Clime," more nearly to par

allel line 83: "Not that I wander from my native Home." 

No rhymes, images, or ideas were altered. At least this 

portion of Book I was virtually in its final form by De

cember 30, 1714, more than a year before its publication. 

The time of composition is significant, I think, 

in considering the question of tone in Trivia because if 

we grant that Gay began the piece during the short period 

when Martinus Scriblerus was hilariously conceived, we 

must expect straight-faced teasing to be its dominant at

titude rather than any sincere desire to instruct timid 

pedestrians or to reproduce London scenes. 

For a sample of just such straight-faced teasing 

we can return to SWift's correspondence during the summer 

of 1714 to consider the only letter published there which 

Gay sent from Hanover for the Dean. The spell of Scrib

lerus seems still to have held the young diplomatic sec

retary strongly, for his letter stands out with a levity 

that is startling in contrast to the desperately anxious 

daily letters Swift wrote and received from his Tory as

sociates during July and August . Seemingly oblivious of 

the ruin the Tories faced, Gay sent samples of a handbook 

he was composing for young diplomats as an ironic rejoin

der to SWift's parting advice, counsel which the Dean had 

given quite seriously to an untried diplomat whom he had 



recommended and whom, as he had confided to Arbuthnot, he 

judged "too young" to handle the satire needed for Scrib

lerus.25 He had written to Gay on June 12: 

You begin to be an able courtier, ... and I reckon 
you will succeed. But pray learn to be a manager, and 
pick up language as fast as you can, and get Aristotle 
upon politics, and read other books upon government, 
Grotius de Jure Belli et Pacis, and accounts of nego
tiations and treaties, etc.; and be a perfect master 
of Latin, and be ab~6 to learn everything of the 
Court where you go. 

From the tone of Gay's reply I suspect that he had been 

working very hard to follow every one of the Dean's man

dates but would die rather than admit it. Instead, in the 

mood of the Scriblerians, he indulged in elaborate irony 

to point up the dullness involved in such an endeavor: 

You remember, I suppose, that I was to write you 
abundance of letters from Hanover; but as one of the 
most distinguishing qualities of a politician is se
crecy, you must not expect of me any arcanas of 
state. There is another thing, that is necessary 
to establish the character of a politician, which is, 
to seem always to be full of affairs of state, to 
know the consultations of the cabinet council, when 
at the same time all his politics are collected from 
newspapers. Which of these two causes my secrecy is 
owing to, I leave you to determine. There is yet one 
thing more that is extreme ly necessary f or a foreign 
minister, which he can no more be without than an art 
izan without his tools ; I mean the terms of his art. 
I call it an art , or a science, because I think the 
King of France has established an academy to instruct 
the young Machiavelians of his coun.t~y · in ' the ' de~p 
and profound science of politics. To the end that I 
might be qualified for an employment of this nature, 
and not only be qualified myself , but, to speak in 
the style of Sir John Falstaff , be the cause of quali 
fications in others {j3all's note: 2 Henry IV, i, 2--
11I ·am ndtonly witty myself, but the cause that wit is 

25correspondence, II, 163 . 

26Ibid ., II , 149-50. 
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in other men. 11] , I have made it my business to read 
memoirs, trsaties, etc. And as a dictionary of law 
terms is thought necessary for young beginners, so I 
thought ca ai.c-fiona:i;:y of terms of state would be no less 
useful for young politicians. The terms of politics 
being not so numerous as to swell into a volume, es
pecially in time of peace, for in time of war all the 
terms of fortification are included, I thought fit to 
extract them in the same manner , for the benefit of 
young practitioners, as a famous author has compiled 
his learned treatise of the law, called the 'Doctor 
and Student.' [Ball's note: This treatise, written by 
Christopher Saint German, and published early in the 
sixteenth century, continued to be used as a handbook 
for legal students until the appearance of Blackstone's 
Commentarie..s .] I have not made any great progress in 
this piece, but however, I will just give you a speci
men of it, which will make you in the same manner a 
judge of the design and nature of this treatise. 

Politician: How is a foreign minister to be known? 
Student: By his credentials. 
Politician: When are a foreign m1nister's creden

tials to be delivered? 
Student: Upon his first admission into the pres

ence of the prince to whom he is sent, otherwise called 
his first audience. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Pblltician: What should a foreign minister's be
haviour be when he has his first audience? 

Student: He should bow profoundly, speak deliber
atel~~ and wear both sides of tiiB long periwig before, 
etc . f 

The strangeness of this letter, dated August 16 

[o. S. 5], is the more pronounced in that it contains no 

hint that Gay was aware of the death of Queen Anne on Aug

ust 1 or of the disgrace of Lord Oxford on July 27. Yet 

both of those events must have affected materially the pur

pose and result of Lord Clarendon's mission. The impact 

of his own situation reached Gay when he was recall ed to 

England jobless late in September to find his influential 

friends entirely without influence and his position with 

27Ibid ., II, 21 8-20 . 



the Duchess of Monmouth not to be retrieved. Swift had de

parted for Dublin on August 16. Charles Ford, to whom Gay 

had written at least four letters during the summer28 was 

dismissed as editor of the London Gazette, the official 

government news sheet, during the week ending September 2~29 

Swift's closest friends, Erasmus Lewis and Dr. Arbuthnot, 

like Ford were still in town, but were in doubt as to what 

the coronation of George I in October would mean to their 

fortunes. In an October 19 letter to Swift, Arbuthnot 

described Gay as so depressed that he was unable to write 

the verse Arbuthnot had recommended to him--scarcely a 

likely time for Ga~ to have been planning or making prog

ress upon Trivia: 

I advised him to make a poem upon the Princess before 
she came over, describing her to the English ladies; 
for it seems the Princess does not dislike that •. 
• . But Gay was in such a grovelling condition, as to 
affairs of th3 world, that his Muse would not stoop 
to visit him. 0 

Pope wrote to Gay promptly and warmly on September 23 from 

Bath, where he was on holiday with Parnell, who was no less 

bewildered than Gay by the political cataclysm. Pope of 

fered Gay hospitality, financial aid , and the suggestion 

that he treat his Tory activities as a purely temporary 

connection and behave like a Whig since his opinions, like 

Pop e ' s, inclined that way. He, too, advised Gay to 11write 

28smith, pp. 221-24. 
29 

Ibid ., p. xv . 

30Swift , Correspondence, II, 247. 
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something on the king, or prince, or princess.1131 Gay 

did not accept Pope's invitation to join him at Bath, nor 

did he follow him to Binfield after Pope came to London 

on October 20 for the coronation of George I. Instead, 

he remained in London, paying court especially to the 

Prince and Princess of Wales, becoming a familiar friend 

of the "altogether charming and beautiful ladies-in-wait

ing1132 that Princess Caroline had assembled from the Eng

lish nobility, and hopefully watching the Gazette for 

news that he had gained a position. The Princess Caro

line especially had not ignored him during his stay at 

Herrenhausen as he had thought the royal family might, 

but had even requested copies of The Fan and The Shepherd's 

Week.33 

By November 20, Gay finally completed the 156 

lines intended as his compliment to Caroline and arranged 

with Lintot to bring them out in folio as A Letter to A 

Lady, Occasion'd b~· the Arrival of Her Royal Highness. 

The poem described frankly the troubles that Gay had had 

with his Muse. Gay confessed that he had made several 

3 1Pope, Correspondence, I, 255. 

32Irving, Favorite of the Wits, p. 107, 

3Jsmith, p. 222. In writing to thank Swift for 
obtaining a place for him on the Hanover mission, Gay 
had asked "if it was possible, that any recommendation 
could be procured to make me more distinguished than ordi
nary, during my stay at that Court, ... for I am told, 
that their civilities very rarely descend so low as to the 
secretary" (Swift, Correspondence, II, 14-5). 
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false starts. He quoted the opening lines from one of them, 

then told how he had consulted the French critics, had tried 

a Horatian ode, had burned it, had begun a description of 

Caroline for the ladies in England, and had been interrupt

ed by her arrival: 

Fair Carolina lands; the cannons roar, 
White Albion's cliffs resound from shore to shore, 
Behold the bright :original appear, 
All praise is faint when Carolina rn s near. 
Thus to the nation's joy, but Poet's cost, 
The Princess came, and my new plan was lost. 

As a last resort, the poem attests, he quit trying to write 

and began to haunt the Court looking for ideas and advice, 

the latter of which he found ~o be plentiful but fruitless. 

By now preferments so possess'd my brain, 
That scarce I could produce a single strain. 

He did "ham.rner out" finally an epigram upon the Princess 

and a tribute to the Hanoverian line for securing a peace

ful succession. Then as 11 the sullen Muse" paused, he 

dressed and hurried back to court.34 

A Letter to A Lady reached a fifth edition, prob

ably during 1715, when it was combined with An Epistle to 

the Earl of Burlington.35 No publication of Gay's had ev

er sold better. The Prince and Princess remained friendly , 

but no preferment came to Gay. His close association with 

the Tory ministers and with SWift was remembered, and by 

the time in the spring of 171 5 when Addison was again Se c~ 

34Gay, Poetical Works, pp. 147-51. 

35Ibid ., p. 152. 
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retary of State and Gay's earlier friendship with him 

might have aided the poet, Gay had joined in pope's quar:..:. 

rel with Addison by producing a play which ridiculed Cato 

and other solemn tragedies, the "Tragi-Comi-Pastoral Farce," 

The What d'ye Call It. The persons and the short time in

volved in preparing the farce for the stage have been the 

cause of speculation by both Gay's and Pope's biographers. 

Rawson's MS. 3, the letter already mentioned (p. 45) which 

Gay wrote to Parnell on January 29, 1714/15, roughly a 

month before the play opened, brings new light to the prob

lem. After encouraging Parnell to continue work on The 

Life of Zoilus, Gay wrote: 

now I am setting you at work perhaps you will ask how 
I'm employed myself. I have writ one book of the walk
ing the streets, & among us we have just finish'd a 
Farce in Rhime, of one Act, which is now ready for the 
Stage. 'tis upon the design I formerly have mention'd 
to you of a::;. C"ourit~y Gentleman's having a play acted 
by his Tenants. that you see something of the nature 
of it I have transcrib'd a speech of an Aunt to a 
Bench of Justices for saving her nephew from being 
Press' d. • . • Urere Gay quoted eighteen lines of dia
logueJ after this is play'd, I fully design, to pur
sue the Street Walking with Vigour, & let nothing in
terfeere but a place, which at present, I have but 
little Prospects of, so that I must rub on as well as 
I can in hope that Gazettes, will some time or other 
be my Friend.36 

Writing nineteen years before Rawson published the letters 

from Gay and Pope which he discovered among the Congleton 

family transcripts, Irving reconstructed the genesis, motiv-

36Rawson, RES, X, N. S., 375-76. I have taken care 
to reproduce the Congleton transcripts exactly as Rawson 
did, supposing myself that a certain looseness of capital
ization and spelling came from the family copyist's hand. 
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ation, and reception of The What d'ye Call It in an elev

en-page passage that is detailed and well reasoned.37 

As I noted earlier (pp. 39-40, n. 20), he supposed that 

the farce Pope told Gay not to publish in May 1714 was 

this play. Moreover, he affirmed from evidence within 

the play that Gay, not Pope, was the true author38 in 

spite of Pope's undoubted anger upon learning during the 

winter of 1714-1715 that Tickell was engaged in trans

lating the Iliad with Addison's full encouragement. 

Surely Irving in 1959 must have found MS. 3 in Rawson's 

article particularly arresting because of Gay's comment, 

"among us we have just finish'd a Farce in Rhime . 11 Raw

son found it so and footnoted as follows: 

Although in a later letter to Parnell, of 18 Mar., 
Gay referred to "my What-d'ye-call-it" (Pope, 
Correspondence, I, 285), the phrase "among us" in 
MS. 3 seems to suggest that Gay had more than one 
collaborator, the two likeliest3~eing his Scriblerus 
associates, Pope and Arbuthnot. 

Whoever constructed the play, the impetus for producing 

it certainly came when Pope arrived in town in January, 

37Favorite of the Wits, pp. 107-117. 

38Irving wrote, "There is ample evidence ... 
of the independent power of observation which is peculiar
ly Gay's, that massing of details about country scenes, 
the judges at assize, the poachers, the churchwar dens , 
soldiers, and haymakers"(p. 111). 

39 
P. 375, n. 3. 
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enraged with Addison's duplicity.4o Irving notes that Gay 

mentioned no dramatic project in the letter to Ford on De

cember 30, 1714; however, Gay did say, "Pope has been in 

the Country .•• but I expect him in Town this week to 

forward the Printing of his Homer, which is already begun 

to be printed off. 1141 Such a stormy energy as Pope's 

blowing into the low pressure area of Gay's despondency 

must have stirred up The What d'ye Call It. 

When the play opened at the Drury Lane Theatre on 

February 23, 1714/15, Gay's spirits must have risen. He 

had authored a successful play,42 thoroughly surprised his 

audience , and earned a welcome,£100 in the process. Pope 

certainly enjoyed the joke. In great glee he described 

to his Catholic friend, John Caryll, how mystified their 

old but quite deaf friend Henry Cromwell was to see the 

40At least one scholar feels Addison has been un
fairly judged during the present century by partisans of 
Pope. Commenting on The Life of Joseph Addison by Peter 
Smithers, Rae Blanchard writes: "It is a candid portrait, 
more acceptable than nineteenth century hagiography and at 
the same time corrective of the prejudiced appraisal of 
Dobree's brilliant study and the present fashionable cyn
icism at Addison 's expense" (PQ Bibliography, III, 385) . 

41 
Gay, Poetical Works, p. 666. 

42According to Irving, The What d 'ye Call It was 
performed twenty-eight times in the first two seasons; 
went through six editions in London and Dublin during 
Gay's lifetime; and provoked discussion in critical and 
popular writings throughout the century. Moreover it con
tained one of Gay's most popular ballads, "'Twas When the 
Seas Were Roaring," which Irving affirms was Gay's own 
composition , not a Scriblerus collaboration with Swift 
~nd Arbuthnot as William Cowper wrote to the Rev. Unwin 
in 1783 (Favorite of the Wits, pp. 114; 115, n . 63; and 
11 7) • 
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audience laugh while the stage action appeared to be en

tirely tragic. In the same joint letter, dated March 3, 

Gay thanked Caryll, who apparently promoted a benefit 

performance for Gay on February 25, and described the 

opening night with more modesty and restraint than Pope 

had, but not without dry wit: 

The What 'dye call it met with more success than 
could be expected from a thing so out of the way of 
the common taste of the town •.•• The parts in 
general were not so well played, as I could have 
wished, and in particular the part of Filbert, to 
speak in the style of the French Gazette. Penket
ham did wonders; Mrs. Bicknell performed miracu
lously, and there was much honour gained4by Miss 
Younger tho' she was but a parish child. 3 

Gay was comfortably at home again, caught up in the 

social and literary concerns of the Town and free from 

the more dangerous political currents he had dreamed of 

navigating when he fell under the spell of Swift's com

pelling personality with its blend of wit and literary 

genius and penetrating statecraft. In the spring of 

1715, along with Fortescue and Pope and Jervas, he was 

a man of fashion, busily involved in coffee-house spar

ring over the two most talked-of translations of the mo

ment. From month to month Pope, the unscholarly wonder 

poet, and Tickell, authority on matters classical for the 

Little Senate, delayed publication of the first volumes 

of their versions of Homer. When Pope's came out on June 

6 and Tickell's two days later, Pope had already departed 

43Pope, Correspondence, I, 283. 
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for Binfield to begin work in earnest on the second volume 

and possibly to avoid facing the verdict of the Town.44 

With Pope at Binfield Gay kept his promise to him-

self and Parnell "to pursue the Street Walking with Vigour." 

A letter from Jervas assured Pope that Gay was quite as 

busy in London as he was at Binfield--"He also works hard," 

"On his Trivia," Pope's editors explain. 45 Later that sum

mer, after trying unsuccessfully to arrange country trips 

with Pope, Parnell, Arbuthnot, and others, Gay had a hol

iday in Devonshire with Fortescue, during which he must 

have finished his London poem. The four-word comment 

from Jervas, however, together with the passages in four 

other letters, already quoted, make up the only primary 

evi dence of when, where, and how Gay wrote Trivia: Par.

nell' s reply to Gay on May 4, 1714; Gay's sample sent to 

Ford on December 30, 1714; Gay's report to Parnell on Jan

uary 29, 1715; Jervas's testimony that Gay was hard at 

work in June, 1715; and· Gay's own succinct remark written 

in a letter to Parnell on the undetermined spring day in 

1716 when he collected the money for Trivia from Lintot-

"In the summer I wrote a poem, and in the winter I have 

publ ished it. 11 

4~sherburn notes that Pope left town a week before 
~is volume came out, an action which .was "eloquent concern
ing his trepidation as to its reception" (Ibid ., I, 294, 
n. 1 ) • 

45 . Sherburn (Ibid., I, 29 5 , n. 5) quotes t his from 
Elwin, co - editor of Pope's Works. 
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Gay and Jervas and Arbuthnot and Pope were dining 

at a chophouse in Cornhill, far east of their regular hab

itat, on the day that this letter was put together, and 

each of them wrote a part of it.46 They directed the let

ter to Parnell alone although all of them spoke of Swift. 

Two years earlier, when I believe Trivia was begun, the 

Scriblerus Club had been in active session; subtract Jer

vas and add the Dean and Parnell and the attendance would 

have been perfect. Sherburn's notes made after he studied 

the original letter47 suggest ideas not available to stu

dents who have used the correspondence as edited by Court

hope and Elwin. Concerning the date of the letter, Sher

burn has this to say: 

This letter was written after the success of Gay's 
Trivia (26 Jan.) was assured and before the publica
tion of Pope's Iliad, vol. ii, was imminent. Vol . ii 
was published on 22 Mar. Tre date of the chop- house 
dinner at which this letter was produced can thus be 
only vaguely determined. The writing is strongly 
redolent of wine.~b 

Possibly the appearance of the manuscript, in which two 

lines were heavily scored out, contributed to Sherburn's 

judgment that the friends had drunk more than a few healths . 

Other hints appear, however, in the text--slight jumbling 

of phrases, headlong sentences, a hectic, circuitous style 

lin. 
that 

4-6 . · ' Ibid. , I , 331-333 . 
47The original letter is in Trinity College, Dub

A transcript is MS. 6 among the Congleton papers 
Rawson cites. 

48Ibid., I, 331 , n . 2 . 
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in Pope's wit, otherwise so controlled and elegant, and 

the direct comment of Gay that he was sick with wine. Why 

and by whom the lines, which I shall indicate in italics 

below, were scored out is undetermined; Rawson notes 

that the scored-out passage is clearly included in the 

Congleton transcripts and uses that fact as one of sev

eral indications that Goldsmith used those transcripts 

rather than the original letters for his Life of Parnell . 

The latter part of the deleted passage is interesting, 

too, in that it has provided recent analyzers of Gay with 

a point for arguing that he was a true country lad rather 

than a city man at heart. Gay opened the letter: 

I was last Summer in Devonshire and am this Winter 
at Mrs. Bonyer's Bowzer's? ; in the Summe r I wrote 
a Poem & in the Winter I have publish'd it, which I 
have sent to you by Dr. Elwood. In the Summer I eat 
two Dishes of Toad Stools of my own gathering instead 
of Mushrooms, and in the Winter I have been sick with 
Wine as I am at this time, blessed be God f or it! as 
I must bless God for all things . In the summ~~ 
spoke truth to damsels; in the winter I told lyes to 
ladies. Now you know where I have been, and what I 
have done I shall tell you what I intend to do the en
suing Summer. I propose to do the same thing I did 
last, which was to mee t you in any Part of England 
you would appoint, don't let me have two dissapoint
ments .•.. I hope my Performance will please the 
Dean whom I often wish for, and whom I would have 
often wrote to, but for4the same Reasons I neglected 
writing to you .... 9 

49Gay did not write to Swift directly until 1722, 
six years later, although he told Parnell (MS. 9 , Congle
ton transcripts, Rawson, p. 383) t o "lett the dean know 
that what I write to you is Equal [ly] meant to him." 
From 1722 on, their correspondence was frequent until Gay 's 
death in 1732. Some idea of the Dean's sense of e strange 
ment from his literary friends f or several years following 
the political collapse in 1714 appears in a lette r he wrote 
to Pope on June 28, 171 5 (Swift,· Correspondence, II , 286). 
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Sections by J ervas and by Pope followed , and Arbuthnot 

closed the letter with a characteristically wry and witty 

comment: 

Gay has gott so much money by his art of walking the 
streets, that he is ready to sett up his equipage: he 
is just going to the bank . . .. Our love again & 
again to the Dear Dean. 

The ex-Scriblerians adjourned, we suppose, and Gay 

made his way- - on foot, do you think?--to a Fleet Street 

banker, steady in his hope that Trivia would "please the 

Dean," whose own short poems in the Tatler had first sug

gested such a city sketch to him . The extent of Gay's 

debt to A Description of the Morning and A City Shower 

by Swift is a matter I shall consider in Chapter V. Here 

it is enough to note the fact of that debt, clearly ac

knowledged by Gay on page 1 of the first edition of Trivia, 

as one more indication that contacts and experiences as a 

Scriblerian more than any other factor moved Gay to write 

this poem . If this is true, the club members themselves 

were actually the first audience he held in mind; the 

knowledgeable and city-oriented gentleman of the town was 

his secondary audience, not the country clown who might 

actually stand in need of his "instructions." The poem 

was intended, really, not for instruction but for delight . 

Its tone was likely to be, in the best Scriblerian manner , 

one of sober and straight-faced foolery; its mischievous 

purpose, to see how completely it could draw its reader 

into believing the poet seriously meant his practical or 
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pious advice before dashing him with a purely ridiculous 

image. 

Gay had a spontaneous talent as a mimic, a skill 

that turned him naturally toward burlesque. His pieces 

up to and including Trivia were always aping someone--the 

sonorous blank verse periods of Satan and Beelzebub in the 

council scene of The Mohocks, the jumble of archaic Spen

serian language in the Proeme to The Shepherd's Week, the 

droning catechism of dust-dry definitions in his handbook 

for young politicians. What a joke to write a poem in the 

graceful and elevated manner of Virgil on how to keep from 

falling into a London street-kennel and for aid call on 

the three-faced goddess of the crossroads, the Diana

Artemis-Hecate, whose very epithet, trivium, had come to 

mean in English whatever was common to everyone and there

fore "trivial." 

And so with a mind to the critics who had been busy 

attributing his successes to the talent of his friend Alex

ander Pope and for the amusement of the coffee-house set, 

who knew so well their Virgil and their London streets, Gay 

sent Trivia out into the Trown with this wry "Advertisement": 

The World, I believe, will take so little Notice 
of me, that I need not take much of it. The Criticks 
may see by this Poem, that I walk on Foot, which prob
ably may save me from their Envy. I should be sorry 
to raise that Passion in Men whom I am so much obliged 
to, since they allowed me an Honour hitherto only shown 
to better Writers: That of denying me to be the Auth
or of my own Works. I am sensible this must be done 
in pure Generosity; because whoever writ them, provided 
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they did not themselves, they are still in the same 
Condition. 

Gentlemen, If there be anything in this Poem, good 
enough to displease you, and if it be any Advantage to 
you to ascribe it to some Person of greater Merit; I 
shall acquaint you for your Comfort, that among many 
other Obligations, I owe several Hints of it to Dr. 
Swift. And if you will so far continue your Favour as 
to write against it, I beg you to oblige me in accept
ing the following Motto. 

--Non tu, in Triviis, Indocte, solebas 
Stridenti, miserus, stipula, disperdere Carmen?50 

5oTrivia (1922), p. 1. On page 59, Williams cred
its the motto to Virgil, Eclogue III, 26-27, and translates: 
11 Used you not, ignoramus as you are, to murder some wretch
ed song on skirling pipe at the corners of the streets?" 



MORNING SCENE AT COVENT GARDEN 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE GEORGIC TEXTURE 

Through winter streets to steer your cour se aright, 
How to walk clean by day, and safe by night, 
How jostling crouds, with prudence to decline, 
When to assert the wall, and when resign, 
I sing; Thou, Trivia, Godde ss, aid my song, .•. 1 

With their concise statement of theme and classi

cal invocation, these smoothly balanced, subtly varied 

couplets with which Gay launched his Trivia take us imme

diately into the literary climate of the age of Pope. How 

comfortably we continue to walk along will in some part be 

determined by our knowledge of the customs of the period 

with regard to poetry, its aims and standards and fashions. 

That the appeal of Trivia has survived at all in a century 

conditioned to expect from a poem either connected narra

tive or sustained emotion , freshly minted description, 

symbolism, or oblique evocation of mood speaks directly of 

Gay's command of tangible personal human concerns. It 

speaks too of his durable qualities as a humorist . For 

the fabric and the structure of his poem are neo-classical 

and, therefore, generally alien to the reader of t oday . 

1Trivia I.1-5. Where I give only book and line 
references in quoting Trivia, I shall be following Faber's 
edition of Gay's Poetical Works and, therefore , the text 
Which appeared in Poems on Several Occasions (1720). Such 
refer ences wil l appear within my text rather than in fo ot 
notes . 

63 
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The architecture of the poem was certainly alien 

to me as I first attempted to analyze it. To what extent 

the tone was burlesque presented another dilemma, as I 

have suggested in the Introduction. But the question of 

structure was at first more puzzling. In spite of the 

clear, descriptive titles of the three books and the mar

ginal subheadings, which provided a deceptive sense of 

logical order, I was continually jarred and jostled by 

unexpected scenes and by digressions into mythology or 

morals or descriptions of far-off places. No progression 

from one area of London to another or from one season to 

the next or from morning to evening was ever continued 

for long although each kind of sequence was begun more 

than once . Except for the continually recurring contrast 

between the walker and the rider--the sturdy, healthy pe

dest rian and the lolling, useless, even vicious passenger 

in sedan chair or coach--there seemed to be no unifying 

principle . Sven Armens' assessment of this seemingly 

random pattern as "a sort of newsreel quality" is an espe

cially happy one for the modern reader: 

The lack of any narrative in Trivia does give it _a 
sort of newsreel quality, and like the newsreel its 
objectivity is limited by the particular choice of 
scene or vignette which the poet or cameraman chooses 
to focus upon.2 

The only constant in the shifting scene was the fact that 

the cameraman was always on foot. The clue which eventu-

2John Gay: Social Critic (New York : King's Crown 
Press, 1954), p. 74. 
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ally led me to see pattern, skillfully executed, in the 

diverting flow of vignette and instruction and comic al

lusion was the word "georgic"--more specifically, Virgil's 

Georgics.3 Following this clue enabled me to divorce 

Trivia from other mock poems with classical conventions, 

such as the mock epic and the mock eclogue, and to search 

out and expect the structure of a formal didactic poem, 

depending explicitly upon Virgil's model. Because the 

new perspective brought Gay's poem into focus for me as a 

carefully crafted and pleasing design, I have elected to 

trace the use Gay made of the Georgics before consider

ing the other apparent problem involved in his neo-classi

cal mode, that of burlesque tone.4 

3Irving's statement in Favorite of the Wits (1940), 
P, 128, "Gay took his pattern from the Georgics," first pro
vided the clue for me, and I found his statement endorsed 
by Sherburn in Baugh's Literary History of England (1948), 
p. 919 . 

Irving may owe this observation to Dwight L. Dur
ling, whose Geor ic Tradition in En lish Poetr (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 193 , offers a two-page expo
sition Df the structural parallels with the Georgics which 
Trivia contains. Earlier, in 1928 , when Irving published 
John Gay's London, he devoted Chapter II to the subject of 
"London in Classical Types" and linked Trivia with the 
"arts" poems of Horace and Ovid, a connection suggested by 
its subtitle. He noticed also that Gay had garnered hints 
from Juvenal's Third Satire and from Persius( Fifth Satire, 
and that Horace's Journey to Brundisium was similar in the 
precision of its casual vignettes. But Irving did not in 
that book take note of a debt to the Georgics . 

4In limiting the remainder of this study to a con
sideration of structure and tone, I have bypassed any dis 
cussion of prosody among other concerns. I should like 
to note, however, that Wallace Cable Brown has dealt im
pressively with this subject in "Gay's Mastery of the 
Heroic Couplet, 11 PMLA, LXI (March 1946) , 114-25. 
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An effort to see the structure of Trivia as Gay's 

contemporaries must have done involves the readjustment of 

some literary concepts. As James L. Clifford writes in the 

Introduction to a collection of recent essays on eighteenth

century literature: 

Let us admit at once that to understand properly the 
writing of the peri od requires study and help. It 
is not easy to grasp immediately the intricacy and 
allusiveness of its metaphoric structure. Moreover, 
there is required a genuine willingness to free one
self, for a t5ime at least, from instinctive romantic 
convictions. 

The first such conviction we need to shed if we accept 

Trivia as an artistic product is the belief that didactic 

poetry is not properly poetry at all. To Gay's contempo

raries the announcement that he would "sing" how to ac

complish something did not seem strange. Didactic poetry 

in its several genres was a common product, whether written 

in a serious or a mocking mode. Its models were found in 

Latin and Greek masterpiece s and among well wrought neo

Latin poems from medieval and Renaissance times, many of 

which were translated into English after 1650 along with 

the ancient masterpieces.6 That the verse criticism, 

philosophy, and moral precepts of Virgil or Horace or Ovid , 

of Vida or Boileau or Pope might within two hundred years 

5Eighteenth-Century English Literature: Modern Es
~ays in Criticism (New York : Oxford University Press, 1959), 
p. ix. Henceforth this collection will be cited by theed
i t or's name. 

6Dwight L. Durling, Georgie Tradition in English 
.E.9etry (New York: Columbia University Press , 1935), P· 7. 
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be generally considered outside the bounds of poetrywould 

have struck Augustan Londoners as fantastic. Yet today 

handbooks for literary study find a considerable amount of 

explanation necessary to defining "didactic poetry" or 

"didacticism. 11 The Thrall-Hibbard Handbook to Literature 

defines the latter term as "instructiveness in a literary 

work one of the purposes of which appears to be to give 

guidance, particularly in moral, ethical, or religious 

matters"; then it explains: 

If, of Horace I s dual functions of the artist, [the 
writer] elects instruction as his primary goal, he 
is didactic in intent .... From this definition 
it is obvious that didacticism is an acceptable as
pect of literature, at least up to a certain point, 
despite the fact that the term usually carries a 
derogatory meaning in criticism. 

The handbook explanation goes on to accuse as persons who 

practice didacticism today "the practitioners of moral 

criticism , the Marxists, and those who measure literature 

by sociological standards. 11 7 In A Glossary of Literary 

Terms, M. H. Abrams rescues the concept of "didactic" lit 

erature from the stigma of being a tool of Communists and 

moral reformers but does so in a similarly apologetic 

manner. Having noticed that The Faerie Queene, The Divine 

Comedy, and Paradise Lost are all didactic in employing 

theses which determine choice of characters and plot de

velopment, he asserts: 

7William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard, A Hand
book to Lite rature (rev. and enlarged by C. Hugh Holman; 
New York : The Odyssey Press, 1960) , s . v . "didactic ism." 
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It will be seen by these examples that "didactic" is 
a technical distinction, and in no way a derogatory 
term. Some of our greatest literary masterpieces are 
didactic, and some purely poetic. The term propaganda 
is sometimes used as the equivalent of "didactic" but 
it is more useful to reserve "propaganda" for that spe
cies of didactic work which undertakes to move the 
reader to take a position, or to take action, on a par
ticular ... issue of the moment.b 

If the handbook editors find "didacticism" hard to explain 

to modern readers, they find defining "georgic" no longer 

necessary. Only one handbook that I consulted defined 

"georgic, 11 9 and that one labeled it "a poem devoted to 

farming," with no attempt to relate it to or distinguish 

it from "pastoral," assuming perhaps that as a form not 

tl · 1 O i· t d d M . curren yin use . eserve no more space. y miscon-

ception of georgic as a sub-type of pastoral remained un

disturbed until Tillotson and Durling and, ultimately, 

Addison helped me to see that, even though they share 

rural settings and classical conventions, the georgic and 

the pastoral are entirely unlike in structure, in tone, 

in diction, and in purpose. 

The whole matter of genres as understood by the 

eighteenth century tends to be quite foreign to us who 

are the heirs of romantic criticism. Geoffrey Tillotson 

8Dan S. Norton and Peters Rushton, A Glossary of 
Literary Terms (rev. by M. H. Abrams in 1957; New York: 
Rinehart & Co. , 1960) , s. v. "didactic." 

9charles Duffy and Henry Pettit, A Dictionary of 
Literary Terms (New York: Brown Book Company, 19~ ), 

10Durling (pp. 101, 105) considers that the last 
"very ambitious poem of the strictly georgic kind " was 
James Grahame 's British Georgics (1 809) , However, he cite s 
William Courthope' s Hot-Garden (-1908) and Victoria Sack
ville-West' s The Land 1926) as be long ing to the tradition. 



lights up this area of the literary past in an essay en

titled "Eighteenth-Century Poetic Diction," which Clifford 

has reprinted in Eighteenth-Century English Literature, the 

colle.ction which he designed to challenge "deep - rooted 

false impressions" of Augustan writings. Tillotson ob

serves that the nineteenth-century poet provided a new dic

tion for each poem he wrote "as if he were the first and 

only poet in the world . 1111 But in the eighteenth century 

"the kinds of poetry were still seen as distinct ." Poe t

ry was "a communal art" and the poet expected to learn a 

great many techniques "before he could write correctli, with 

out offBBd.ing the .rules and distinctions acknowledged by 

poe t s and readers. 1112 The kinds of poetry were epic , 

tragedy in verse, pindaric, elegy, heroic and familiar 

epistle, pastoral, georgic, occasional verse, translation , 

and imitation; each kind was expected to use its own sort 

of diction, including such "larger matters . . . as per 

sonification, apostrophe, and exclamation. 111 3 I f Tillot 

son had been writing on the genres rather than on diction , 

he might have added that each kind was expected to use its 

own traditional structure and accepted themes . For the 

pastoral, structure depended upon dialogue or monologue; 

themes wer e traditional ly t he singin g contest , the love 

complaint, and the shepherd's elegy. The pastoral was 

11 · 
Clifford, p. 213 . 

12Ibid. 
13 

Ibid . , p. 214 . 
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not didactic; of the "kinds" which Tillotson mentions, 

only the epistles, occasional verse, and the georgic were 

didactic. 

Englishmen of the Augustan Age used their minds 

with pleasure and enviable confidence . They had not shed 

what Durling calls "the humanistic confusion of learning 

and genius, and the conception ... of the close rela

t ionship pf poetry] to all phases of human knowledge ." 14-

The r efore they r espected didactic poetry and the achieve

ment of writing it well. Durling emphasized the role of 

"Maronolatry," the worship of Virgil, in popularizing the 

georgic and other -didactic kinds in Renaissance Italy and 

again in Augustan England . He cites the Georgics of Vir

gil as "the most striking i nstance in Latin literature of 

triumph of style, of consummate craftsmanship . over dif 

ficult subject matte r 111 5 and notes that "for men lik e Dry 

den and Addison the Georgics were 'that best poem of the 

best poet' and 'the most complete , elaborate, and finish ' d 

piece of all antiquity. 11116 Dryden, he says, ranked the 

Georgics above the Aeneid in his dedication to Annus Mir 

abilis . When some thirty years later Dryden translated 

the Georgics (1697), Addison wrote an essay on the genre 

to be published with Dryden's translation, "the first 

1 4-p. 1 0 . 

1 5rbid . 

16Ibid. , p . 21 . 
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statement in English of the principles of Vergilian didac

tic poetry.1117 

In that essay, written anonymously when he was 25 

years old and an Oxford Fellow, Addison establishes first 

the position of the georgic in the hierarchy of genres as 

midway between the noble epic and the lowly pastoral. 

Crediting Virgil with introducing "three new kinds of Po

etry among the Romans, which he copied after three (:sic] 
the greate st masters of Greece, 111 8 he avers that in geor

gic alone one can see that Virgil surpassed his master, 

in this case Hesiod. As for epic and pastoral, the Gre ek 

language itself b~ing so well suited for both the majesty 

of epic style and the simplicity of the low pastoral dic

tion, the critic cannot fairly compare the Aeneid with 

Homer's epics nor the Eclogues with Theocritus' idylls. 

"But in the Middle stile, where the writers in both 

tongues are on a level'., we see how far Virgil has excelled. " 

The error of mistaking a georgic for a pastoral seems to 

have been common even among the "correct" Augustans, and 

Addison berates the critics for this ignorance or negle ct , 

describing most of them as 

passing (the _G_e_o_r--=--~ 
it under the same 

17Ibid. 

over in silence, or casting 
with a Pastoral: a division 

18 Ad' The Works of the Rt. Hon. Joseph d ison, Esq. 
(4 vols.; London: Ja cob Tonson at Shakespear's-Head, over 
against Katharine-street in the Strand, 1721), I, 248 . 
Henceforth to be cited as "Addi son, Works ." 
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by no means proper, unless we suppose the stile of a 
Husbandman ought to be imitated in a Georgie, as that 
of a Shepherd is in a Pastoral. But though the scene 
of both these Poems lies in the same place; the speak
ers ... are of a quite different character, since 
the precepts of husbandry are not to be delivered with 
the simplicity of a Plowman, but with the address of 
a Poet. No rules, therefore, that relate to a Pasto
ral, can any way affect the Georgics, since they fall 
under that class of poetry which consists in giving 
plain and direct instructions to the reader.1~ 

Addison fixes the georgic in relation to two other sorts 

of didactic verse, those treating of morality and philo

sophy, as being the "meanest" sort of didactic poem but 

the "most pleasing." Moral duties are naturally distaste

ful to corrupt humanity, and natural philosophy is "per

plexing," but rule·s for husbandry more easily seize upon 

the imagination, bound up as they are with tangible reali

ties and with the "fields and woods." He proceeds to his 

definition : 

A Georgie therefore is some part of the science of 
husbandry put into a pleasing dress, and set with 
all the Beauties and Embellishments of Poetry.20 

Because the poet has so wide a fi eld, he "shows his skill" 

in choosing precepts "most capable of ornament." Virgil 

even chose "a set of precepts which are almost foreign to 

his subject in that beautiful account . of the Signs 

in Nature, which precede the changes of the weather. 11 21 

Addison considers in turn the subtle techniques of tran-

19Ibid., I, 249 
20 

250. Ibid., I' 
21 

Ibid. 
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sition, the uses of "pertinent'' digression, and the high , 

vivid diction that are peculiar to the well-wrought geor

gic, and he demonstrates Virgil's mastery of each skill. 

In expanding upon the diction suited to georgic, 

Addison insists that no colloquial talk should debase 

the style and that the words must be "warm and glowing" 

so that "every thing [the poet] describes may immediate

ly present it self, and rise up to the reader's view. 11 22 

This quality he finds to be the secret of Virgil's 

achievement in the Georgics, where he "excelled even him

self." From his Latin model Gay carried the characteris

ti c of vivid description over into Trivia, thus providing 

the sharply etched sights of London that still please the 

reader of today. And it was the excellence of Virgil's 

description, too, coupled with the pleasant realities of 

"fields and woods" that was to have the most direct effect 

that the Georgics exerted upon the future course of Eng

lish poetry. After Gay, the next thoroughgoing imitator 

of the Georgics was James Thomson, whose poem The Seasons 

did much to lead other poets in the direction of descrip

tive, outdoor verse.23 As a modern translator of the 

Georgics sees it, "Virgil' s poem provided the main impulse 

for a new kind of landscape poetry that would rival the 

22Ibid., I, 253. 

23DurliDg ' traces · t be influence of the Georgics 
upon The Seasons in a chapter entitled "The English 
Vergil ," pp . 45-62 . 



Latin source. 1121+ 

Along with the appeal of Virgil's description, 

Addison notes in his essay numerous other excellences of 

technique; and he visualizes the resulting combination 

much as Durling does when he writes of "the didactic 

descriptive tradition which sanctioned ... a type of 

poem admitting moral, descriptive, narrative, scientific, 

preceptive , and other matter grouped about a central 

theme . 11 25 In contrasting Hesiod's Works and D.ays with 

Virgil's farming poem, he finds the Greek poet too plain 

and practical. "His method ... takes off from the sur

prize and variety. of the Poem, and makes the whole look 

but like a modern Almanack in verse. 11 26 He gives a sam

ple of the random quality of Hesiod's talk, then offers 

an unforgettable picture: 

Thus does the old gentleman give himself up to a 
loose kind of tattle, rather than endeavor after a 
just Poetical description .... If we look on 
both Poets together, we see in one the plainness of 
a downright Countryman, and in the other, something 
of a rustick majesty, like t hat of a Roman Dictator 
at the plow-tail.27 

He concludes that Virgil's Georgics is "the most complete, 

elaborate, a nd finisht piece of all Antiquity ." And he 

21+Smith Palmer Bovie, trans ., Geor~ics by Virgil 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 195 ), p. xxv. 
All passages from the Georgics will be quoted from this 
translation and cited within my text. 

25Durling, p. 81+. 
26 . 

Addison, Works, I, 254- 55 , 

27Ibid., I, 255-56. 
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amply makes his point that it takes genius to weld farm 

facts into a work of art. 

Virgil's Georgics was over seventeen centuries old 

when Dryden translated it into the neo-classical medium. 

Less than three centuries later, in 1956, Smith Palmer 

Bovie translated the poem into the flexible blank verse 

and diction that speaks most naturally to our century . To 

me his version has all the richness and dignity and com

pelling beauty that Addison and Dryden found in the origi

nal. As an art form the work is reminiscent of a tapestry 

or a symphony, something more abst:ra ct than a painting or 

a song, but still .warm and real rather than unnatural or 

bizarre. Its four books are rather like movements of a 

symphony in that themes announced and developed in one 

book recur in the others in different moods, tempos, and 

settings . Each passage, too, rises to some climax before 

it may be rounded off and blended into the next concern of 

the poet . Or the transition may be abrupt and dramatic . 

The "surprize and variety" Addison admired are there, 

along with smoothness and a harmonious wholeness quite 

astonishing in view of the wide range of material woven 

into the fabric. The poet's ardent desire for peace and 

hatred of war, his hope that young Octavian Caesar would 

effect that peace; descriptions of far-off Asia and Ethio

pia, of arctic and torrid zones, of autumn storm and gol

den springtime, of the breeding, mating, and savage fight-
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ing of bull s and horses, or the strange social structure 

and instinct of a swarm of bees; homely sketche s of farm

ers at work or idled by weather; narrat i ve passage s of leg

end or history; personal references t o the poet's own work 

and ambi t i on s--all these are carried smoothl y along (Which 

material does t he carrying ? Which is carried? ) on a gr ound

wor k of clear precepts for successful farming which remain 

valid and useful today. It is no wonder that Gay chose 

such an art f orm to convey hi s knowledge of the swarming , 

jostling , living "Hive " that was London in 1715. 

Before I proceed to an explicit comparison of Triv

ia and t he Georgics, it will be helpful to notice t hat Gay 

was no t the fi rst poet of hi s generat ion t o emulate the 

artistry t hat Addison pointed out and t hat Trivia was not 

hi s first venture into this admit tedly difficult genre. 

I n 1708 Gay published, anonymously, the first poem now 

credited to him--Wine, which imitated a highly suc cessful 

poem by J ohn Philip s called Cyder (1706) , i tsel f an adap

tation of Virgil 's Georgics.28 Durling cites Cyder as 

"the poem whi ch fixed t he Engli sh georgic as a type and 

28r nvest igat ing the influence t hat t he poems and 
t he popularity of J ohn Philip s may have exerted upon Gay 
should prove interest ing . Philips, who di ed in 1709, is 
remembered best for hi s use of Miltonic verse in the mock
heroic poem The Splendid Shilling . Gay used Mil~o:r:ii c 11 
blank verse for Wi ne and ·The Moho cks. I n 1705 Philips com
po sed Blenheim or1COmmiss ion of Harl ey and St. J ohn t o off 
set Addison's Campaign" (Webster 's Biographi cal Dic~ionar;[:), 
Gay's and Phil ip s' act i vi ties seem to. h~ve touch~d in ~heir 
bent fo r burl esque , i n t heir Tory politics, and i n t heir 
use of the georgi c tradi t ion . 
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determined its form, 1129 and with it he begins his account 

of notable Augustan imitations which marked the height of 

the English vogue for georgic and culminated in Thomson's 

Seasons. His analysis of the make-up of Cyder will serve 

us well to preview certain aspects of the Georgics which 

became conventions for the imitators and which we shall 

notice also in Trivia. 

Durling sees in Cyder the work of "a scholar de 

lighting in ingeniously adapting the themes of an admired 

original into terms of native conditions. 11 30 Thus in a 

setting "thoroughly English, thorough l y Hertfordshire, in

deed, " Philips iS$Ued detailed directions for growing 

fruit and making cider, "adding episodes, descriptions, 

moral parallels--all the Vergilian panoply. 11 31 His pre

cepts of farming are often quite close to Virgil's text, 

and in diction they reproduce the "magisterial tone," 

which is basic to the georgic fabric: 

Like the Georgics, Cyder is cast into the form of 
direct address; it employs the magisterial manner; 
it uses cumulative similes. There are common theme 
statements and recapitulations. It lays claim to 
originality in the treatment, first among men, of 
the theme in hand.32 

Some conventions, it can be seen, are common to several 

classical genres. The epic, the pastoral, and the geor gic 

all are launched with statement of theme and invocation, 

29p. 35. 30rbid ., p.36. 

31 Ibid., p. 35. 32rbid . 



and the epic rounds off many passages with the flourish 

of an extended simile or digresses into mythology. Other 

themes and habits of structure are peculiar to the georgic, 

and Philips echoed them all. Progression of scenes or tasks 

through the seasons, the days of the week, or the times of 

the day are pre-Virgilian conventions, as are bits of folk 

belief and omens of good and bad weather. The weaving in 

of patriotic panegyric, exotic episodes, and genre sketches 

of country pleasures, and the use of the common theme s of 

the necessity of labor, horrors of war, and contrast of 

city and country life stem from the Georgics. In his ap

palling account of the murrain of the cattle in the Austri

an Alps, Virgil was himself emulating a description of 

plague by Lucretius;33 his Augustan emulators used the 

passage as a model for various accounts of disaster. Phil

ips' description of the fall of a city, Durling notes, 

parallels the passage in Georgics ion the portents of 

Caesar's death. The satisfaction Philips hoped to create 

for readers was partly in the realization of his skill in 

providing such parallels. He presupposed in his audience 

a familiarity with his model, a faith which underlay the 

bulk of neo-classical poetry. 

In Durling 's sequence , SWift contributed the next 

georgic imitation, A Description of a City Shower (1710), 

33of the murrain passage, Addison wrote, 11 the Poet 
strained hard to out-do Lucretius in the description of 
his plague " (Works, I, 257). 
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which Durling finds "important only because it suggested 

Gay's Trivia." He explains that "it does with the passages 

in Vergil on the portents of rain and the autumnal storm 

what the burlesque city-eclogue tried to do with t he pas 

toral: it parodies them and puts them into incongruous 

settings. 11 34 Two poems which appeared in 171 3 owned the 

georgic as their model--a burlesque poem called Apple-Pye, 

probably by William King, and Gay's second venture into 

georgic, Rural Sports. One of Gay's few poems which have 

no burlesque touches, this piece made only sl ight use of 

the episodic possibilities of the georgic. Strictly speak

ing, Durling says., the poem is "a combination of the three 

types of poem of field sports, which were georgic offshoots 

[halieutic, fishing; ixeutic, fowling; and cynegetic, hunt 

ing with dogs) ." It does offer precepts on the sports and 

enlarges on the pleasure of country living as opposed to 

city dwelling, but "it sacrifices the episodic variety as 

well as the more heightened style of Vergil. It is mainly 

descriptive ; the didactic content is negligible, a conven

tion merely. 11 35 

Actually, if John M. Aden is correct, Durling was 

studying the 1720 text of Rural Sports, a version which 

had been extensively r emodeled to bring it even closer to 

the georgic tradition than the poem that Gay published in 

1713. In a study entitled "The 1720 Version of Rural 

34 Pp . 36-37 . 35Ibid ., p . 37 . 
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Sports and the Ge:.or.gic Tradition, 11 36 Aden makes use of t he 

1713 version, which Faber included as an appendix in Gay's 

Poetical Works, to show exactly how the changes Gay made 

before including this outdoor poem in his first collec

tion of verse (1720) served to bring Rural Sports more in 

line with the tradition. Aden, too, notes that the field 

sport precepts were not properly georgic, but he demon

strates that farming facts were also present, adding that 

in the 1713 poem all four genres were "carelessly combined 

with a general stress on field sports. 11 37 Then he demon

strates how the 1720 revisions of structure into two can

tos with a reshuffling of parts provided the poem "with 

a georgic frame and , at the same time, with a structural 

unity it had not previously possessed. 11 38 It is germane 

to our study of georgic structure in Trivia to note that 

Gay revised Rural Sports after he wrote the London poem. 

Moreover, in Aden's comparison we can see Gay at work as 

a conscious craftsman and be assured that the structural 

detailing of Trivia was neither accidental nor incidental 

but an artistry all the more excellent for being unobtru

sive. 

Among the changes which Aden discussed and which 

strengthened georgic aspects of Rural Sports were moving 

36Modern Language Quarterly , XX (Sept. 1959), 
228 -32. 

37Ibid., p. 229 . 

38Ibid . 
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two O fortunatos nimium passages from midstream positions 

to the end of "the georgic frame" to produce "an effect 

ive finale; 11 39 calling in a muse at the end of a cynegetic 

passage to define more clearly its separation from the 

georgic conclusion; and making "greater use of the magis

terial tone of Virgil. 11 4-0 Aden's specimens of the magis 

terial technique are illuminating: "The Fisherman does 

now his Toils prepare," line 55 in the 171 3 poem, became 

"Now let the fisherman his toils prepare," line 131 in 

1720 . The shift from declarative to imperative mood is 

even more emphatic in this sample: 

The Reapers to their sweating Task repair 
To save the Produc t of the bounteous Year. 

( 1 71 3 , 11. 3 53 - 54-) 

Now, now, ye reapers, to your task repair, 
Haste, save the product of the bounteous year. 

(1720, 11. 285- 86) 

In Trivia Gay had the magisterial imperative under 

sure control, making of it a unifying agent steadily and 

unobtrusively at work, setting off passages of precept 

from cl assical apparatus or from digressions with the turn 

of a verb . The imperative mood weaves in and out of Triv

ia 's shifting scenes, yielding to passages of description, 

panegyric, apostrophe, and legend , but always returning 

quietly as if resuming an interrupted walk . The magisteri

al tone first appears when preliminaries of theme state 

ment, invocation, and avowal of the poet's ambition in 

Book I are disposed of : 

39rbid., p. 230. 4oibid . , p . 231 . 
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When the black youth at chosen stands reJoice, 
And clean your shoes resounds from ev'ry voice; ... 
When all the Mall in leafy ruin lies, 
And damsels first renew their oyster cries: 
Then let the prudent walker shoes provide, 
Not of the Spanish or Morocco hide; 
The wooden heel may raise the dancer's bound, 
And with the scallop'd toe his step be crown'd: 
Let firm, well hammer'd soles protect thy feet 
Thro' freezing snows, and rains, and soaking sleet. 

( I. 23-24-) 

Smoothly, Gay has moved from the objective description of 

the 11when 11 clauses to a third-person imperative, "Then let 

the prudent walker . . • , 11 and from thence to a direct 

second-person command: "Let firm, well hamrner ' d soles 

protect thy feet. 11 The comparison of the dancer 's shoe 

intervenes to soften the transition from the 11walker 11 to 

"thou," and the reader knows what identity he is to assume . 

Along with Gay, he will be on foot in the London traffic . 

One further sample should serve to show how the i mperat ive 

can function more · abrupt:Sy. . Opening Book II, "Of walking 

the Streets by Day," the poet uses six lines to rehearse 

the content of Book I and urge the Muse to brave the dan-

gers of the town; then he creates a picture of London 

streets coming alive in the morning . The passage, which 

begins quietly, ends in a roar: 

Now industry awakes her busie sons, 
Full charg' d with news the breathless hawker runs : 
Shops open coaches roll, carts shake the gr ound , 
And all th~ streets with passing cries resound . 

If cloath' d in black you t read the busy town, 
Or if distinguish'd by the r ev 'rend gown, 
Three trades avoid. 

(II. 21 - 27) 
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The tone of advice, returning with the new verse paragraph, 

provides a clean-cut transition, economically and without 

lessening the energy of the description it follows. 

Is it the magisterial tone, the reasonable, confi

dential manner with which the poem moves along, or is it 

the moderate regularity of heroic couplet that causes 

critics to reach for words like "plodding" and 11 trudging 11 

in their descriptions of Trivia? Whatever the cause, I 

carry away from each reading a definite one-foot-in-front

of-the-other, walking rhythm bound up with a sense of hav

ing listened to mannerly, sympathetic advice: 

Let beaus their canes with amber tipt produce, 
Be theirs for empty show, but thine for use. 
In gilded chariots while they loll at ease, 
And lazily insure a life's disease; 
While softer chairs the tawdry load convey 
To Court, to White's, Assemblies, or the Play; 
Rosie-complexion'd health thy steps attends, 
And exercise thy lasting youth defends. 

(I.67-74) 

Virgil's Georgics revolves around both a stated 

theme, the lore of husbandry, and a larger theme, the love 

of peace and hatred of war. Gay's stated theme is "How to 

walk clean by day, and safe by night," a teaching assign

ment which he solemnly fulfills; his larger theme, stated 

in the passage above, the glorification of the walker, re

curs like Virgil's throughout his poem. Sometimes stated , 

at other points implied, it touches and colors the scenes 

he describes, his panegyrics, his choice of violent epi

sodes, and his comic picture of himself as poet and walker. 
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Together with the magisterial tone of the preceptual pas-

sages, this theme holds together all the variety of scene 

and story with which Gay adorns his city georgic. So far 

I have written of Trivia as if it were indeed a didactic 

poem. It is well to remember before we sink too far into 

t he ser:i-0.1.B matter of comparing structures in detail that 

although Gay was certainly imitating a didactic poem, he 

was writing a comic one, a matter we will consider in the 

chapter on burlesque. 

A quantitative comparison of the organization of 

Trivia with the Georgics is illuminating. I have prepared 

Charts I and II (pp. 85-87) to make such a comparison con

venient. Working from the Bovie translation, which con

tains more lines than the Latin poem, I have not been pre

cise in line divisions for the Georgics. However, Bovie 1 s 

device of printing inclusive line numbers at the foot of 

each page gave me the confidence that the picture offered 

on Chart II would be reliable enough for the comparison I 

intend . 

The general pattern of book structure that emerges 

in both poems comprises (1) an introduction, short in re 

lation to other sections and, except for Georgics iv, of 

almost equal length within a poem; (2) a body of precepts 

divided into three, or perhaps two, recognizable sections 

and ornamented with various digressions and episodes; and 

(3) an end-piece of special force, free from georgic pre 

cepts but often concerned with the larger theme- - peace, 
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or the benefits of walking. In the Georgics, the end

pieces of i and iv approximate the introductions of those 

bo ok s in length, while the end-pieces of ii and iii are 

mo r e fully developed, nearly twice the length of intro

ductory sections. In Trivia, Books I and II display full 

end-pieces, while the concluding part of Book III matches 

the length of the introduction for Book I, nicely balan

cing beginning and end of the over-all poem. Content as 

well as length links these two passages" In lines 17-1 8 of 

Book I, Gay declares: 

My youthful bosom burns with thirst for fame, 
From the great theme to build a glorious name, 

and in lines 407-408 of Book III he sighs complacently: 

And now compl eat my gen'rous labours lye, 
Finish'd, and ripe for immortality. 

The beginning and the final end-piece of Virgil's poem are 

likewise linked, with attention given not only to the poet's 

intentions for his work but to his imperial patron as well . 

The unique pattern of Geo~gics iv with its abbreviated be

ginning and end-piece Bovie sees as deliberate and artis

tic, a change of pace which breaks the preceptual tone of 

the Georgics and provides an avowed exercise for the poet 

in epic technique by giving more than half the book to 

41 Gay d1"d not follow narrative, the legend of Aristaeus. 

the Georgics iv pattern, although I believe he mimicked 

two of its episodes; he placed his fully developed narra-

41 Pp. xxvii-xxix. 



tives in Book I (the origin of pattens) and in Book II 

(the origin of bootblacks). Instead, the final book of 

Trivia has more in common with Ge:orgics iii, emulating its 

rapid pace and darker moods. 

In passing from the general outlines of the two 

georgic poems to their internal likenesses, the matter of 

mood and tempo in Trivia III and Georgics iii is worth ex

amining. In his analysis of Trivia as a georgic imitation, 

Durling pointed out clear cases of parallel passages in 

Gay's and Virgil's poems; 42 in so doing he justly observed , 

"The subject of Book III [walking by night] offered 

fewer possibilities of humorous parallel" than Book I (im

plements, weather ) and Book II (walking ... by day). 

Certainly the night life of a city would offer few corre-

42Pages 40-41. The parallels that Durling mentions 
include the exotic catalogues in the first body section of 
Trivia I and Georgics i, along with the implements and signs 
of weather in the same books; the patten story in Trivia I 
equated with the Aristaeus legend in Georgics iv; the work s 
and days sections in Trivia II and Georgics i and iii; the 
descriptions of extreme cold found in Georgics iii as an 
exotic digression on s~ythian sheepherders and in Trivia 
II as the episode of the Great Frost; and the most striking 
of all , the organ-toned end-pieces of Georgics ii and Triv
ia II: 11 0 fortunatos nimium, sua si bona norint, agricolas!" 

Durling does not detail, although he grants t hat 
there are others , several noticeable parallels wh ich I 
found interesting: Gay's panegyrics to old Bri t annia and 
Augusta in I and II with Virgil's "All hail, Saturnian 
land" in ii; the flattering mention of Burlington as art 
patron (Trivia II) with Virgil ' s lines to Maecenas (Geor
gics i and iii); the catalogue of Italy 's luscious wine 
grapes (Georgics ii) with the listing of London's famous 
mansions off the Strand (Trivia II); and , best of all, 
the companion pieces of Virgil's old Corycian (Georgics iv), 
whose skill with bees brought him contentment and plenty , 
wi th Gay's foolish yeoman (Trivia III), whose city fling 
brought him poverty and disgrace . 
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lating subjects with husbandry. Nonetheless, Gay did fol-

low his master here, too, in a subtler manner than that of 

adapting themes. In Georgics iii Virgil chose to break the 

tranquil serenity that had evolved as he traced the daily, 

yearly tasks of farmers by recreating the virile action 

of the ranching scene. The speed and strength of curvet 

ing horses and maddened bullocks, the harshness of gad

flies swarming about the pregnant mares, of sheep infected 

with "filthy mange, " of the heaped cadavers of the cattle 

plague serve to animate this georgic with stark and arrest

ing images. In his introduction the poet sounded a disso 

nant note by prof-es sing impatience with his worn-out pas

toral themes and a desire to master the epic medium . Ab

ruptly he conceded that for now he must obey his patron : 

Meanwhile, let us trace the dryad's steps 
Through woods and virgin forests, following 
Your firm requests, Maecenas: without you, 
My mind could not conceive a lofty theme. 
Now up and off ! C.i thaeron loudly calls, 
And Spartan hounds, horsetaming Epidaurus. 

C iii. 40 -45) 

Gay, in introducing Trivia III, invoked Trivia as moon god

dess to light up the murky city and ward off its perils. 

The night-time dangers of London streets--dark alleys, 

link-boys in the pay of thieves, guileful harlots, drunken 

rakes, a coach overturned and shattered in an open sewer-

lend an atmosphere of violence and disaster to the final 

book, if we allow for the comic attitude which underlies 

these dark images. A fight between two enraged carmen 
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opens the body of this book; a fire concludes it, breaking 

out to rouse "the slumb'ring street" and ending as 

... with sullen sound 
The shatter'd pile sinks to the smoaky ground. 

(III.85-86) 

Whereas in Book II the walker could saunter along t he 

Strand stopping to browse at book stalls or muse on the 

fate of vanished mansions, Book III commands him: 

Summon at once thy courage, rouze thy care, 
Stand firm, look back, be r e solute, beware. 

(11. 23-24) 

The energy of Virgil's "now up and off!" rings in such 

lines as these: 

Wher e the mob gathers, swiftly shoot along . (1. 51) 

If the rude thr ong pour on with furious pace, 
And hap to break thee from a friend's embrace , 
Stop short. (11. 87-89 ) 

But hark! distress with screaming voice draws nigh ' r , 
And wakes the slumb'ring street with cries of fire . 

C 11 • 3 53 - 54) 

Irving suggest s that the original for Gay's fire scene is 

to be found in J uvenal 's Third Satire , 43 certainly a like 

lier source than the murrain of cattle which provides so 

grim an end- piece for Georgics iii . However, the sugge s

tion for ending with disaster is present in Virgil's pat 

tern. Gay's battle of the carmen doubtless owes much t o 

scenes of hand-to-hand combat in the Iliad . But consider, 

also, the similarities in the carmen's brawl and Virgil's 

battle of the bull s : 

43Favorite of the Wits, pp . 128-29 . 
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A lovely heifer grazed in Southern Sila: 
Two rival champions clashed with shocking force, 
Wounds followed, thick and fast, the gore flowed free 
As locked horns twisted, strained, and creaked and ' 

groaned 
The woods and outspread heavens rocked with sound. 

The loser slinks away in humiliation to nurse back his 

strength, remembering all his baffled rage, and to return: 

... Then with gathered force 
And rebuilt strength, he ~rings the guidon up 
And thunders down on his forgetful foe: 
As a wave begins to whiten in mid-sea, 
Gathers up its folds from deep below, 
And, curling landward, crashes on the rocks, 
Like a falling mountain mass; the whirling depths 
Tear loose and hurl aloft the muddy sand. 

(Georgics iii.220-41) 

At St. Clement's in London, where no posts protect the 

walkers from wheeled traffic, Gay's pedestrian comes upon 

a snarl of colliers' drays, coaches, and cattle: 

Now all the pavement sounds with trampling feet 
And the mixt hurry barricades the street. 
Now oaths grow loud, with coaches coaches jar, 
And the smart blow provokes the sturdy war; 
From the high box they whirl the thong around, 
And with the twining lash their shins resound: 
Their rage ferments, more dang'rous wounds they try, 
And the blood gushes down their painful eye. 
And now on foot the frowning warriours light, 
And with their pond'rous fists renew the fight ; 
Blow answers blow, their cheeks are smear'd with blood, 
'Till down they fall, and grappling r oll in mud. 
So when two boars, in wild Ytene bred, 
Or on Westphal i a' s _.fa tt 'ning chest-nuts fed, 
Gnash their sharp tusks, and rous'd with equal fire, 
Dispute the reign of some luxurious mire; 
In the black flood they wallow o'er and o 'er, 
'Till their arm'd jaws distil with foam and gore. 

(Trivia III.29- 50) 

Virgil's simile of the charging bull and whitening wave is 

classic in the large sense of being precise and durably 

arresting: the rising, curling wave evokes the physical 
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attitude of the bull, his irresistible speed and power; 

and the secondary image of the mountain slides in to vali

date the image of swirling dust and grit as the beasts 

crash together. Gay's simile is a classic of burlesque; 

his choice of boars as vehicles for the carmen is not made 

palpably ridiculous until "luxurious mire" tips the balance 

into burlesque, a tone which Gay quickl y secures with the 

verb "wallow." The boars have become purel y hogs, and a 

georgic episode has been concluded with definition. 

Techniques of climax and transition are var i ous 

and important to the georgic texture. The cumulative sim

ile is onl y one of t hem. A look at t he body se ctions on 

eit her chart will show t ha t the r e gular pract ice was to 

climax a section with "adornment" rather t han precepts. 

Use of the simile t o conclude either narrative or de scri p

tive passage s is not apparent on t he char t , but i t i s a 

met hod famili ar t o r eaders of the epic and quite u s ef ul in 

the georgic as well. Sinc e i t i s a device that is easily 

imitated , it enj oyed cons iderable trea tment and mi streat 

ment f rom neo - classic writer s and par odists . Gay ' s u se 

of the simile in Trivia, beside s showing of f his s ense of 

t he absurd t o good a dvant a ge , displays his skill as a 

craft sman a s wel l . Most frequently he u s e s t he dev ice to 

round off a verse paragraph , as he doe s in Book I i n order 

to ge t fr om a passage de s cr ibing a rain-soaked pede stri an 

i nt o the fourte en lines on "impl ements f or femal e walkers, " 

which he needed to introduce the story of Patty and her 



pattens. As the mud-spattered walker reaches the shelter 

of the wall, he discovers: 

Thy wig alas! uncurl'd admits the show'r. 
So fierce Alecto's snaky tresses fell, 
When Orpheus charm'd the rig'rous pow'rs of hell, 
Or thus hung Glaucus' beard, with briny dew 
Clotted and strait, when first his am'rous view 
Surpriz'd the bathing fair; the frighted maid 
Now stands a rock , transform'd by Circe's aid. 

( I. 202-208 ) 

It seems scarcely possible that the humor of juxtaposing 

the erotic image of the bare and frozen nymph with the re

spectable tone of Gay's next line could be unintentional. 

"Good houswives 11 he begins. 

Fifteen of t he twenty similes that I found were 

used to conclude verse paragraphs. The others provided 

transition within paragraphs, a trick which demands link

age within the simile for whatever comes before and what 

ever comes after. In one such i nstance , Gay has been i n 

structing lost walkers "of whom to inquire the way ." Con

fused oy fne seven- street intersection at St. Giles, a 

bewildered peasant 

Tries ev'ry winding court and street in vain, 
And doubles o ' er his weary steps again . 
Thus hardy Theseus, with intrepid feet, 
Travers'd the dang 'rous labyrinth of Crete ; 
But still the wand'ring passes forc'd his stay, 
Till Ariadne's clue unwinds the way . 

Then Gay picks up the feminine thread of his simile and 

u ses Ariadne to point the way to the begui ling pickpocket 

whom he next warns against : 

But do not thou like that bold chief , confide 
Thy ventrous fo~tstep s to a femal e guide; 
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She'll lead thee with delusive smiles along, 
Dive in thy fob, and drop thee in the throng. 

(II. 81 -90) 

Gay proves himself a real virtuoso of the simile 

in Book III where in one extended figure he unites his ti

tle Muse, his stated theme (how to walk safe), and his 

pervasive tone of solemn, shocked burlesque. He has intro

duced for its final variation the motif of "keeping the 

wall. 11 First sounded in the theme statement (Trivia I.4), 

this motif has entered momentarily four times (I.62, 200 

and III.1.4:0, 153-56) and has been fully developed once in 

Gay's passage on pedestrian etiquette (II.45-64). Here at 

line 205 of the final book, his hapless hypothetical walk 

er is visualized as suffering the worst defeat in his bat

tle for the wall. The rushing foot traffic has shoved 

him outside the post in a rainstorm. He is 11 Draggled all 

o'er, and soak'd in floods of rain." Gay gravely advises 

him to keep his temper: 

Yet rather bear the show'r, and toils of mud, 
Than in the doubtful quarrel risque thy blood . 
0 think on CEdipus' detested state, 
And by his woes be warn'd to shun thy fate. 

Where three roads join'd, he met his sire unknown; 
(Unhappy sire, but more unhappy son!) 
Each claim'd the way, their swords the strife decide, 
The hoary monarch fell, he groan'd and dy'd! 
Hence sprung that fatal plague that thin'd thy reign, 
Thy cursed incest! And thy children slain! 
Hence wert thou doom'd in endless night to stray 
Through Theban streets, and cheerless groap thy way . 

(III.213-24) 

Don't quarrel with the jostlers, Gay warns. Look what 

could happen . "Where three roads join11 --trivia--you might 

kill your own father, marry your- mother, bring violent 
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death upon your children, and end by being not merely a 

drenched pedestrian, but a blind one! 

Gay's use of the Muse, the aspect of neo-classical 

verse which is perhaps the most bothersome one to the gen

eral reader today, fulfills its function smoothly and well. 

The conventional dialogue between poet and muse in classi

cal poems served basic structural needs. It introduced, 

summarized, reaffirmed, or redirected the flow of thought. 

In Trivia Gay makes it do all these things; his touch here 

seems to me to be light and sure, the choice of the cross 

roads goddess being especially happy for purposes of bur

lesque and for the variety of the georgic mediun1. Trivia 

could be as serene as Cynthia, as evil as Hecate, or as 

common as the common street. In her underworld connotation 

she sorts well with Gay's sewer goddess, the Cloacina whom 

he apparently could not sunimon courage to include before 

he collected and revised his poems in 1720. 44 As goddess 

of the moon she could be invoked in Book III to shine and 

shield the walker from midnight dangers. As the "three 

44The 122 lines that narrate the origin of bootblacks 
as resulting from the love of the goddess of sewers for a 
London scavenger first appeared in the 1720 edition, inseYt 
ed in Book II midstream in a passage of precepts on places 
for the walker to avoid. As it is the only digression 
sliced into a passage rather than placed to function as 
transition or climax, and as the lines which lead into and 
out of it seem more than normally contrived, it might be 
assumed that the entire episode was a later composition . 
However, other factors, such as those discussed in ti . 45 be
low, make such an assumption doubtful. The story affects 
the burlesque tone of the poem and will be touche d upon in 
that connection. (See pp. '. 125-29 below .) 
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roads" deity to whom pagans brought offerings and left them 

at crossroads to ward off bad luck, she holds a many-faceted 

congruence with Gay's poem. Bad luck is, after all, the 

base of all the absurd misfortunes which beset the "happy, 

healthy walker." 

Gay may well have had Virgil's Georgics in hand as 

he built his opening lines of proposition, invocation, and 

statement of purpose. Like Virgil he takes exactly five 

clear lines to itemize in correct order what it is he will 

"sing." This is usual enough. Virgil, however, after in

voking sun, moon, Bacchus, and Ceres, calls in minor fig 

ures of mythology to help out his principals. Gay summons 

Earth to give Trivi,a a hand by offering a "flinty tribute " 

for the London "ways," and handily enrolls a "sturdy paver" 

and a "scavinger" in his cast of mythic cr eatures t o make 

Earth's gift worthwhile.45 Virgil goes one step further 

and makes a god of the emperor: 

You also we would hail, oh godlike man , 
Octavian Caesar: you will be a god , 
But in what form the gods do not r eveal . 

(Georgics i . 24- 26 ) 

And he proceeds, after proper panegyric, to enlist Caesar 

i n the purposes of his literary effort . Blithely unembar 

rassed by his own l ack of an Octavian , Gay also waxes pa -

4 5Evidence that Gay wrote t he Cloacina episode as 
a part , df hi s original poem seems to me to be present in 
the first 24 lines of the poem. First , Gay makes a s cav
enger , the type who will father Cloacina's bootblack , a 
part of the poem 's mythological apparatus . Then the l ines 
which set the poem proper in motion (11 . 23- 24 ) spot l ight 
the boo t black. 



triotic and modestly places a 11 Civic crown11 on his own brow 

as he states the aim of his poem: 

My youthful bosom burns with thirst for fame, 
From the great theme to build a glorious name, 
To tread in paths to ancient bards unknown 
And bind my temples with a Civic crown; 
But more, my country's love demands the lays, 
My country's be the profit, mine the praise. 

(Trivia I.17-22) 

I do not think we would be overestimating an explicit know

ledge of Virgil's Georgics by Gay's contemporary audience 

to suppose that such parallels as this ebullient self-pane

gyric would have been recognized and would have added to 

their relish of Trivia. 

To trace each sort of transitional use Gay made of 

his Muse or of classical apostrophe or exclamation would 

detain us . Suffice it to say that he occasional ly called 

Trivia in to reinforce his editorial comments, as when he 

had expressed the fear that some careless beau's cane might 

soil his cravat and he needed to get away from the subject 

of 11 canes 11 and into an exotic digression: 

O! may I never such misfortune meet , 
May no such vicious walkers croud the street, 
May Providence o'ershade me with her Wings, 
While the bold Muse experienc 'd dangers sings. 

(I.79-82) 

The passage describing streets in Paris, Belgium, and Italy 

follows, containing the "dangers 11 Trivia had encountered 

abroad. 

Artificial conventions such as the extended simile 

and reference to a muse are not the only sort of transition 

used in the georgic. Preceptual.passages sometimes merge 
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naturally into a new section, as in Trivia II where advice 

on places to avoid leads into descriptions of London 

streets on all days, in all seasons. Or a transition may 

be abruptly dramatic, as when Virgil turns his signs of 

weather for farmers suddenly into an account of current 

events in Rome: 

Does anyone dare say the sun is false? 
He warns us when uprisings threaten blindly, 
And furtive actions breed conspiracy. 
He pitied Rome when Caesar was destroyed. 

(Georgics i .464-67) 

Georgie i t hus reaches its end-piece, a panegyric to Octa 

vian which echoes the introduction. 

Such echoes or recurring themes, more common to 

musical than to literary composition, rise and submerge 

throughout the length of Virgil's poem and Gay's burlesque. 

In Trivia, besides the keeping-the-wall motif, there are 

the preoccupations with clothes, with wigs, with rain, with 

kennels and refuse, with coaches and sedan chairs , with 

petty fraud and "divers, " with books and death and boot 

blacks. Book III, especially, seems almost made up of 

echoes; its mid-section is entirely re-iterative, without 

any feeling of monotony, however, since the treatment is 

fresh and the setting has been changed to night. Three suc 

cess ive passages which follow the climactic CEdipus simile 

conclude this mid-section and illustrate the principle of 

freshness in echoing. As CEdipus "groaps" his way out of 

sight, a funeral procession moves solemnly into view, lavish 

with nodding black plumes on the-horses and coats - of-arms 
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blazoned upon the coaches. Book II has presented, early 

in the morning, a drummers' serenade of newly-weds and, 

later, the sight of a brass knocker wrapped in flannel, 

which signals a fatal illness indoors. Both passages, like 

that of the funeral, end in a moral reflection framed as a 

question. That their relevant structure is not accidental 

may be seen by ccmparing the reflections aroused by the 

wedding drummers: 

Are sounds like these 
The proper prelude to a state of peace? 

(II. 19-20) 

By the muffled door-knocker: 

Here canst thou pass, unmindful of a pray'r, 
That heaven in mercy may thy brother spare? 

(II.473-74) 

And by the funeral: 

How short is life! how frail is human trust! 
Is all this pomp for laying dust to dust? 

(III.234-35) 

The succeeding passage on passing by a newly painted stall 

in the dark touches off complex echoes in its concern, as 

in Books I and II, with clean clothes and, as in all three 

books , with hosiers' stands, book stalls, and the misadven

ture of upsetting a fruit display in the dark . The passage 

on "various city frauds" stirs so many echoes as to make 

detailing superfluous. Yet it retains its own character 

within the night piece and serves as a natural bridge into 

the section on virtue with its disapproving yet detailed 

sketches of rakes and whores and their gulls. 
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On the peculiar structure of the georgic Addison 

had this to say: Much art is required 

that [the precepts] may fall in after each other by 
a natural unforced method. , .. They should all be 
so finely wrought together in the same piece, that no 
coarse seam may discover where they join; as in a cu
rious brede of needlework , one colour falls away by 
just such de grees and another rises so insensibly, 
that we see the variety, without being able t o distin
guish the total vanishing of the one from the first 
appearance of the other.~6 

Addison and his generation saw the georgic as a demanding 

and intricate art form with Virgil as its master. In Triv

ia, Gay achieved such a texture as Addison described , and 

his coffee-house audience must have perc e ived t hat he had . 

They could see mqre than we can, who understand "georgi c ," 

if at all, as "a poem devoted to farming." 

46works, I, 250. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE BURLESQUE TONE 

In John Gay: Social Critic, Sven Armens channeled 

his remarks on the georgic into a dimension other than the 

one we have explored by approaching the genre from the di 

rection of theme rather than structure. Because this con

cept of the georgic has a bearing upon the burlesque tone 

of Trivia as he interprets it and because his interpreta

tion is a challenging one, we shall examine it here . Ar

mens' study of Gay's writings focused on the serious side 

of their content in an effort to decide what the man 

"thought about in his serious moments and what he was 

genuinely serious about. 111 The thesis that emerged was 

that Gay was basically a pastoral poet, and in establish

ing this view Armens explained pastoral poetry as being , 

broadly, poetry which contains as a common denominator the 

contrast between town and country. From this viewpoint 

the geor gic is indeed a pastoral type, and "eclogue " 

serves readily to denote what Addison meant by "the Pas 

toral" in his discussion of georgic technique . Without 

disturbing either Addison or modern critics , Armens coul d 

say , "In many of Gay's poems , t he two chief subdivisions 

of the pastoral, the eclogue and the georgic, are explicit 

1 P. 13 . 
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in the form, while in other compositions the pastoral is 

implicit in the content and feeling. 112 The only class of 

poems by Gay that Armens ruled out in this observation was 

the group of Tales,3 which Armens describes as "ribald 

anecdotal verses, similar to the Fables in structure but 

entirely lacking their moral purpose. 11 4-

Trivia, of course, he included among the works 

which are georgic in form, and he went on to show that the 

pastoral contrast appears there also in Gay's selection of 

city evils for notice and in his tendency to equate health 

and virtue with country images: 

The detailed . realism of Trivia, with its pictures of 
city labors and city crime, is a further attempt to 
present an environment directly; in its three sections, 
we see the life of the town as it is, not as the court 
and fashionable urban mimics of the court fancy it to 
be.5 

Moreover, Armens warned against considering such realism 

as an end in it self. Rather, Gay occasionally used .1'de 

scripti ve realism ... to vivify his commentaries on the 

moral issues contained in his illustrative vignettes. 116 

Also, as an indirect method of conveying values, he used 

burlesque to this purpose and, more freely in his later 

works, satire as well. Viewing Gay's writings as a whole, 

2Ibid., p. 3 . 

3Gay, Poetical Works, pp. 117-30. 
4-
p. 5. 

5rbid., pp. 9-10. 

6rbid., p. 10. 
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Armens discerned "a genuinely apprehensible set of princi-

ples" which rose naturally from his basic beliefs and 

served to indict society in specific ways. The indict

ment grew more pronounced in the later works, especially 

in the second series of Fables, The Beggar's Opera, and 

epistles to Thomas Snow and William Lowndes, where he at

tacks individual men and "the particular vices of flattery, 

ambit i on, greed, and lust. 11 7 But even though the earlier 

works were gentler, more Hor atian than Juvenalian, they 

held out the same honest principles. 

With this view of Armens I am so far from disagreeing 

that I hesitate to disagree with him in any particular. His 

r e sult i ng picture of Gay as a person of integrity as well 

as charm, a man capable of warm friendship, yet desiring 

independence and often depressed by his own shortcomings, 

strikes me as entirely valid; it is certified by Gay's 

writings and personal letters and by what we know of his 

life. Many of Armens' assertions concerning the burlesque 

qualitie s in Trivia itself seem to me to fit the poem ex

actly. But the fact t hat he focused on Gay's s er i ous 

t houghts, I think, tended to pull his critical attention 

off center as he looked at what seems to me to be designed 

as an amusing poem not at al l concerned with instructing 

the reader. Armens' preoccupation with the pastoral con

t rast led t o such statements as these: 

7Ibid., p. 7. 
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There is an element of the country 11 clown 11 in John 
G~y, ~nd Trivia is a record of his experiences in the 
big ci~y, told with some remnant of earlier awe and 
enthusiasm to another clown newly arrived.b 

And, in summing up Gay's attitude in the walker-rider 

theme, Armens expresses this view: 

the walker is only going through the city on his way 
t? the country to the freedom out ide the maze; the 
rider never leaves the city, but goes about in cir
cles under the illusion that he is free, whereas he 
never leaves the maze at all.9 

These are persuasive pictures. However, if we set 

aside the idea that Gay harbored conscious and unconscious 

yearnings for country simplicity, a reading of the poem 

itself is not likely to suggest such viewpoints. I do not 

imply that the man John Gay yearned for a coach and six. 

I do not think that he did. But I do believe from the po

et's device of exaggerating the vicious character of the 

rider that he intended for his readers to assume that his 

walker suffered somewhat from a sour-grapes attitude. And 

thereby to be amused. Arbuthnot apprehended Gay's burle9'.lue 

tone precisely when he remarked that his friend had made so 

much money from the poem that he was ready to set himself 

up with a private coach. As for the suggestion that Gay 

seemed to be pitching his advice for other 11 country clowns, 11 

we would need to assume further that the clowns were more 

than normally weak minded to need to be told, for example, 

that ill-fitting shoes might cause sprained ankles or that 

8Ibid., p. 72. 9Ibid., pp. 85-86 . 
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misjudging a leap over a gutter could be disastrous. Here 

again, the burlesque required the poet to assume a pose, 

the role of an earnest and mannerly adviser handing out 

commonplace advice that was absolutely unnecessary to any 

contemporary London man of the Town who had the good sense 

that they respected in one another. Choose a good raincoat, 

look out for greasy, sooty tradesmen, beware of tricky thieve~ 

duck under "the low penthouse, 11 keep clear of blowing beer

suds on a windy day, don't look deep into your companion's 

eyes--you might run into a post. To muse on one particular 

11 admonition, 11 is it likely that any adult Townsman would 

need instruction .in how to recognize a prostitute or in 

why i t is wise to avoid one? 

In the instance of the signs of the weather, Gay 

did not confine himself, except at first, to signs that 

come before the weather itself and so may really offer ell.Es 

to careful pedestrians. Instead, he described what other 

Londoners would be doing once the freeze had set in or 

the rain was pouring down. When the ladies were all dressed 

in summer colors and chairmen were already idled by sunny 

skies, then the walker was told it would be safe nTo trust 

thy busie steps in thinner shoes 11 (I. 156) • Gay doubled 

this particular burlesque pose once, when the outpouring 

of gratuitous advice had almost run its course in Book II, 

by commenting, 

Why should I teach the maid when torrent~ ~our, 
Her head to shelter from the sudden show r. 
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Nature will best her ready hand inform 
With her spread petticoat to fence the'storm. 

(11. 293-96 ) 

It was the sort of advice that he had been offering all 

along, and he knew it. The joke is that Gay caught so ex

actly the tone of reasonable, matter-of-fact counsel that 

readers found themselves taking him seriously enough to 

try to digest his warnings without noticing their trivi

ality or downright absurdity; they were often so taken in 

by the manner that they were not entirely aware of the na

ture of the matter. 10 It is this aspect of Trivia, the 

intention to play with the reader a little and gull him 

if he is gullible, that marks the piece as a Scriblerian 

product. 

10A poem written in Gay's lifetime in praise of 
Trivia seems to take his precepts quite seriously. In 
Gay's London (pp. 29-30), Irving quotes a laudatory poem 
by Jame s Heywood from Poems and Letters on several subjects 
(1724), p. 17. If Heywood's apparently sincere r eaction is 
representative, then my idea that Gay was intent on giving 
mock advice must be mi staken. In holding to my idea, I 
suppose that Gay and the other Scriblerians would have been 
hilariously delighted to find that the poem had been taken 
so seriously. A portion of Heywood's poem follows: 

0 Gay! my grateful thoughts do crowd my Mind, 
To tel l you what harmonious Lines I find 
In this thy Trivia .... 
Thy useful Hints direct the rural 'Squire, 
His Steps from wand'ring Females to retire. 
To hoary Heads t hou'rt an indulgent Friend, 
And those which under heavy Burthens bend. 
When jostling busy Crowds walk in the Street, 
And helpless Objects, Blind and Lame, we meet, 
Thou dost instruct us what Respect to pay, 
To give the Wall, and when to take the Way .... 
By thy Directions, I shall fear no Ill, 
No panick Terror shall my Bosom fill: 
Whilst I walk Streets, thy Precepts I'll imbibe , 
Trivia shall be my Convoy a~d my Guide . 
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The question of to what extent straight-faced fool 

i ng is an element in the poem may be a sour ce of critical 

uncertainty about the tone Gay intended in Trivia . Did 

Gay , after all, hope to counteract some of the bad manners 

and morals of his day by laughing t hem out of fashion in 

the manner of the Tatler and the S12ectator? The enthusi -

asm he expressed for those periodi cals in The Present State 

of Wit certainly favors this view, as does his persistent 

practice of picturing vice and folly unfavorably in Trivia, 

even when he revels most in t he i r farc i cal exaggeration . 

Moreover, many of the aspects of life in London which Gay 

chose to describe had been humorously treated in Tatler 

and S12 ectator essays . 11 From another critical viewpoint, 

shared in varying degrees by Williams , Gr ierson and Smith, 

Daiches , and Bond (see above , pp. 3- 6) , is it accurate t o 

judge that Gay start ed out to write a burlesque of didac 

tic . poems but became more interested in describing London 

scenes with all their "sights, sounds, and smells"? My 

study of the burlesque aspect of the poem, wi t h the hope 

of resolving these questions, inclines me to the view that 

11 The notes Wi lliams provided for Tri via C 1922) rmke 
this evident : 27 of his notes connect details in Gay's poem 
wi t h similar ones in Tatler essays and 37 with S12ectator 
pieces . Common topics such as s t reet cries may be take~ 
for granted but topics as specific as pranksters who mis
treat cripples (S12ectator No . 354; Tr i via II . 52), t he no 
torious traffic bottleneck at St . Clement ' s (S12e?tat?r No ., 
498 ; Trivia I I I . 17 - 24), and a particular beggar in Lincolns 
Inn Fields (S12ectator No . 6; Trivia I I I . 134-38 ) seem t o me 
t o show influence by the periodicals upon Gay . 
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Trivia is genuinely mock-didactic from start to finish. 

Using the Georgics of Virgil as his pattern, Gay set out 

to create a burlesquB" amusement for his friends and the 

rest of cultivated London by mismating the tone and diction 

of noble instruction with the everyday trivial realities 

of smoke, grime, low incident, and petty humiliation that 

they were all familiar with and quite capable of surmount

ing. If refining or reforming persuasion emerged for his 

readers, I believe they proceeded from Gay's own character 

rather than from an intention to improve mankind. 

As modern readers, we are likely to be deceived 

both by the magisterial tone and by the appeal of the Lon

don vignettes, which to us are unfamiliar and therefore 

picturesque. To his London peers the scenes were largely 

of common experience, with the appeal that comes from rec 

ognition of the familiar. City readers then may have ta

ken the same sort of pleasure in Gay's exaggerated absurd

ities as we of the twentieth century (confirmed riders all) 

take in trading light conversation about how we blundered 

into a one-way street from the wrong end or emerged from 

a traffic interchange heading back the way we came. The 

discrepancy between the trivial circumstance and the tone 

of importance in the voice , which we instinctively assume 

in such light talk, are the same as in the tone of Gay's 

walking poet, along with his note of mock dread and ex

travagant sympathy. Such incongruities are the essence of 
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burlesque, and they continue to appear at intervals through

out the three books of Trivia. 

An attempt to crystallize and communicate the de

gree or variety of burlesque a reader perceives in a given 

piece of writing runs into a bewildering assortment of dif

ficulties, to say nothing of the inevitably miserable result 

of explaining a joke. The critic needs to decide exactly 

what, if anything, is being ridiculed--a custom, a person 

or sort of person, a literary style. He may wonder wheth

er satire is or is not a part of the compound, and, if so, 

whether the satire is persuasive or punitive, 12 amiable or 

malicious. In examining the terminology of burlesque, he 

di scovers that the words some critics use for nice dis 

tinctions are employed as generic terms by other writers 

or thrown lightly about as synonyms. Caught in this net, 

I found Richmond P. Bond's explanation of terms in Eng-

lish Burlesque Poetry: 1700-175013 most helpful, and al 

though some sources which I quote may do otherwise, I shall 

follow him in reserving "burlesque " as the general term 

and in using "parody" only in a specialized sense. The 

Thrall-Hibbard handbook defines "burlesque" as "a form of 

comic art characterized by ridiculous exaggeration" and 

12Edward w. Rosenheim, Jr . uses the terms "persua
sive" and "punitive" to distinguish satire with a reforming 
purpose from satire which simply gives vent to disgust or 
hatred of the satirist. Swift and the Satirist 's Art (Chi
cago : University of Chicago Press , 1963 ), pp. 12-1 8 . 

13pp. 1 -5 . 
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specifies, as does Bond, that "the essential quality which 

makes for burlesque is the discrepancy between subject mat

ter and style." A Glossary of Literary Terms undertake s 

to define "burlesque" and "parody" as synonyms, "literary 

forms in which people, actions, or other literary wor ks are 

made ridiculous by an incongruous i mitation." Bond and 

other sources go on to distinguish high-style burlesque, 

wherein the manner is grand and the matter trifling, from 

low style, wherein serious or worthy subjects are made ab

surd by base and belittling diction and technique. Hudi

bras, which punctured English Puritanism in jog-trot tet

rameter couplets, is a prime sample of low-style burlesque; 

and Bond uses the terms 11Hudibrastic 11 and 11 travesty 11 to 

denote varieties of the low style. For high style, of 

which Trivia is a sample, the terms for the i mitation of 

a genre are "mock -heroic," or "mock-epic," "mock -eclogue ," 

"mock-ode," etc., and for close imitation of a particular 

work, the term is "parody." 

From Bond's distinction between mock poems and 

parody, it would seem that adherence to the pattern and 

themes of Virgil's Georgics should place Trivia within 

the bounds of parody, and Durling so cla_ssified it, with 

qualifications: "The whole poem is one of the masterpiece s 

of what might be called parody in the broadest acceptance 

of that t er m as not only verbal but thematic adaptation . 11 14-
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To call the poem a parody, however, seems to me to imply 

that Gay intended more criticism of his model than I can 

detect; moreover, such a classification would rule out 

Gay's debt to other writers, both ancient and modern, 

which can be recognized within the georgic framework-

among them a preposterously inane mock-elegy and a ten

line imitation of a famous passage from Pope. The looser 

classification of mock-georgic burlesque is more comfort

able. 

With Armens I would say that Trivia shows appreci-

ation for the Georgics rather than satirical intent. 

The tone is playful rather than vehemently satiric . 
Trivia is basically a pleasant poem of observation, 
artd its burlesque qualities are not meant to attack 
the model, Virgil'~ Georgics, or the London scene 
which it depicts.1) 

When, as a Christian writer imitating pagan episodes, Gay 

freeiy invented ridiculous, farcical narratives, he was 

having fun not so much with Virgil's manner of relating a 

myth as with classical mythology at large, And when, from 

the sane certainty, of , thB 1Age of Reason, he laughed at the 

superstition apparent i n Virgil's weather omens ,1Ghe did so 

with what a handbook calls 11harmless wit, evoking a laugh 

or smile without malice" rather than with "tendency wit," 

which is clearly 11derisive, directing the laugh at a butt . 111 7 

1 5Pp. 72-73. 

16Trivia I.175-88. 

17A Glossary of Literary Terms, p . 103 . 
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Gilbert Highet has described a sort of burlesque tone which 

seems to me to catch the essence of Trivia quite well in 

relation to its model. He is concerned with separating 

satiric from non-satiric burlesque when he writes: 

Parody is not simply imitation. The mocking-bird is 
not a mocker: he imitates the songs of other birds 
through an honest pleasure in their beauty and in his 
own agility. If a copy amuses its hearers and readers, 
and pleases them with the accuracy of the imitation, 
but leaves them quite unshaken in their admiration of 
the original, feeling no scorn for it and seeing no 
weakness they had not seen before, then ... it is 
not satirica1.1b 

What satire there is in Trivia, then, is occasional rather 

than basic and directed generally at mankind, except perhaps 

for a preference for the lazy rich as a target. It crops 

up in epigram and "moral" exclamation, in bits of descrip

tion or amused portraiture, but it does not disturb the 

amiable good manners of the walking poet as he points out 

the sights and 11 dangers 11 of the city. 

The greedy and the pious come in for a quick thrust 

or two. Gay advises lost pedestrians not t o ask di'¢'r ections 

from mischievous apprentices: 

Ask the grave tradesman to direct thee right, 
He ne 1 er deceives, but when he profits by 1 t. 

(II. 71 -72) 

Or he stands back with the easy conscience of a cheerful 

giver to enjoy the plight of a miser caught between greed 

and the insistent clamor of stree t beggars: 

18The Ana tomy of Satire (Princeton , N. J.: Prince
ton University Press , 1962), p . 68 . 
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If e'er the miser durst his farthings spare, 
He thinly spreads them through the public square, 
Where, all beside the rail, rang 1 d beggars lie , 
A~d from each other catch the doleful cry; 
With heav'n, for two-pence, cheaply wipes the score, 
Lifts up his eyes, and hasts to beggar more. 

(II.461-661 

Gay itemizes the tempting array of fresh seafood offered 

for sale on fast days and notes the irony of wooing 

the tastes 
Of rigid zealots to delicious fasts; 
Wednesdays and Fridays you ' ll observe from hence, 
Days, when our sires were doom'd to abstinence. 

( II. 417-20) 

The good old days of health and simplicity become the f oil , 

in Book I, for a teasing portrait of the Augustan lady of 

fashion. Before the time of "late-invented chairs" 

the proud lady trip'd along the town 
And tuck 'd up petticoats secur'd her gown , 
Her rosie cheek with distant visits glow 'd, 
And exercise unartful charms bestow'd; 
But since in braided gold her foot is bound, 
And a long trailing manteau sweeps the ground, 
Her shoe disdains the street; the lazy fair 
With narrow step affects a limping air. 

(11. 105-112) 

Gay spares an epigram or two f or female frailty in his tale 

of how Patty succumbed t o t he wily blacksmith of the gods . 

Vulcan by chance the bloomy maiden spies, 
With innocence and beauty in her eyes, 
He saw, he lov'd; for yet he ne'~r had known 
Sweet innocence and beauty mee t in one . 

( I. 241 - 44 ) 

When the gift of the patten had softened the milkmaid 's re 

sistance, 

The God obtain' d his suit ; t ho ' flatt'ry f a il , 
Presents with female virtue must prevail. 

(I.279-80) 
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Female intellect receives a flick of the pen in one l ight 

passage where Gay is imitating a Georgics moral episode on 

the source of instinct in crows (i.410-23). A sure indi

cation of fair weather, 

The ladies gayly dress'd, the Mall adorn 
With various dyes, and paint the sunny morn; 
The wanton fawns with frisking pleasure range, 
And chirping sparrows greet the welcome change: 
Not that their minds with greater skill are fraught, 
Endu'd by instinct, or by reason taught, 
Tm seasons operate on ev'ry breast; 
''Tis hence that fawns are brisk, and ladies drest. 

(I.145-52) 

Another burlesque venture into moral episode, which carries 

reminders of a much imitated Virgilian apostrophe to all

wise Jove for inventing hard physical 1abor (i.11 8 -45) , 

seems to satirize the manner of eighteenth- century physico

theological pedants,19 thus providing another hint of Scrib

lerian influence. The walker has been warned a gainst run

ning afoul of wet paint at night. If he should do so, it 

would certainly be his own fault: 

Has not wise nature strung the legs and feet 
With firmest nerves , design'd to walk the street? 
Has she not given us hands, to groap aright, 
Amidst the frequent dangers of the night? 
And think 'st thou not the double nostril meant, 
To warn from oily woes by previous s cent? 

(III.241-46) 

19References to the theologian-scientists are f r e 
quent in accounts which deal with the history of t hought i n 
the Augustan age. Tillotson in Clifford (pp. 226-27) ci t e s 
the physicotheological current of ideas as one source of a 
kind of epithet common in Augustan poetry. The title of a 
book by the Rev. William Derham--Physico-Theology : or , a 
Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God, from His 
Works of Creation (1713) indicates the trend of the i deas . 
The discussions which I read all cited The Great Chain of 
Being (1 936 ), by Arthur 0 . Lov~joy . 
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The broad burlesque of a passage such as this should serve 

notice that the advice in Trivia is not to be taken seri

ously. Even though valid, it is mock advice. Daiches, 

in analyzing some aspects of the formal Augustan diction, 

notably the epithet, commented that Gay seemed to use the 

characteristic epithet in "half-humorous fashion" in Rural 

Sports.20 He certainly seems to do so here. He indulges 

in periphrasis to satirize the round-about manner of a 

theological bore and piles up such tortured epithets as 

"double nostril," "oily woes," and "previous scent ." 

Aside from the deliberately awkward passage just 

quoted, the bits _ of satire in Trivia are remarkably pleas

ant, deft rather than destructive. The ladies may be lazy 

or empty-headed, but they are decorative and "gayly dress'd"; 

the gluttonous hypocrites are regaled with a list of l u s

cious dainties. Even such targe ts as the bully and the 

useless "rider" are dressed with some splendor; their phys

ical vanity would be unlikely t o suffer. The ugliest por 

traits in the poem (except for the extravagant burlesque 

of the sewer goddess), those of the whore and the f oolish 

yeoman, seem to me t o be more conde scending and comic than 

derisive. Gay 's satirical impulses wer e humane, not puni 

tive . 

A clear concept of the different attit ude s possible 

in the gamut of satire is promoted by Highet in a paragraph 

20naiches, II, 647-48 . 
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dealing with the kinds of literary humor which stand on 

either side of satire, close kin to it but not identical. 

On one side of satire Highet discerns invective and lampoon; 

on the other, comedy and farce: 

Invective and lampoon are full of hatred, and wish 
-only to destroy. Comedy and farce are rich with lik~ 
ing and want to preserve, to appreciate, to enjoy . 
. . The lampoonist would like his victims to die of a 
hideous disease, or ..• to hang themselves. The 
writer of comedy or farce would be saddened by any such 
news. He likes people, not in spite of their peculi
arities, but because of them. He could not endure the 
notion that all the oddities might dis~vpear, and 
leave the world to routine and to him. 

One mark of differing satiric attitudes is the diction, the 

sort of words and images, habitually chosen by a writer. 

A look at the diction used by Swift and Gay as they bur

lesqued the same passage, Virgil's portents of a stor m 

(i.353-93), reveals much about their differences as writers. 

Virgil had opened his passage by crediting Jove with giv

ing sure and repeated warnings of weather change. Swift 

adapted the thought thus in A Description of a City Shower: 

Careful Observers may fortel the Hour 
(By sure Prognosticks) when to dread a Show'r: 
While Rain depends, the pensive Cat gives o 'er 
Her Frolicks, and pursues her Tail no more. 
Returning Home at Night, you'll find the Sink 
Strike your offended Sense with double Stink. 
If you be wise, then go not far to Dine, . . 
You'll spend in Coach-hire more than save in Wine. 
A coming Show'r your shooting Corns presage, 
Old Aches throb, your hollow Tooth will rage. 
Saunt'ring in Coffee-house is Dulman seen; 22 
He damns the Climate, and complains of Spleen. 

21 P. 155. 

22The Poems of Jonathan Swift, ed . Harold Wi lliams 
(3 vols.; Oxford: The Clarendon Press, }937 ), I,_ 136 , 11. 
1-12. Subsequent line references to this poem will appear 
in text. 
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Although Gay used pungent hints from this passage in other 

parts of Trivia, 23 the verse paragraph with which he mo st 

nearly paralleled that of Swift featured milder images and 

smoother continuity of thought: 

When sleep is first disturb'd by morning cries; 
From sure prognosticks learn to know the sk ies, 
Lest you of rheums and coughs at night complain 
Surpriz'd in dreary fogs or driving rain. 
When suffocating mists obscure the morn, 
Let thy worst wig, long us'd to storms, be worn; 
Or like the powder'd footman, with due care 
Beneath the flapping hat secure thy hair. 
Be thou, for ev'ry season, justly drest, 
Nor brave the piercing frost with open breast; 
And when the bursting clouds a deluge pour, 
Let thy Surtout defend the drenching show'r. 

(I.121-32) 

"Coughs," "rheums," "dreary fogs," and "suffocating mists" 

comprise the closest approach which Gay made to Swift's 

gleefully disagreeable evocations of toothache, stinking 

sinks, and nasty-tempered citizens. Gay's "powder 'd f oot

man" was a fastidious being compared with the "saunt'ring 

Dulman. 11 The "worst wig" could have been projected as 

frowzy, matted, or bedraggled, but it was not . Gay 's final 

couplet in the quoted passage contains unslanted descrip 

tion of a pouring rain. Compare it with Swift 1 s next irm.ge : 

Meanwhile the South rising with dabbled Wings, 
A Sable Cloud a-thwart the Welkin flings, 

23The appeal of Swift's quip on the 11 shooting Corn11 

must have been strong f or Gay . He had used it already in 
The Shepherd's Week, ("Monday, rr 1. 28 ); and in Tri via he 
could not save it beyond 11. 39-40 of Book I: "And when too 
short your modish shoes are worn,/ You 1ll judge the seasons 
by your shooting corn. 11 I hope the joke was fresher then 
than now. 
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That swill'd more Liquor than it could contain 
And like a Drunkard gives it up again. 

( 11. 13-16) 

Here was a sample of what Arthur Murphy meant when, in de

scribing burlesque procedures for an eighteenth-century 

periodica1,24 he characterized two methods as joining 

respectable objects with contemptible images and applying 

sublime passages from the best poets to "Things unworthy 

and mean. " A Swiftian vignette followed which must have 

appealed to Gay: 

Brisk Susan whips her Linen from the Rope, 
While the first drizzling -Show'r is born aslope, 
Such is that Sprinkling which some careless Quean 
Flirt~ on you from her Mop, but not so clean. 
You fly, invoke the Gods; then turning, stop 
To r .ail; she singing, still whirls on her Mop. 

(11. 17-22) 

Gay transposed the suggestion of danger from mops to Book 

II, asserting that it was a sure sign of Saturday 

When dirty waters from balconies drop 
And dext 'rous damsels twirle the sprinkling mop . 

(Trivia II .421 - 22) 

Virgil, in his lines on signs of weather, first described 

the kind of r a in which came to Italy with the south wind, 

then pictured the flooding effect that accompanied elec 

trical storms from other points of the compass: 

But when it lightens from the hostile North, 
Or thunder rolls in from the East and West, 
The rural lands will flood, t he ditches fill . 

(Georgics, i . 370-72) 

Swift worked Virgil 's hint of floods and ditches into his 

24Gray's Inn Journal, No. 50 (Sept . 6, 1754), quo
t ed by Bond, pp. 54-55, 



own version of an exotic catalogue: 

Now from all Parts the swelling Kennels flow 
And bear their Trophies with them as they go: ' 
Filth of all Hues and Odours seem to tell 

1 21 

What Street they sail'd from by their Sight and Smell. 
They, as each Torrent drives, with rapid Force 
From Smithfield, or St. Pulchre's shape ·their Course 
And in huge Confluent join at Snow-Hill ·Ridge, 
Fall from the conduit prone to Holborn-Bridge. 
Sweepings from Butchers Stalls, Dung, Guts, and Blood, 
Drown'd Puppies, stinking Sprats, all drench'd in Mud, 
Dead Cats and Turnip-Tops come tumbling down the Flood. 

(11. 53-64) 

Swift's biographer, Stephen Gwynn, mentions that "in the 

abominations which his satire so copiously recorded there 

is even a disgusting insistence on stench. 1125 Gay exhib

its in Trivia occasional references to unwholesome odors 

and sights, and in the Cloacina episode seems t o emulate 

Swift's sensory shock -treatment. Compared to the raw 

i mage s projected by his friend, though, Gay's diction was 

refined, if his meanings were not. Gay adapt ed the f lood

ing passage as f ollows: 

But when the swinging signs your ears offend 
With creaking noise, then rainy floods i mpend; 
Soon shall the kennels swell with rapid streams, 
And r u sh in muddy t orrents to the Thames ... 
. . . you'll her the sounds 
Of whistling winds, e ' er kennels break t heir bounds ; 
Ungrateful odours common-shores diffuse, 
And dropping vaults distill unwholesome dews 
E'er the tiles rattle with the smoaking show'r 
And spouts on heedless men t heir torrents pour . 

CI. 1 57-74) 

Gay moved back from his noxious sewer s and latr i ne s wi t h 

such distance..:lending expressions as "common-shor e s," 

25p_ 56 . 
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"dropping vaults," "ungrateful odours," "unwholesome dews." 

Swift moved in for a close view and whiff of his nauseous 

objects: "Dung, Guts, and Blood/ Drown'd Puppies, stinking 

Sprats." In another shift away from the repulsive, Gay 

channeled his sensory details into sounds, much less like

ly to disgust than sights or smells; the massive shop 

signs creaked in the wind, winds whistled, and roof tiles 

rattled with rain. And where Swift forced "Dead Cats and 

Turnip-Tops" on our disenchanted vision, Gay made us see 

the spray misting up from the roof tiles in the "smoaking 

show'r." 

The fellow-Scriblerians were not always so far 

apart in tone, however, as these examples suggest. The 

City Shower sounded most like a vignette from Trivia in 

lines 31-42, where Swift described "spruce" templars dash

i ng for the shelter of a shop and 11 t uck 1 d-up 11 sempstr esses 

scurrying along under streaming umbrellas. Gay most near

ly achieved the derisive energy of Swift in a mock- epic 

scene suggested by the Dean's glimpse of a timorous beau 

caught in a rain storm . Swift wrote : 

Box'd in a Chair the Beau i mpatient sits, 
While Spouts run clatt'ring o'er the Roof by Fits; 
And eve r and anon with frightful Din 
The Leather sounds, he trembles from within. 
So when Troy Chair-men bore the Wooden Steed , 
Pregnant with Greeks, impatient to be freed , 
(Those Bully Greeks, who, as the Moderns do , 
Instead of paying Chairmen, run them thro') 
Laoco 1 n struck the Outside with his Spear , 
And each i mprison'd Hero quak'd for Fear . 

(11 . 43-52 ) 
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Gay inserted his portrait of an impr~soned beau in the end.

piece of Book II: 

I've seen a beau, in some ill-fated hour, 
When o'er the stones choak'd kennels swell the show'r 
In gilded chariot loll; he with disdain 
Views spatter'd passengers all drench'd in rain; 
With mud fill'd high, the r umbling cart draws near, 
Now rule thy prancing steeds, l ac'd charioteer! 
The dust-man lashes on with spiteful rage, 
His pond'rous spokes thy painted wheel engage, 
Crush'd is thy pride, down falls t he shrieking beau, 
The slabby pavement crystal fragments strow, 
Black floods of mire th' embroider'd coat disgrace, 
And mud enwraps the honours of his face. 
So when dread Jove the son of Phoebus hurl'd, 
Scarr'd with dark thunder, to the nether world; 
The headstrong coursers tore the silver reins, 
And the sun's beamy ruin gilds the plains. 

(11. 52-38) 

Here Gay provided his "shrieking beau" with a more violent 

and humiliating fate than Swift accorded his trembling cra

ven; but it . is still apparent, especially in the similes, 

that different writers are at work. Swift's image of the 

wooden horse , "Pregnant with Greek s," his words, blunt in 

both sound and sense ("Fits," "Din, "Bully Greeks"), be 

long to low style burlesque with its hearty relish for 

vulgarity . Gay's shining images are high style: " crystal 

fragments, " "prancing steeds ," "dark thunder," "nether 

world," " silver reins," "beamy r uin ." When he flings the 

supercilious fop into "mire" and "mud," he couples those 

flat nouns with such inflated words as "disgrace ," "enwraps ," 

and "honours. 11 The line "And mud enwraps the honours of his 

face" carries in it the genuine twist of high burlesque 

irony . 
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In any study of Trivia, and especial ly in an as

sessment of its burlesque tone, account must be taken of 

whether the Cloacina episode and other touches, such as 

t h e story of the yeoman who took syphilus home from hi s 

London holiday, are muddy blotches on an otherwise pleas

ant poem, or whether, in the name of truth and realism, 

they belong there. If Gay intended them to attract no

tice to his poem and add to the merriment of his readers 

rather than to satirize or reform, he certainly succeeded 

i n the f i rst-mentioned aim and probably in the second, · 

too, though evidence of that assumption is not likely t o 

appear. Very little is ever written in praise of ribald

ry. The comments I have come across from critics who 

wished the Cloacina episode left out began in Gay 's cen

tury. Irving quotes Joseph Warton as "blaming Swift's 

muddy mind for that suggestion. 1126 Samuel Johnson, who se 

account of Gay and his poetry is characterized by faint 

praise and some blame, liked Trivia better t han most of 

Gay's writings, but he condemned the salacious el ements 

in the poem with no reservations. The fact t hat he dis

liked mythological flights in literature may , I t h i nk , 

have intensified his remarks but does not ac count f or 

them. To Johnson, such subject matter was distasteful 

and out of place in humane letters, as the t one of his r e-

mark s plainly shows: 

26Favorite of the Wits, p. 127. 
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To Trivia may be allowed all that it claims· it is 
sprite~y, va~ious, and pleasant. The subje~t is of 
that kind which Gay was by nature qualified to adorn· 
yet some of his decorations may be justly wished away. 
An honest blacksmith might have done for Patty what is 
performed by Vulcan. The appearance of Cloacina is 
nauseous and superfluous; a shoe-boy could have been 
produced by the casual cohabitation of mere mortals. 
H?race's.ru~e is broken in both cases; there is no 
dignus vindice nodus, no difficulty that required any 
supernatural interposition. A patten may be made by 
the hammer of a mortal; and a bastard may be dropped 
by a human strumpet. On great occasions, and on small, 
the mind is repelled by useless and apparent falsehood.27 

As recently as 1931, with less vehemence but also 

with less support from forthright and ·consistent moral 

principles, George Kitchin downgraded Gay along with all 

other burlesque writers of the Augustan Age for weakening 

the moral tone of art.28 In discussing the illusions that 

Augustans enjoyed concerning the perfections of their lit

erary output, he remarked, "Apart from this, or perhaps 

because of it, the tone of the Age of Queen Anne was, de

spite the surface brilliancy, incredibly low. The chief 

demand was for a dreary and dissolute realism. 1129 He 

27The Works of the En lish Poets with Prefaces, 
Biographical and Critical (7 vols.; London: John Nichols, 
1790), IV, 17-18. 

28A Survey of Burlesque and Parody in English (Ed
inburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1931). The Ed~nburgh professor may 
have been echoing other critics, for his treatment of neo
classical writing is condescending in the manner of th~ 
romantic school of criticism. Moreover, the moral purity 
of polite literature seems not to be basic to his views; 
in his book, Byron's Don Juan is "our mos~ sp~endid satire" 
(p. 242) and The Anti-Jacobin of 1798-99 is cited for ush
ering in "the golden age of parody" (p. 176). We ?onclude 
that he found Augustan vulgarity dull rather than immoral. 

29Ibid., p. 106. 
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notices that "an air of buffoonery hangs over" the work of 

that age, then moves in closer to the products of Swift 

and Gay: "But in the eighteenth century, all the would-be 

smart talk of Town eclogues, Newgate eclogues , and Beggar's 

Operas is only a sign of degradation of art and manners, 

however diverting the individual .jeux d'esprit may be . 11 30 

Armens, viewing Gay as an honest critic of his 

society, sees in Gay's references to venereal disease and 

uncared-for illegitimate waifs the merit of not backing 

away from actualities . Dealing with the presence of coarse

ness in Gay's verse, he touches upon a variety of apolo 

gies--the nature of satire , the growing humanitarianism of 

Gay's time, Gay's command of pathos and hi s accurate por

trayal of the degradation that he saw about him, hi s "gen

erous admixture of farce," which "often results i n the 

belly laugh rather than the qui e t appreciative smile ." 

For that sort of earthy chortle Armens sees a r eputable 

function: 

Men like Aristophanes, Hor ace , Juvenal , and Rabelais 
do not present coarse vignettes simply to appeal to 
the risible and ribald i n our natures ; they are men , 
who , like Swift and Pope , in a period of ~alse v~lues 
reaffirm positive, universal values . It i s possible 
that J ohn Gay was another such man.31 

Armens fe e l s that some explai ning is necessary , though , 

when at the close of his Introduction he r estates the aim 

of his study in these t er ms: 

30ibid . , p. 107 . 
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Of Gay, we may say with Prufrock, "I am not Hamlet, 
nor was I meant to be"; but we must also say as a 
corrective, that he was not meant to be an eight
eenth century Prufrock.32 

Armens had indeed felt the need to straighten up the image 

of a writer whom he thoroughly liked and respected . His 

opening statement attributed his book to "a personal ir

ritation at the injustice" of regarding Gay as the "syco

phantic friend of Swift and Pope." He may, too, have 

been remembering the Tales, which he classed as purely 

ribald (see above, p. 104), short sallies with immoral 

morals in the manner of the fabliaux of The Canterbury 

Tales. Pope and Gay, we recall, took a delight in the 

satire bequeatbed to them by the poet of medieval London, 

who himself indulged in high burlesque in Sir Thopas and 

the tale of Chanticleer. In the first of his excised 

tales, "An Answer to the Sompner's Prologue of Chaucer ," 

Gay took a fling at imitating Middle Engli sh language 

and verse and confirmed the fact that a key to Chaucerian 

pronunciation had not yet been found . 33 The key to t he 

sort of wit found there, and even more indecently i n 

32rbid., p. 13. 

33A notion of how Gay, always a smooth versifier , 
pronounced Chaucerian English may be gained from the open
ing lines of "The Answer ... ": 

The Sompneur leudly hath his Prol~gu~ told, 
And saine on the Freers his tale Japing and bold ; 
How that in Hell they searchen near and wide , 
And ne one Freer in all thilke place espyde . 

(Poetical Works , p . 117) 
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in some of the five tales that followed, has probably nev-

er been completely lost in any generation, though some eras 

have had the good sense to conceal it out of mutual respect 

for their children and each other. It is a commentary upon 

our century that Faber, in presenting the Tales in their 

correct chronological position among Gay's poems, offered 

this headnote: "Printed by [John] Underhill in an Appendix, 

presumably because of 'the indecency ... which is ~heir] 

distinguishing characteristic. 111 34- Underhill's two-volume 

edition came out in 1893; Faber's volume, in 1926. Compared 

with the deliberately risible Tales, Gay's s·t ory of the or

igin of bootblack s is mild, indeed, and so it seems when 

set against naturalistic writings of our own day. However, 

the 1922 Trivia suffered not at all by omitting the episode. 

Not all parts of the sewer goddess story revel 

in scatological or salacious vulgarity. In wondering why 

Gay put the passage into the 1720 collected wor k s, after 

deciding, as I believe he did (see above, pp . 96 - 96 , nn. 

4-4-,4-5), to omit it in 1716, I keep returning to the pur e

ly funny account of the neglected bootblack.35 As a piece 

34-Gay, Poetical Works, p. 117. 

35Gay may also have valued the Cloacina ~pi~ode 
because of its suitability as a counterpart of Virgil's 
legend of Aristaeus. Both stories concern a wayward moth
er's efforts in behalf of a neglected s on; t he gifts they 
s ecure from various deities are given by the mo thers to 
the sons with explicit directions for their.use, and the 
r esult is a practical art which serves mankind; par~ntage, 
too, is similar--in Virgil, a god and a nymph, a~d in 
Gay, a goddess and a scavenger. Gay's us e of epic con
ventions is thorough. 
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of comic burlesque, the passage yields rare instances of 

building up a lugubrious sense of pathos only to prick the 

bubble with the needles of truth and common sense. Perhaps 

Gay could not resist including it: 

Now dawns the morn, the sturdy lad awakes, 
Leaps from his stall, his tangled hair he shakes, 
Then leaning o'er the rails, he musing stood, 
And view'd below the black canal of mud .... 
Pensive through idleness, tears flow 1 d apace, 
Which eas 1 d his loaded heart, and wash'd his face; 
At length he sighing cry 1 d; That boy was blest, 
Whose infant lips have drain 1 d a mother 1 s breast; 
But happier far are those, (if such be known) 
Whom both a father and a mother own: 
But I, alas! hard fortune 1 s utmost scorn, 
Who ne'er knew parent, was an orphan born! 
Some boys are rich by birth beyond all want~~ 
Belov'd by uncles, and kind good old aunts;j 
When time comes round, a Christmas-box they bear, 
And one day makes . them rich for all the year. 
Had I the precepts of a Father learn'd, 
Perhaps I then the coach-man 1 s fare had earn'd, 
For lesser boys can drive; I thirsty stand 
And see the doble flaggon charge their hand, 
See them puff off the froth, and gulp amain, 
While with dry tongue I lick my lips in vain. 

(II. 169-92) 

The passage does raise some interesting questions about 

Gay 1 s real attitude toward the characters he describes. 

Chester Francis Burgess seems, according to the abstract 

of his dissertation, written in 1962, to have studied just 

such questions as they arise in Gay 1 s four 11 happiest 11 pieces 

of burlesque--The Shepherd!s Week, The What d 1ye Call It, 

36The line 11 Belov rd by uncles and kind good ol d 
aunts 11 has a teasingly anachronistic ring. What acquaint
ance I have with pre-nineteenth-century literature leads 
me to feel that a sense of either warm or sentimental f am
ily ties and of what those ties might mean to children, 
came in ;ith the romantic era and was confirmed in Victo
rian literature. Before then--wasn 1 t it missing a l togeth
er? 
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Trivia, and The Beggar's Opera. Burgess notices that the 

pieces "are characterized by a curious ambivalence in Gay's 

attitude toward his material . He alternates between laugh

ing at and sympathizing with his subjects. 11 37 Armens, too, 

has a word about Gay's tender-and-tough reactions as they 

appear in the bootblack's soliloquoy. In one of his most 

thought-inducing defenses of Gay's disreputable tendencies, 

he praises Gay's command of pathos but finds that 

it is frequently mixed with that strange attitude of 
cynical jocularity which idealists often adopt to hide 
their overwhelming convictions of their deepest feel
ings. Gay avoids the maudlin expression ... only 
by slightly burlesquing the loneliness, to which he, 
an orphan who had early lost his own father and moth
er, must often have been subject.3b 

This judgment gives pause to any flippant decrees . It may 

truly represent insight into the psychology of Gay's atti

tudes and personal emotions. But the passage is just as 

certainly funny in its own right. I see nothing strange 

about an attitude which would substitute comedy for self

pity. I think of it instead as a healthy corrective and 

applaud its natural presence in the human make - up . 

The lonesome bootblack vignette is not a singular 

example in Trivia of this sort of burlesque nuance. Simi -

37rrJohn Gay's 'Happy Vein': The Ambivalent Point 
of View," Dissertation Abstracts, XXIII (1963), 134-8 . 
(.Arriving after I had completed Ch. V, the mi~rofi lm _~opy 
of this dissertation revealed that Burgess did not, _in 
fact, cite the bootblack passage in demonstrating Gay's 
"ambivalence." J. G. RJ 

38p. 91 . 
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lar sweet, sad trills embellish Gay's account of Patty's 

downfall and play throughout his absurd elegy for Doll , 

the fruit vender who lost her head in the Episode of the 

Great Frost. The mock-"pity-of-it-all" tone reminds us 

that it was Gay's friend Pope who developed the blueprint 

for what is meant by "bathos." The Thrall-Hibbard hand

book defines "bathos" as "the effect resulting from an 

unsuccessful effort to achieve dignity or pathos or ele

vation of style; an unintentional dropping from the sub

lime to the ridiculous; the depth of stupidity." The 

article goes on to credit the origin of the term to one 

of the Scriblerus papers by Pope "in which he ironically 

defended the commonplace effects of the English 'poetas 

ters' on the ground that depth (bathos) was a literary 

virtue of the moderns , as contrasted with the height 

(hypsos) of the ancients." Pope collected a group of ex

amples from contemporary verse, which he incorporated in 

Peri Bathous, or, the Art of Sinking in Poetry. The two 

illustrations chosen by the handbook editors are from Sir 

William Temple and Sir Richard Blackmore . 

Blackmore was a prime butt for variou s Augustan 

sharpshooters. John Robert Moore demonstrated amply that 

Gay was among them in an article published in 1951 , 39 His 

point was that the Saturday eclogue in The Shepherd's Week 

39 rrGay 's Burlesque of Sir Richard Blackmore's Po
etry," Journal of English and Germanic Philology, L (Jan. 
1951), 83-89 . 
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attacked Blackmore ' s Creation and his song of Mopas in the 

serious epic Prince Arthur. Gay 's eclogue presents Bowzyb

eus, a drunken fiddler, who is aroused from a sodden snooze 

under a hedge by a haggle of rustic children who tease him 

for a song. What he sings, beginning with an account of 

the creation, parodies the style and themes of Blackmore's 

heavily elevated pieces . Self-importance in Sir Richard's 

manner and bathos in his verse presumably attracted the 

burlesque disposition in Gay. Moore's article projects 

Gay as a sly and subtle and highly amused practitioner of 

personal satire. 

The effect of this flash of intelligence upon the 

student is to encourage him to look too hard for subtle

ties which may or may not be present in other pieces of 

Gay's burlesque . One remembers, however, that Chaucer 

has been shown to have included recognizable portraits of 

real people among the Canterbury pilgrims40 and that the 

identities of a number of figures in Hogarth's popular 

dramas in paint were easily discovered, a fact that pro

moted the sale of his prints . 41 If Patty or Doll or any 

other figure in Trivia was recognizable to Gay's circle of 

40John Matthews Manly, Some New Light on Chaucer 
(Gloucester, Mass . : Peter Smith, 1959 (c1 926J ), passim. 

41 one such figure, who appeared in Hogarth's first 
series, A Harlot's Progress, was i mmediately recognized as 
Mother Needham, a procuress of Park Place , St. James's, 
according to Peter Quennell in Hogarth's Progress (New 
York: Viking Press, 1955), pp. 84-86. 
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friends, I have seen no reference to the possibility and 

further search would serve no particularly useful purpose. 

What does seem useful in a discussion of burlesque 

tone in Trivia is to offer instances of mock-bathos or sim

ply of incongruous images or words which seem especially 

successful. Patty's story opens with a sketch of the 

goodly old yeoman, her father: 

One only daughter bless'd his nuptial bed, 
Who from her infant hand the poultry fed: 
Martha (her careful mother's name ) she bore, 
But now her careful mother was no more . 

(Trivia I. 225-28) 

Gay's couplets trip along, pencilling i n a picture of a 

clean and "pretty houswife" who at evening milking time 

would pick her way through a lane where "Above her ankle 

rose the chalky clay." His method is to drop from the 

dainty to the grotesque for a line or even a half line , 

then return to graceful diction. The third line of this 

group of four should illustrate. Vulcan is forging the 

first patten: 

Strait the new engine on his anvil glows, 
And the pale virgin on the patten rose. 
No more her lungs are shook with drooping rheums, 
And on her cheek reviving beauty blooms. 

CI. 275-78) 

Burlesque gambits in the story of Doll, t he f r uit 

vender, are denser and more various. The 24-line passage 

which sings her elegy serves to round off a long episode 

of description, an episode so interesting i n its account 

of a frost fair on the frozen Thames that we are about to 

forget that it is burlesque that Gay is up t o . The turgid 
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atmosphere of the lines which introduce Doll's tale serve 

to remind us. One critic noted that the second and third 

couplets poke fun at the doctrine pronounced by Pope in 

Essay on Criticism that the sound in poetry must echo the 

sense: 

Twas here [on frozen Thames] the matron found a 
doleful fate: 

Let elegiac lay the woe relate, 
Soft as the breath of distant flutes, at hours 
When silent evening closes up the flow'rs; 
Lulling as falling water's hollow noise; 
Indulging grief, like Philnmela 's . voice . 

(II.375-80) 

Choice of the word "noise" to demolish the wallowing l l 's 

of line 379 is masterly; surely its rhyme is forced to 

be pronounced "voize" to carry on the joke . The story 

begins, bidding at once for our sympathy: 

Doll ev'ry day had walk'd these treach'rous roads; 
Her neck grew warpt beneath autumnal loads 
Of various fruit; she now a basket bore, 
That head, alas! shall basket bear no mor e .... 

Doll is ripe for a moral apostrophe: 

Ah Doll! all mortals must resign their breath , 
And industry it self submit t o death! 
The cracking crystal yields, she sinks, she dyes, 
Her h ead, chopt off, from her lost ~houlders flies ; 
Pippins she cry 'd, but death her voice confounds , 
And pip-pip-pip along the ice r esounds . 

(II. 387- 92) 

This is about as graphic as farce can be with its insist 

ent focus on neck and head, its contrast of blunt and 

graceful diction ("warpt," "chopt off"; against "autum

nal loads," "cracking crystal"), and its ultimate of the 

ridiculous-- t he "pip-pip-pip." A purveyor of classical 

burlesque, though, needs a simile : 



So when the Thracian furies Orpheus tore 
And left his bleeding trunk deform'd with gore 
His sever'd head floats down the silver tide ' 
His yet warm tongue for his lost consort cry?d. 
Eurydice with quiv'ring voice he mourn'd ' 
And Heber's banks Eurydice return'd. ' 

(II.393-98) 
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The "yet warm tongue" of Orpheus manages to surmount even 

Doll's confounded voice in absurdity. 

Thackeray , with the exquisite sense of drollery 

that shows up in his cartoons and tales for children, must 

have relished the story of Doll. He granted Gay the title 

of a "true humourist" and confessed a special fondness for 

The Shepherd's Week and Trivia, saying that "any man fond 

of lazy literature will find (them) delightful at the pres

ent day, and must read from beginning to end with pleas

ure.114-2 The Victorian satirist liked Gay's amiability, 

too, noting that his quality "was to laugh and make laugh, 

though always with a secret kindness and tenderness, t o 

perform the drollest little capers, but always with acer

tain grace , and t o sweet music." Musing over t he por·:.. 

traits of literary notables from the age of Queen Anne, 

he noticed that "Gay's face is t he pleasantest perhaps 

of all. 11 4-3 

The basic pleasantness of Gay, witnessed by the 

quality of affection his friends accorded him, as well as 

by the excuses even his literary foes were quite willing 

4-2Ttte English Humorists and the Four Georges, P· 14-7. 

4-3Ibid., p. 14-2. 
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to make for him, 44 plays through all the burlesque postur-

ing of Trivia--the mock uneasiness over danger and dirt 

and pickpockets -- -to produce unity of tone from diversity 

of episode and "precept." Philosophicall y, the tone is 

affirmative. It accepts rather than rejects. The antics 

of "waggish boys," who become especially industrious with 

their street brooms in order to flick mud on passing gen

tlemen or who camouflage a thawed kennel in frosty weath

er to trap disapproving matrons and haughty girls, amuse 

the walking poet. He like s to record the "foot-ball war" 

and the game of shuttlecock in the semp stress 's shop, to 

tease the girls when he finds them "playing" while their 

mistress is off on an errand on a freezing day: 

44Gay's London, pp. 9-30. Irving devoted twenty 
pages to dispelling the condescending judgment of Gay as 
a sycophant which he found tenaciously rooted in litera
ry criticism and which had similarly irritated Armens 
(see above, p. 128). Irving began, "In Lord Morley's 
criticism Gay becomes a mere lapdog, and t hat he appar
ently remains in the judgment of scholars who have since 
written about him." (p. 9). To destroy this i mage, Irv
ing appealed to the letters of Gay's friends, to the many 
references to his works and to him by contemporary crit
ics, and the disposition of those critics to free Gay from 
any blame connected with the ill nature of Pope or of 
Swift; as, for example, the critics' assigning the odium 
arising from Three Hours After Marriage (1717), a scur 
rilous farce by Pope, Arbuthnot, and Gay, entirely to 
Pope and Arbuthnot. Irving mentioned also the extreme 
difficulty he had in discovering any adverse notice of 
Gay at all from his contemporaries. Among those who praised 
he cited Joseph Warton, Voltaire, Leonard Welsted (a tho
rough Buttonian and foe of Pope), and James Heywood. Ir
ving's own most telling argument for the quality of Gay's 
character lies in his assessment of the quality of Gay's 
friends: "Gay's friends are of course unanimous. Pope 
forgets his artificiality, Swift his cynicism, when speak -
ing of him ..... One does not win affection from men like 
these . . . by mer e compliance_. That more often wins contempt ." 
(p. 13) 
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In half-whipt muslin needles useless lie, 
And shuttle-cocks across the counter fly. 
These sports warm harmless; why then will ye prove 
Deluded maids, the dang'rous flame of love? ' 

(Trivia II.33 9-42) 

The poet turns off the busy Strand to enjoy the univers

al, quiet pastime of watching the faces of strangers: 

Here I remark each walker's different face, 
And in their look the various bus'ness trace. 

( II. 287-88 ) 

He is amused but not repelled by the broker and the rake , 

respectively dodging their debtors and creditors, and by 

the "old letchers" haunting Drury Lane. Caught up in t he 

milling mob, where boys in baskets filch wi gs and ballad

singers decoy c.rowds for pickpockets, he even betrays ap

preciation for the skill of thieves. The natural t ac t 

that rises from liking and understanding people, re gard

less of fault or virtue, must have moved Gay t o build a 

comic image for himself as the walking poet. 

Chaucer had perfor med the same maneuve r of pleas 

ant satire in The Canterbury Tales. As narrato r he u sed 

the Prologue and the prol ogues and epilogue s f or the tales 

to project himself as an admiring and gauche member of the 

pilgrim band who told a story so wret chedl y t ha t he had 

to be stopped by the Host to save t he whole party fr om 

boredom. Gay, as he offers hi s wise "advice ," pi cture s 

himself as the butt of the awkward misfortune s tha t threat 

en pedestrians. He is the one who tri ps a t an open cel 

lar and scatters the pears and nuts of t he hucks ter. He 

is t he h abitual stumbler: 
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Others, perhaps, by happier guidance led 
May where the chairman rests, with safet; tread · 
Whene'er I pass, their poles unseen below, ' 
Make my knee tremble with the jarring blow. 

(III. 161-64) 

We watch him, caught unprepared in a sudden shower, as he 

picks his way through puddles, trying to save the "curl" 

of his wig by unlooping the sides of his cocked hat. And 

although he speaks of an imaginary "you," we see the poet 

himself act out the pantomime: 

If you the precepts of the Muse despise 
And slight the faithful warning of the skies, 
Others you'll see, when all the t own's afloat, 
Wrapt in th 1 embraces of a kersey coat. 
While you, with hat unlooped, the fury dread 
Of spouts high-streaming, and with cautious tread 
Shun ev 1 ry dashing pool; or idly stop, 
To seek the· kind protection of a shop . 
But bus 1 ness summons; now with hasty scud 
You jostle for the wall; the spatter 1 d mud 
Hides all thy hose behind; in vain you scow 1 r, 
Thy wig alas! uncurl'd, admits the show'r. 

( I. 189-202 ) 

The single identity of the poet and t he hypothetical 11 you" 

that he uses for object lessons can be seen by comparing 

two passages which picture pede strians suspended in comic 

indecision. In one, the poet, strolling in Covent Garden, 

gets in the way of a snow-caked 11 f oot - ball ": 

Here oft' my course I bend , when lo ! from far 
I spy the furies of the f oot - ball war: 
The 'prentice quits his shop, to join the crew , 
Encreasing crouds the flying game pursue .. , 
But whither shall I run? the throng dr aws nigh , 
The ball now ski ms the street, now soars on high . 

(II. 347- 54) 

Fortunately spared a head-on collision , the poet hears the 

missile checked by 11 gingling sashes " of a nearby penthouse . 

In the second passage, he is instructing "you" in the dan-
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gers of crossing streets in heavy traffic, "when wheels 

bar up the road." Gradually we see "you" getting deeper 

into trouble, until 

... on either hand 
Pent round with perils, in the midst you stand, 
And call for aid in vain; the coachman swears, 
And car-men drive, unmindful of thy prayers. 
Where wilt thou turn? ah, whither wilt thou fly? 
On ev'ry side the pressing spokes are nigh. 

( III. 177-82) 

The sensation is universal among city walkers--and jay

walkers. In spite of two centuries of change in details 

of traffic and dress and street-vending, today's city 

walkers can trade experiences with Gay's walking poet. 

Like him, they can stand on the curb ("inside the post") 

and watch the jaunty sports cars and sleek air-conditioned 

sedans slide by while the poet tell s them how lucky they 

are: 

0 ye associate walkers, 0 my friends 
Upon your state what happiness attends? 
What, though no coach to frequent visit rolls, 
Nor for your shilling chairmen sling their poles; 
Yet still your nerves rheumatic pains defye, 
Nor lazy jaundice dulls your saffron eye ... 
Nor from your restless couch is heard the groan 
Of burning gout, or sedentary stone. 

In case they persist in a lingering envy, the walking poet 

can tell them how vicious these wealthy knaves are, as Vir 

gil told his happy farmers --and as Gray told the mo ssy 

grave markers at Stoke Poges. The difference is that Gay ' s 

picture is a bit more melodramatic and the tone is bur 

lesque: 

See yon bright chariot on its braces swing, 
With Flanders mares, and Dn an arched spring; 
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That wretch, to gain an equipage and place 
Betray'd his sister to a lewd embrace. ' 
This coach, that with the blazon'd 'scutcheon glows 
Vain of his unknown race, the coxcomb shows. ' 
Here the brib'd lawyer, sunk in velvet, sleeps· 
The starving orphan, as he passes, weeps; ' 
There flames a fool, begirt with tinsell'd slaves, 
Who wastes the wealth of a whole race of knaves. 

(II. 573-82) 

The walkers can move on with complacent scorn. In spite 

of discomfort, danger, and lack of a coach and six, the 

feeling of acceptance and happiness comes clearly t hrough 

the burlesque pose. The light irony playing about t he cli

max of Gay's central passage does nothing to rob it of its 

tone of genuine self-respect: 

May the proud chariot never be my fate, 
If purchas'd at so mean, so dear a rate; 
0 rather give me sweet content on foot, 
Wrapt in my virtue, and a good Surtout ! 

(II. 587-90) 

A summing up seems in order for what answers I 

have found for the two problems of tone which were posed 

earlier. - Was Gay in Trivia intending to be the Mr . Spec

tator of poetry; did he purpose through. burlesque to re

fine the bad manners and morals he saw about him ? Perhaps 

he did. If so, he disguised the draught well, spicing it 

with occasional naughty remarks of hi s own and closing his 

most "moral II string of episodes (III. 259-3 50) ironically 

with the supposition that his reader might himself be in 

trouble with the watch and need his advice on how to bribe 

the constable. To the suggestion that Gay forgot his bur 

lesque intention in the fascination of his vignettes, I 
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answer that he did not. A glance at the positions in the 

poem of the last seven passages quoted above, illustrating 

the poet's comic image of himself, should indicate the per

sistence with which he used only one of his method s of bur

lesque. And the pattern for the detailed and arresting 

description of real scenes and people in action is to be 

found in the Latin model he was imitating. 

Highet, in proposing eight tests to determine 

whether a work is intentional satire,45 noted that the 

clearest conventional announcement by medieval and class i 

cal poets was to offer a pedigree by mentioning, within 

their texts, earlier satirists whom they were emulating. 

Gay does this in Trivia. He reserves special praise and 

a final position in the catalogue of bookstall wares for 

Samuel Garth's Dispensary and Pope's Rape of the Lock; 

then he links his own poem with them by devot i ng t he next 

couplets to mocking his own solemn self-importance as aut h

or of Trivia: 

Pleas'd sempstresses the Lock's fam'd Rape unfol d 
And *Squirts read Garth, 'till apozems grow col d . 

0 Lintot, let my labours obvious lie, 
Rang'd on thy stall, for ev'ry curious eye; 
So shall the poor these precepts gratis know, 
And to my verse their f u ture safeties owe . 

(II. 563 -68 ) 

A footnote insured the clear rec ognition of t he r ef erence 

to Garth by reminding readers that "Squirt " was "*The name 

of an Apothecary's boy, in the Poem of the Dispensary." 

45pp. 14-23. 
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Garth's poem and Pope's Lock were both burlesque poems, 

mock-heroics, which had in common the thoroughness with 

which they followed epic conventions . Kitchin cites these 

particu:la' poems, along with The Dunciad and 11 Gay's less 

perdurable pieces, 11 as 11 enduring monuments 11 of the neo

classical vogue for mock-epics. The fashion began, he 

recounts, with Dryden I s Macflec.knGe and with Boileau I s Le 

Lutrin, from which The Dispensary borrowed its opening 

passage. Throughout the poem Garth attempted 11 to realize 

the ful l structure of the epic. 11 Kitchin mentions its 

"real comic action, the struggle between Phys i cians and 

Apothecaries, with several epic speeche s on both side s, a 

machinery, a comic battle in the fifth canto, and a de 

scent into hell. 11 4-6 Turning to Pope's piece, he praises 

The Lock for its consistent mock-epic tone and calls at 

tention to 11 the direct parody with which Pope' s satirical 

and mock-epic work is interlarded . 11 4 7 As we have already 

seen, Gay's poem also contains sections of direct parody , 

and there are other indications that, whereas Pope and 

Garth had scored with mock-epics, Gay de sired to produce 

as thorough a mock-georgic with a similar burlesque intent . 

4-6Pp. 101-102. Shortly after the publication of 
Trivia, Gay garnered a conspi cuous writing assignment, 
possibly with Garth's help. In 1717 Tonson issued a f ol i o 
edition advertised as "Ovid's Metamorphoses . Translated by 
the most Eminent Hands. Edi ted by Gar th ." Most of the 
ninth book was by Gay (Poeti cal Work s, p . xx.xvi) . 

4-7Kit chin, p. 103 . 
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Virgil ended the Geor.gics, after he was done with legend 

or Aristaeus, with eight swift lines on where he and Oc

tavian had each been during the seven years it took him 

to complete his poem. Gay took leave of his model here. 

He asked his readers to consider what fatigues he had 

suffered in their interests. He swelled to an epic simi

le which aped the best known descriptive passage in the 

Georgics, an exotic episode on desert and a~ctic hard

ships. And finally, I think, he parodied the last ten 

lines of The Rape of the Lock. Are the similarities ev

ident? 

Then cease, bright Nymph! to mourn thy ravish'd Hair 
Whi ch adds new Glory to t he shining Sphere ! 
Not all the Tresses that fair Head can boast 
Shall draw such Envy as the Lock you lost. 
For, after all the Murders of your Eye, 
When, after Millions slain, your self shall die ; 
When those fair Suns shall sett, as sett they must , 
And all those Tresses shall be laid in Dust; 
This . Lock, the Muse shall consecrate to Fame, 
And mid'st the Stars inscribe Belinda's Name! 

(Rape of the Lock, V.14-1-50)4-8 

And now compleat my gen'rous labours lye , 
Finish'd, and ripe for i mmortality. 
Death shall entomb in dust this mould'ring frame, 
But never reach th' eternal part, my fame. 
When 1'.{* [a.raj and Q** [ildon] , mighty names, are dead; 
Or but at Chelsea under custards read; 
When Criticks crazy bandboxes repair, 
And Tragedies, turn'd rockets , bounce in air; 
High-rais'd on Fleet -street posts, consign'd to fame , 
This work shall shine, and walkers bless my name. 

(Trivia III.4-07-16) 

4-8Alexander Pope, The Rape of the Lock, and Other 
Poems, ed. Geoffrey Tillotson (2d ed . rev.; London: Methuen 
& Co., Ltd., 1954-), pp. 211-12. 
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Epic conventions might account for the similarit i es, but 

it is interesting to notice that likenesses of structure 

and theme are both present. Structurally, each ten- l ine 

passage is designed in three sentences, apport i oned in 

two-, two-, and six- line segments. The climactic sentence s 

follow the grammatical pattern of a series of "when" claus

es clinched with a final couplet. Parallels of t heme may 

be s een in the glorification of Belinda's lock and Gay's 

poem; in references to the death of such nonentities as 

Belinda's suitors and Gay's rival poets and to the sadder 

departures of Belinda and Gay; and in the equally shi ni ng 

destinies of the lock among the stars and Trivia among t he 

alluring titles displayed on book sellers' doorposts. I t 

would amuse Gay to burlesque a burlesque. I bel i eve Gay's 

passage was a playful and gracef ul compl i ment t o h is 

friend's highly artistic wor k , an i ndica t ion t ha t Gay 

hoped he had done as well in mock-georgic as Pope had done 

in mock-epic. I do not believe that Gay had f or gotten hi s 

original design. 
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